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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
A CASE STUDY OF A STEM SPECIALIST CO-TEACHING MODEL 
This research is focused on elementary science teaching and learning with support 
of a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) specialist because 
science tends to be nearly absent from self-contained classrooms in the primary grades. 
Research has established STEM education needs to increase, however, a key question for 
researchers remains who should teach science and how we can improve teacher efficacy 
for science education. The purpose of this study is to discover the impacts of a STEM 
specialist’s role on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” refers to 
teachers, administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s confidence in 
science instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science teaching as a 
shared responsibility. Results for the research questions are discussed through a 
qualitative, single, case study of an urban elementary school transitioning to a STEM 
specialist co-teaching model after adopting the Amplify Science curriculum. Conclusions 
are supported by data gathered and analyzed from teacher and administrator interviews, 
student surveys, unit assessment data, and a participant journal from the STEM specialist. 
This case study research found the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model did 
positively impact science instruction in the elementary classroom and made strides 
towards daily science teaching and learning. It also broadens the research in this field and 
its transferability benefits those who wish to implement a STEM specialist model within 
their school. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
There is no question that attention to elementary science education and the role of 
a specialist is imperative, especially with education reforms over the past 20 years 
(Marco-Bujosa & Levy, 2016). Even into the early 2000’s, “sufficient research on current 
practices and effectiveness of elementary science specialist was sorely lacking” 
(Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008, p. 3). Eight years later, researchers find themselves 
in the same situation; English (2016) notes, “international concerns for advancing STEM 
education have escalated in recent years and show no signs of abating” (p. 1). Century, 
Rudnick, and Freeman, (2008) call for research in the field as they state, “We need all of 
the benefits of our collective knowledge; the challenges of improving elementary science 
education are far too difficult to take them on alone” (p. 43). 
Although science education has clearly been an interest of research for quite a few 
decades, it has become an even bigger issue with the introduction of the Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS) in 2013. The NGSS emphasize a need for students to 
understand not only scientific content knowledge at deeper levels, but also for students to 
take part in the practices of science and engineering. The standards lay out a path for 
science learning in which student’s knowledge, understanding, and skills are built on a 
foundation established in the elementary grades and continues across 13 years of 
schooling. Yet despite the clear importance of science in elementary school, less and less 
time has been dedicated to science instruction. For students to develop the skills outlined 
in the NGSS, high quality science instruction must take place at the elementary levels so 
students may build upon this knowledge in secondary school (Poland, Colburn, & Long, 
2017) and fulfil our nation’s growing need for science, technology, engineering, and 
math (STEM) careers.  
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Statement of the Problem 
This research is focused on elementary science teaching and learning with support 
of a specialist because science tends to be nearly absent from self-contained classrooms 
in the primary grades, with only 17% of K-3rd grade and 35% of 4th-6th grade classes 
receiving science instruction on all or most days of the school year (Banilower, Smith, 
Malzahn, Plumley, Gordon, Hayes, 2018). This is down from 2013 when 20% of K-3rd 
grade and 35% of 4th-6th grade teachers reported their students received instruction in the 
subject on all or most days of the week (Banilower, Smith, Weiss, Malzahn, Campbell, & 
Weis 2013). Many classes surveyed in 2018 only received science instruction a few days 
a week or during some weeks of the year. Teachers who did teach all subjects in a self-
contained classroom only averaged spending 18 minutes in K-3rd grade and 27 minutes in 
4th-6th grade on science instruction per day (Banilower et al., 2018).  
There are several research findings to explain why science is not taught at the 
elementary level. Elementary teachers often possess inadequate content knowledge, have 
insufficient materials and facilities, lack professional development (Banilower et al., 
2018; Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008, p. 29; Shernoff, Sinha, Bresslar, & Ginsburg, 
2017), are caught by competing curricular priorities, lack time and school/administrative 
support, and exhibit a minimal sense of self-efficacy to teach science (Banilower et al., 
2018; Gess-Newsome, 1999; Schwartz, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000). The 
absence of science teaching and learning in elementary schools fall into two categories: 
school-level support and capacity of teachers (Levy, Jia, Marco-Bujosa, Gess-Newsome, 
Pasquale, 2016), both of which are hypothesized to be improved with the addition of a 
STEM specialist. 
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Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework guiding this research is centered on activity theory and 
expansive learning. Based on the work of Vygotsky, activity theory is a theoretical 
framework for the analysis and understanding of human interactions through their use of 
tools and artifacts and is applicable in situations where participants, their purpose, and 
their tools are in a process of rapid change (Engeström, 2015; Jonassen & Land, 2014). 
This change can be performed by provoking, facilitating, and documenting change 
(Minnis & John-Steiner, 2001). Researchers use activity theory as a tool for 
understanding learning, refining instruction, and suggesting directions for instructional 
design (DeVane & Squire, 2012). It can also be used to bring forward issues in systems 
and is an analytical framework that can be applied toward workplaces and schools. 
Activity theory prioritizes the subject that people are working to transform (Sannino, 
Daniels, & Gutiérrez, 2009), but conceptualizes actions in the broader perspective of their 
systematic and motivational contexts and, thus aims at going beyond a given situation 
(Engeström, 2015). 
According to Engeström, 2015, expansive learning, an activity-theoretical 
approach to developmental research, is a type of learning needed and generated in radical 
transformations of entire activity systems. The expansive cycle begins with individual 
people questioning the current practice, and it progressively expands into a collective 
movement (Engeström, 2015). An activity system is by definition, a multi-voice 
formation and an expansive cycle is a re-orchestration of those voices, of the different 
viewpoints and approaches of the various participants (Engeström, 1991).  
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Similarly, activity theory seeks to create perception in which people, their 
intentions, tools, culture, and social structures are all considered inseparable of human 
activity which signify thought (DeVane & Squire, 2012). We cannot learn without 
considering the components of human activity that compromise it. Human activity always 
takes place within a community governed by a certain division of labor and by certain 
rules (Engeström, 2015). Activity theory attempts to capture how these components of a 
system coordinate with one another to resolve contradictions (Jonassen & Land, 2014) 
and lead to the outcome.  
Theoretical thinking starts with the formation of its object. This is more than just 
a goal or product, it is a robust concern, and is defined with the help of available previous 
knowledge concerning the problem. Through their activities people constantly change 
and create new objects (Engeström, 2015). Engeström, 2015, explains theoretical 
thinking as differing from other types of thinking in that it constructs a model of the 
object, attempting to uncover and make visible the relations behind observable behavior 
of the object. The subject not only expands the object with the help of the model, he or 
she also develops the model, and modifies it into new, more complex developmental 
forms and variations. The subject acquires two distinct layers: the management of the 
overall activity and the semiautonomous group as a functional unit of that activity 
(Engeström, 2015).  
Models play a unique role within this new conception of concepts. Specifically, 
mental models are mechanisms whereby humans generate descriptions of systems 
purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and states, and predictions of 
future system states (Engeström, 2015). Mental models are naturally evolving (Norman, 
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1983), transparent, and compact at the same time. They function both as predictions and 
as means of structuring and realizing the projections. Models are embodiments of 
purpose and, at the same time, an instrument for carrying out such purposes (Wartofsky, 
1979). Figure 1.1 shows a model of the structure of the activity to be analyzed within this 
research.  
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Figure 1.1. Structure of Activity
Tool 
STEM Specialist Co-Teaching 
Model 
Object 
Daily Elementary Science 
Teaching and Learning 
Subject 
Teachers, students, 
administration 
Division of Labor 
Grade level teams,  
Teacher Confidence,  
Time and commitment toward 
science teaching 
Rules 
Weekly Co-teaching,  
weekly planning, Amplify  
Curriculum and Resources 
used 
Community 
Elementary School 
Outcome 
Shared Responsibility for 
Teaching Science 
Confidence in Teaching Science 
Value in Science Teaching and 
Learning 
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The activity is broken into the analytical components of subject, tool, and object. 
The subject, or people being studied in this research are, teachers, students, and 
administration. The object, or the intended activity, is daily elementary science teaching 
and learning. Finally, the tool, or the mediating device by which the action is executed, is 
the STEM specialist co-teaching model. The outcome is a shared responsibility for 
teaching science, confidence in teaching science, and value in science teaching and 
learning from the subjects. It makes sense to position the STEM specialist in all three 
components of subject, object, and tool because the STEM specialist is what makes the 
difference in this case for engaging in a shared responsibility for teaching science and 
having value and confidence in science teaching and learning.  
Engeström modified Vygotsky’s original theory by providing two additional units 
of analysis which also have implicit effects on the activity: rules and division of labor. In 
this research, the rules, or sets of conditions that help to determine how and why 
individuals may act are weekly co-teaching and planning collaboration, as well as the 
Amplify Science curriculum and resources being used by teachers. The division of labor, 
providing for the distribution of actions and operations among a community of works, are 
grade level teams, teacher confidence, and time and commitment toward science 
teaching. Together, these affect a reality known as a community. In this research, the 
community, or group of activities and teams of workers to be analyzed is the elementary 
school proposed to use the STEM specialist co-teaching model.  
This research will use activity theory as a framework for analyzing data and for 
understanding the interaction among subjects, tools, and communities (DeVane & Squire, 
2012; Jonassen & Land, 2014). The relationship between the individual and their 
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environment is considered through the component of community, the relationship 
between subject and community is mediated by rules, and the relationship between object 
and community is facilitated by the division of labor. Tools have an influence over the 
interaction between the subject and the object (Jonassen & Land, 2014). This framework 
simultaneously makes visible the shifts in participant’s orientation toward one another 
and toward the object of their learning efforts (Engeström, 2015).  
It is important to note how COVID-19 impacted parts of the framework as well. 
As described further throughout the study, COVID-19 impacted the STEM specialist’s 
role and the ability to provide weekly co-teaching experiences for students. Time and 
commitment to science instruction was also affected because schooling moved to an 
online setting and created changes for instruction overall. With this said, the data, 
analysis, and outcome are still comparable to what would have been without the 
interruptions of COVID-19, because most of the 2019-2020 school year was spent in a 
typical learning situation. 
According to Engeström, 2015, an ideal-typical sequence of epistemic actions in 
an expansive cycle may be described as:  
• The first action is that of questioning, criticizing, or rejecting some aspects of the 
current practice and existing wisdom. Within this research, this step happened 
well before the state’s science testing showed a need of improvement. For the 
researcher, this questioning started in her first year as a STEM lab teacher; a 
model in which elementary students only receive science instruction once a week. 
• The second action is that of analyzing the situation. It involves mental, discursive, 
or practical transformation of the situation in order to find causes or explanatory 
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mechanisms. It evokes the why question and explanatory principles. For the 
researcher, this included a review of current literature in order to gain knowledge 
on the type of models which are already present and to determine if science 
instruction is lacking in other parts of the world as well. 
• The third action is that of modeling the newly found explanatory relationship in 
some publicly observable and transmittable medium. Constructing an explicit, 
simplified model of the new idea that explains and offers a solution to the 
problematic situation. This step was made possible with the researcher’s 
knowledge, experience, review of literature, and school administration as they 
identified a model that worked for the school to be researched. 
• The fourth action is that of examining the model, running, operating, and 
experimenting on it in order to grasp fully its dynamics, potential, and limitations. 
This step was completed before the 2019-2020 school year in order to work out 
details of the model and put it in place that school year. 
• The fifth action is that of implementing the model by means of practical 
applications, enrichments, and conceptual extension. This action was put into 
place for the 2019-2020 school year and data was collected to fully examine the 
model. 
• The sixth and seventh actions are those of reflecting on and evaluating the process 
and consolidating its outcomes into a new stable form of practice. This action was 
executed after data for the model was collected and analyzed.  
Activity theory and expansive learning have guided this research with a general 
vision of change within the theoretical framework. Both frameworks are rooted in the 
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work of Vygotsky and provide a guide for this research based on the activity of daily 
elementary science instruction with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model. 
Purpose of the Study 
STEM education is a growing importance in our changing world, yet many 
elementary schools are not including science and engineering in their daily curriculum 
schedule. The purpose of this study is to discover the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role 
on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” refers to teachers, 
administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s confidence in science 
instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science teaching as a shared 
responsibility. 
Research has established STEM education needs to increase, however, a key 
question for researchers remains who should teach science and how we can improve 
teacher efficacy for science teaching. After attending the 2007 CSE conference, Levy, 
Pasquale, & Marco (2008) state the need for descriptive studies that systematically 
document and outline what models are being implemented, their components, and how 
they function (Levy et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2000; Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 
2008, p. 29). Levy et al. (2008) continue, stating questions which need to be answered 
include: what tasks specialists perform, the scope of instructional responsibilities, 
frequency, and duration of intervention, curriculum and materials they use, and 
experience and preparation needed to be successful in the role. Other topics of study 
include the rationale for selecting a model, the alignment of expectations, cost, 
accountability, teacher colleagues, school administration, district administration, and 
institutions of higher education (Levy et al., 2008).  
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Century et al., (2008) offer a framework for supporting, identifying, and 
organizing the elements which comprise elementary science models. The authors realize 
the potential of a science specialist intervention, but also see the need for an 
understanding of specialist models, therefore ask questions such as: “Should a specialist 
teach in collaboration with elementary classroom teachers? Should a specialist teach in a 
room that is separate from the regular classroom? How should a specialist integrate 
science instruction into the rest of the school day? Should the primary audience of the 
specialist be teachers or students?” (Century et al., 2008, p. 33). The authors recognize 
the science specialist approach is ill-defined and a poor subject of study and therefore 
needs a common language and learning community to advocate for elementary science 
education.  
Levy et al. (2016) believe case studies at the elementary level, will lead to more-
informed decision making about how to ensure adequate science instruction is happening. 
While the use of a specialist model ensures that science is taught, there is little known 
about the quality of instruction or the impact on student’s science learning (Levy et al., 
2016). Levy et al. (2016) asks if students are receiving more science instruction or better 
science instruction because of the models being implemented. They also question the 
nature of the models themselves, how they are defined, and the impacts which occur. The 
most recent suggestions are offered from Poland et al. (2017) about how to best support 
elementary teachers using specialization models to teach science. 
Finally, “future research must explore the relative impacts of different models” 
(Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008, p. 29). Poland et al. (2017) encouraged the 
international science education research community to explore the phenomenon of 
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specialization to understand the impact of generalist and specialist models on teachers 
and students. The authors want to know more about how to best support elementary 
science teachers using the different models and encourage the research community to 
continue to document the ways in which teachers and administrators are attending to 
science at the elementary level (Poland et al., 2017). 
Not enough research has been completed in the topic of integrated science 
teaching in elementary schools using a specialist model (Brobst, Markworth, Tasker, & 
Ohana, 2017; Marco-Bujosa & Levy, 2016; Markworth, Brobst, Ohana, & Parker, 2016; 
Poland et al., 2017) “Carefully constructed quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods 
studies could help educational practitioners make better-informed decisions in the future 
on the use of the specialist model in their respective schools” (Poland et al., 2017, p. 
1730). It is clear that current research in the field of science teaching in elementary 
schools using a STEM specialist is limited and there are many gaps in the literature. 
Specialists may not be the only solution but could help serve as a support system for 
encouraging STEM in elementary grades. This research serves as a gap in the literature in 
researcher’s goal to get daily science instruction back into elementary classrooms. This 
case study adds to the field of science instruction in helping to discover the impacts of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model on an elementary school’s daily science instruction.  
Research Questions 
The purpose of this study is to discover the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role 
on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” refers to teachers, 
administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s confidence in science 
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instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science teaching as a shared 
responsibility. The questions guiding this research are as follows: 
• How are teachers, administrators, and student’s value towards science education 
impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teacher’s confidence for teaching science impacted with the addition of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teachers and administrator’s perception of science education as a shared 
responsibility impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching 
model? 
In this research, having value for science instruction is associated to how 
important daily science instruction is to the individual. For teachers specifically, value for 
science instruction is determined by how often the teacher teaches science in his or her 
classroom. Teacher’s value is also defined as what science education means to them and 
what they like about teaching science. For administrators specifically, value for science 
instruction is determined by what science education means to them and how they support 
science. Administrator value is also assessed through teacher viewpoint of their support 
and value for science. For students in particular, value for science instruction is 
determined from teacher and administrator perceptions and student survey responses. 
Teacher confidence for science education can be defined by teacher’s feelings of self-
assurance which arises from one’s appreciation of one’s own ability to teach science. In 
this research, teacher confidence for teaching science is determined from teacher and 
administrator perception of teacher confidence and what caused their confidence change. 
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Finally, a sense of shared responsibility for science education is determined by teachers 
and administrators understanding of the role in science education for the teacher, the 
STEM specialist, and administrator. 
These questions are answered through a qualitative, single, case study of an 
elementary school transitioning to a STEM specialist co-teaching model after adopting 
the Amplify Science curriculum. Along with the use of the new curriculum, it is 
hypothesized the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model will positively impact 
science instruction in the elementary classroom and make strides towards daily science 
teaching and learning.  
Significance of the Study 
After not being tested for several years, the 2017 state science scores came out for 
the state of Kentucky; elementary students in the state scored 30.8% 
proficient/distinguished. The district in which research was conducted scored below the 
state proficient/distinguished score at a 29.9% and the elementary school which the 
STEM specialist co-teaching model is applied, scored a 14.1% proficient/distinguished 
(Kentucky Department of Education, 2019). These scores created a sense of urgency 
toward science education within the district. Therefore, the decision was made to adopt a 
science curriculum for their elementary classroom teachers to be used daily by all 
classroom teachers starting in the 2019-2020 school year. 
To support this transition, the elementary school studied within this research used 
a STEM specialist to supply assistance and expertise to support elementary educators 
teaching science in their classrooms every day using the new Amplify Science 
curriculum. The theory leading this model was based on the hypothesis that the co-
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teaching model will help put science back into the classrooms daily, as well as create a 
time and place for STEM as an extension to the learning already taking place in the 
classroom.  
STEM Specialist Co-teaching Model at a Glance 
There is still debate on a clear, widely accepted definition of an elementary STEM 
specialist or the role which they should serve in schools (Jones & Edmond 2006; Levy et 
al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2000). Adult oriented specialists support teachers with the 
science/STEM curriculum and instruction, while student-oriented specialists are 
responsible for teaching students the science/STEM curriculum. In either role, an 
elementary school STEM specialist would be the school’s primary source of science 
leadership, teaching, and/or support (Levy et al., 2016).  
The role of the STEM specialist within this research is adult and student oriented. 
This role consists of weekly planning and instructional time with classroom teachers as 
seen by Frazier, Sterling, and Bordeaux (2010). Planning time is used to help classroom 
teachers understand the NGSS standards, use the new curriculum to plan for daily science 
instruction, and plan a weekly co-teaching experience for students. The co-teaching took 
place at a weekly specified time in which the classroom teacher and STEM co-teacher led 
the students in an inquiry/hands-on STEM activity either in the regular classroom or 
STEM lab. Location was left to the grade level teachers and STEM specialist to choose 
and change as needed based on lesson type and materials needed. It was hypothesized 
this model would help teachers see value and gain confidence in science teaching and 
learning and create a sense of shared responsibility, which in turn, would ensure all 
students receive daily science instruction K-5. 
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Figure 1.2 presents a logic model to describe the STEM specialist co-teaching 
model. The model describes the inputs for success, outputs of activities and participation, 
and expected outcomes from successful implementation of the program intervention. 
External factors and assumptions are also described in the model. Inputs, outputs, and 
outcomes are hypothetical and informed by previous research findings (Marco-Bujosa & 
Levy, 2016; Levy et al., 2016; Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008; Schwartz et al., 2000). 
This model is included for transferability so future researchers may replicate the STEM 
specialist co-teaching model.
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Assumptions – The lack of state assessment in science in previous years led to a decrease in emphasis on science topics 
in the regular classroom. Many schools within the district moved to using a STEM or science lab teacher to cover science 
education. With this proposed program, the goal is to bring science back into the classroom where all grade levels will have 
30-45 minutes to teach science content daily, the STEM specialist and classroom teacher will co-teach together, teachers 
will use the NGSS standards and the Amplify Science curriculum to guide their lessons and activities, teachers will base 
learning and questioning on science and engineering practices, and all students will receive formal science learning.  
External Factors – Teacher’s experience with science 
teaching and learning, science course requirements in 
college, student’s science learning experience outside 
of school (camps, museums, events, etc.), state 
testing, teaching emphasis on reading and math, rise 
of STEM careers, increase in technology.  
Inputs  Outputs   
Activities          Participation 
 
Short-Classroom         Medium-School   Long-District 
Outcomes-Impact 
-STEM specialist who is 
knowledgeable in science 
education and leading 
teachers. 
 
 -Finances to cover STEM 
specialist position. 
 
 -Finances for STEM Lab, 
materials, equipment, and 
technology needed. 
  
-Community members and 
partnerships in STEM 
fields. 
  
-Block of time for teachers 
to meet weekly with the 
STEM specialist. 
  
-Block of time to teach 
science in the classroom 
(30-45 minutes daily). 
  
-Block of time for students 
and teacher to co-teach 
for further hands-on 
learning opportunities 
(Once a week). 
-Weekly planning time with grade 
level teachers and STEM specialist 
to plan science activities. 
-Daily science instruction in regular 
classroom from classroom teacher. 
-Weekly hands-on activities 
facilitated by the STEM specialist 
teacher and classroom teacher. 
-Professional development 
opportunities in science and STEM 
for classroom teachers. 
-Quarterly planning time with grade 
level teachers, STEM specialist, 
instructional coaches, and principal 
to review science assessments. 
-Quarterly learning opportunities with 
community members, companies, or 
colleges in STEM fields to show 
different STEM career paths. 
-Weekly formative and quarterly 
summative science assessments in 
the regular classroom. 
-STEM specialist will meet with and 
assist classroom teachers with 
planning one time per week for 30 
minutes. 
-STEM specialist will co-teach with 
classroom teacher weekly. 
-Students will participate in daily 
science learning for 30-45 minutes. 
-Students will participate in science 
learning and STEM experiences 
weekly. 
-Elementary classroom teachers will 
teach science daily for 30-45 
minutes. 
-Elementary principals will observe 
science lessons and hold teachers 
accountable for science teaching 
through weekly submitted plans. 
-Community members and 
companies in STEM fields will bring 
in outside opportunities to schools 
and show different STEM career 
paths once per quarter. 
-Classroom teachers 
increased awareness of 
their role in science 
education. 
-Increased knowledge 
of NGSS standards 
among elementary 
teachers. 
-Increased use of 
science and 
engineering practices in 
elementary classrooms. 
-Increased confidence 
and competence of 
STEM skills among 
elementary teachers 
and students. 
-Increased awareness 
of science among 
elementary students. 
-Increased participation 
of hands-on science 
learning experiences 
with students. 
-Sense of shared 
responsibility for 
science teaching 
throughout the school. 
-Students use science 
and engineering 
practices outside the 
classroom. 
-Students 
demonstrate use of 
STEM skills. 
-Students raise 
questions and identify 
problems using 
STEM. 
-Students participate 
in and seek out 
opportunities to apply 
hands on science 
learning outside the 
classroom. 
-Students express 
interest towards 
STEM careers. 
-Schools in the 
district see the 
benefits of a STEM 
based education. 
-Increased number 
and more diverse 
pool of youth 
pursuing education 
and careers in STEM 
fields in the district. 
-Increased and more 
diverse pool of 
trained teachers, 
educators, and 
scientists in the 
district. 
-Increased STEM 
literacy in general 
district population. 
-Increased creativity 
and innovation 
addressing problems 
using STEM in the 
district. 
Figure 1.2. STEM Specialist Co-Teaching Model Logic Model 
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Figure 1.3 shows the STEM specialist’s weekly schedule which was implemented 
at the research site for the 2019-2020 school year. It is important to note this schedule 
changed many times in the first few weeks of school to fit with teacher’s schedules, 
planning times, and other changes that took place at the beginning of the year. This is the 
schedule that was utilized by the STEM specialist because it worked for that specific site. 
A different site may need to work around distinct schedules, planning times, and other 
issues not foreseen in this study. This schedule represents weekly time allotted for thirty 
minutes of co-teaching collaboration with every teacher, thirty minutes of collaborative 
grade level planning time, small group or club time for STEM instruction, time to prepare 
for each grade level, and time to help teachers prepare materials for the following week. 
Prepping for grade levels included preparing for co-teaching collaboration time, planning 
for grade level planning meetings, preparing professional development when needed, and 
any other task the specialist felt necessary in completing the tasks for successful daily 
science instruction in each classrooms
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
7:15-7:45 Morning Duty Morning Duty Morning Duty Morning Duty Morning Duty 
7:45-8:00 Morning Meeting  Morning Meeting Morning Meeting Morning Meeting Morning Meeting 
8:00-8:30 5th STEM focus group 
w/ gifted teacher 
4th STEM focus group 
w/ gifted teacher 
3rd STEM focus group 
w/ gifted teacher 
2nd STEM focus group 
w/ gifted teacher 
1st STEM focus group 
w/ gifted teacher 
8:30-9:00 Prep 3rd, 4th  Prep 3rd, 4th  Prep 3rd, 4th  5th grade planning Next week plans K/1st  
9:00-9:55 Prep 1st, 2nd, K Prep 1st, 2nd, K Next week plans 4th, 5th K Planning 9:35-10:05 Prep 4th  
9:55-10:25 4th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
4th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 2) 
4th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 3) 
Prep 3rd  4th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
10:25-11:05 3rd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
3rd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 2) 
3rd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 3) 
3rd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 4) 
Next week plans 2nd/3rd 
11:00-11:30 5th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
5th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 2) 
11:15-11:45 4th grade 
collaboration  
(Teacher 3)  
4th plan  
10:55-11:15 
Lunch 
11:15-11:45 4th grade 
collaboration  
(Teacher 2) 
11:30-12:00 5th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 3) 
5th grade collaboration 
(Teacher 4) 
Lunch 3rd grade planning 
11:40-12:10 
Lunch 
12:10-12:35  Lunch 
KEY club 4th grade 
Lunch Focus group plans 4th  
/5th  
Planning with 
Instructional Coach 
Focus group plans 
1st/2nd/3rd  
12:35-12:55 KEY club 4th grade 2nd grade planning 
12:35-12:55 
Prep 1st, 2nd, K Prep 1st, K Help teachers prep 
next week materials 
12:55-1:25 1st grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
1st grade collaboration 
(Teacher 2) 
1st grade collaboration 
(Teacher 3) 
1st grade collaboration 
(Teacher 4) 
Help teachers prep 
next week materials 
1:30-2:00 2nd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
2nd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 2) 
2nd grade collaboration 
(Teacher 3) 
1st grade planning 4th/5th Energy Club 
2:00-2:25 K collaboration 
(Teacher 1) 
K collaboration  
(Teacher 2) 
K collaboration  
(Teacher 3) 
K collaboration  
(Teacher 4) 
4th/5th Energy Club 
Figure 1.3. STEM Specialist Schedule 
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Even though there was a focus to include daily science in individual classrooms, 
the term STEM specialist was used to describe the role and title of the instructor in this 
research study. The focus which the specialist displayed for the school as a whole, goes 
beyond science. As seen in figure 1.3, the schedule depicts more than just co-teaching 
science and planning for science in the classrooms. The STEM specialist in this instance 
also conducted daily focus groups with the gifted teacher, which consisted of small 
groups of students interested in STEM subjects. The specialist also made time for two 
clubs: Kentucky Energy for Youth (KEY) club and Energy club. Both clubs assisted the 
school in learning and facilitating ways to save energy within the building.  
STEM specialist is used as the title of this specific role because the specialist 
served as the school’s leader and supporter for not just science, but also for technology, 
engineering, and math. The specialist took responsibility for the school’s science and 
engineering fair, Stream Days, Student Technology Leadership Program project, National 
Energy Education Development project, Kentucky Green and Healthy Schools project, 
Farm to School Lunch, afterschool and summer STEM club, Science Explorers club, and 
more. The additional STEM opportunities which students had the opportunity to engage 
in, made this more than a specialist role in science. The role described within this 
research portrays a STEM specialist. 
Amplify Science Curriculum Overview 
 The science curriculum which was in its first year of implementation at the school 
and district within this case study is Amplify Science. This curriculum was unanimously 
chosen in the spring of 2019 by a science curriculum group, which included: classroom 
teachers, STEM/science lab teachers, administrators, parents, local university professors, 
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and the district’s science curriculum instructional specialist. This involved a process of 
receiving proposals, allowing an open review and vote from anyone in the district, 
parents, and community members, and the three highest ranked programs presenting an 
in-person proposal to the science curriculum selection committee. The tool used to 
evaluate each of the submitted curricular programs was the Primary Evaluation of 
Essential Criteria for NGSS Instruction Materials Design. 
Amplify Science is the product of a collaboration between the experts at the 
University of California, Berkley’s Lawrence Hall of Science, and the instructional 
technology experts at Amplify. According to Amplify’s program overview (2019), 
“Amplify Science has been designed from the ground up to meet 100 percent of the 
NGSS and respond to the instructional shifts called for by the National Research 
Council’s Framework for K-12 science curriculum (2012)”. The framework-focused 
design of the curriculum is grounded in the following:  
• Designed from the ground up for NGSS 
• Emphasis on unit coherence 
• Real-world problems and scientific phenomena 
• Multimodal approach (Do, Talk, Read, Write, Visualize) 
• Explicit support for literacy development 
• Expanding opportunities for visualizing 
Amplify Science’s (2019) program components highlight real-world contexts and 
encourage students to investigate, talk, write, think, and argue like real scientists and 
engineers. Students have access to detailed lesson instructions, embedded formative and 
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summative assessments, hands-on materials, scientific texts, robust digital simulations, 
engaging media, physical and digital modes, structured classroom discussions, and much 
more. According to EdReports.org, Amplify Science was the only instructional materials 
to receive “all green” across the board and to fully meet criteria in their independent 
review of science curriculums. 
The curriculum was used by all classroom teachers at the research site and 
participating schools across the district. All teachers attended a six-hour summer 
professional development to begin engagement in the curriculum. Teachers were also 
encouraged to attend monthly professional learning communities (PLCs) to share 
expertise and work collaboratively to improve teachings skills and the academic 
performance of students throughout the district. A science representative from each 
school met quarterly to discuss implementation, challenges, successes, and receive 
updates to take back to their schools. Grade level teams met with the district Amplify 
Science leader in the fall and spring to discuss questions, learn more about 
implementation, and to ensure use of the curriculum. Administrators were encouraged to 
attend these meetings and engage in science walk-throughs with the district Amplify 
Science leader to understand where the teachers were with implementation. They also 
received a 90-minute training which introduced them to the program over the summer of 
2019 and an additional 90-minute remote training session in the spring of 2020. The 
STEM specialist assisted teachers in learning the NGSS standards and implement the 
Amplify Science curriculum throughout the 2019-2020 school year. 
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Definition of Terms 
Co-Teaching Model 
 Frazier, Sterling, and Bordeaux (2010) claimed the science specialists provides 
professional development for classroom teachers and help to integrate science into their 
teaching. They also explain the science specialist meets with classroom teachers for 
weekly team meetings and weekly co-teaching science lessons for their students. 
Combined, the description for this research presents the co-teaching model as a means of 
engagement and support for teachers and students in the science curriculum. 
Elementary 
 For the purposes of this dissertation, elementary refers to kindergarten through 
fifth grade. 
Impact 
 For the purposes of this study, impact, will refer to teachers, administrators, and 
student’s value in science education, teacher’s confidence in science instruction, and 
teachers and administrator’s perception of science teaching as a shared responsibility. 
STEM Education 
 According to the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), a common 
definition of STEM education is “an interdisciplinary approach to learning where 
rigorous academic concepts are coupled with real-world lessons as students apply 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in contexts that make connections 
between school, community, work, and the global enterprise enabling the development of 
STEM literacy and with it the ability to compete in the new economy” (Gerlach, 2012). 
Conclusion 
Innovation and invention skills, which are influential forces in the economy, 
cannot be developed apart from the education system (Roberts, 2012). “Learners in the 
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21st century will be required to exhibit understanding and skills that were unfathomable 
to us just twenty years ago” (Roberts, 2012, p. 4). Roberts (2012) believes teachers have 
the responsibility of preparing students to be actively engaged in their future. Science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics curricula incorporates group activities, 
laboratory investigations, and projects, which provide students opportunity to develop 
essential 21st-century skills and “prepare them to become citizens who are better able to 
make decisions about personal health, energy efficiency, environmental quality, resource 
use, and national security” (Bybee, 2010, p. 1). Our world is complex and STEM 
knowledge is critical to making sense of it all. Science and engineering are at the heart of 
our country’s ability to continue to innovate, lead, and create the jobs of the future 
(Bybee, 2010; NGSS Lead States, 2013). 
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) framework points out that 
science and engineering are needed to address major world challenges such as generating 
enough clean energy, preventing and treating diseases, maintaining supplies of food and 
clean water, and solving problems of global environmental change that confront society 
today (NGSS Lead States, 2013). The framework also notes engineering and technology 
provide opportunities for students to deepen their understanding of science by applying 
their emerging scientific knowledge to the solution of real-world problems. NGSS 
integrate engineering and technology into the structure of science education. This 
integration is achieved by putting engineering design on the same level as scientific 
inquiry in classroom instruction. In addition, NGSS gives core ideas of engineering and 
technology the same status as those in other major science disciplines (NGSS Lead 
States, 2013).  
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The importance of focusing on what teachers need to effectively teach STEM 
education was noted by the National Science Board (NSB). The NSB (2007) stated well-
qualified and highly effective teachers should teach STEM classes. They called for more 
national attention on attracting, preparing, and retaining qualified and committed teaching 
candidates (NSB, 2007). Schoeneberger and Russell (1986) assert ways of developing 
teacher confidence in mathematics and science such as university studies, curriculum 
development activities, assembling and maintaining science materials, and regularly 
teaching science. With the need for science education in all elementary classrooms, the 
addition of a STEM specialist who is knowledgeable and eager to engage in the co-
teaching experience, was hoped to encourage all teachers to see the value in teaching 
science daily. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Teaching STEM subjects using a specialist is not a new concept. Specialist-led 
models have been in place for decades, however there have been few published 
descriptions of models (Abell & Roth, 1992; Hounshell & Swartz, 1987; Brobst et al., 
2017; Jones & Edmunds, 2006; Markworth et al., 2016; Marco-Bujosa & Levy, 2016; 
Nelson & Landel, 2007; Poland et al., 2017; Schwartz et al., 2000; Williams, 1990). This 
review of literature investigates research studies on the topic of integrated science 
teaching in elementary schools using a specialist model. Current literature has been 
reviewed and synthesized in order to address the frameworks and literature which have 
inspired this study.  
Review of Literature 
The varying roles and deployment of STEM education professionals in 
elementary contexts is an issue of scholarly significance. This is a review of literature in 
the area of these instructional roles at the elementary setting, with an emphasis on historic 
and current varying roles of discipline-specific STEM educators, and affordances and 
constraints of varying roles.  
To discover relevant sources, the following keywords were used in the initial 
database search where over 100 sources were retrieved to be potentially reviewed: roles 
of elementary stem educators, roles of elementary stem teachers, elementary stem 
teachers, history of elementary stem teachers, elementary stem specialist, elementary 
science specialist, and elementary stem lab teachers. Although the acronym STEM was 
incorporated into nearly every keyword search, most works related to science instruction 
and specialists, rather than STEM as an integrated subject. Next, abstracts were reviewed 
and condensed to 35 sources to be read, summarized, and used within this review of 
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literature. Work ranging from 1982 to 2018 was used in the review to understand both 
historical and current aspects. Most works used are research studies, however, some 
conceptual articles, opinion pieces, speeches, and reports provide frameworks for 
thinking about the topic.  
Historic and Current Roles of Discipline-Specific STEM Educators 
Jones and Edmunds (2006), compared three basic models for science instruction 
in elementary schools; classroom teacher model where one teacher is responsible for 
teaching all subjects in a self-contained classroom, science resource model where the 
specialist provides assistance to the classroom teacher who serves as the primary 
instructor, and the science instructor model where one person teaches science to all grade 
levels of students.  
Early on, authors Hounshell and Swarts (1987) debated each other’s points on 
whether elementary science specialists should be used in elementary schools. Hounshell 
proposed the idea of adding a science specialist to schools with a laboratory classroom 
and equipment so every student could experience science learning. Swartz’ argument 
looked back to the 1960s when there were many proposals for science specialists. Some 
positions were created, and people were hired, but soon the nation ran out of money to 
move forward with the program. Swartz maintained that very few schools in suburban 
areas at the time had science specialists in elementary grades and the colleges in New 
York State had no program for science specialist teachers. He claimed their own district 
had four specialists at one time but was then reduced to zero. Swartz continued speaking 
about the budget it would take to employ these specialists and claimed no specialists were 
being prepared because there were no such jobs available. As a result, Swartz believed 
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universities would be setting up a minor for specialists where they would train experts 
hoping for a job that did not exist (Hounshell & Swarts, 1987). 
Years later, at the 2007 Center for Science Education (CSE) conference, Levy, 
Pasquale, Marco, and others in attendance, worked to define, describe, and examine 
existing models for the use of elementary science specialists. At the conference, teachers, 
principals, directors, etc. shared and reflected upon the current use of specialists and their 
contributions to elementary science teaching. There was no consensus on the exact 
responsibilities a specialist should have with respect to teachers and students, or to the 
school’s science program. However, there was an agreement of two major groups: 
teacher mentoring model and student instructional model (Levy et al., 2008; Schwartz & 
Gess-Newsome, 2008). In the teacher mentoring model, the specialist assists classroom 
teachers with science teaching and professional development, whereas specialists in the 
student instructional model are responsible for teaching science to multiple classes (Levy 
et al., 2008). After the conference, Schwartz, and Gess-Newsome (2008) worked to test 
the validity of these elementary science specialist models by conducting an empirical 
pilot study of current models of elementary science instruction that use the specialist 
model. They found several schools used a variety of models within the same district. The 
sources of variation given in the distributed survey included site-based decision making 
or administrators and funding at the school level.  
Several years later, in a 2014 study by Campbell and Chittleborough, an 
Australian initiative, created the new position of science specialist in primary schools to 
work with staff and students in order to boost participation in mathematics and science. 
Specialists were told to take on a role that works for their school since there was no one 
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set way of using a science specialist. More recently, thirty schools participated in a study 
by Levy et al. (2016), where science specialists were responsible for science instruction 
in 26 schools. Of the 26 schools, 22 had one science specialist who provided all science 
lessons to students in the building, two schools had two specialists who divided the 
teaching by grades, and in the remaining two schools the classroom teacher taught 
science with the specialist in a co-teaching model (Levy et al., 2016). 
In 2016, Markworth, Brobst, Ohana, and Parker found multiple models of 
elementary science specialists being used while breaking down their sample. Four of 
these models were variations of team teaching (departmentalization) and the other was a 
pull-out model where teachers were exclusively responsible for teaching science across 
multiple grade levels—the authors used the term, “science as a special” for this model 
(Markworth et al., 2016). 
The 2018 National Survey of Science & Mathematics Education (NSSME+) 
found the use of elementary science specialist to be uncommon. 15% of students received 
instruction from a school science specialist in addition to their regular teacher, while 7% 
received instruction from a specialist instead of their regular teacher. The statistics also 
show pull-out programs being much more prevalent in mathematics than science, most 
likely because of accountability measures (Banilower et al., 2018).  
Student Oriented (Science Instructor Model). Five schools in Markworth, et 
al.’s (2016) study participated in situations called “science as a special”. They defined 
science as a special as “having a similar schedule to subjects such as art, music, physical 
education, and library” (Markworth et al., 2016, p. 9). These teachers are responsible for 
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teaching a large population of students if not the whole school. Most of the teachers in 
this model saw students one to two times a week. 
Schwartz et al. (2000), found elementary science specialists who assume all 
science teaching responsibility for the school also undertake many responsibilities other 
than teaching (Schwartz et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2106). Examples include providing 
professional development to teachers (Schwartz et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2106), 
collaborating with classroom teachers to plan and implement effective lessons, serving as 
a resource for science instruction, and assisting in developing classroom teacher’s science 
content knowledge and pedagogy (Schwartz et al., 2000; Campbell & Chittleborough, 
2014). From a global standpoint, the Australian initiative to employ science specialists 
saw other roles which emerging, including: sustaining change, interest, and enthusiasm 
for science, promoting science, whole school curriculum planning, managing, purchasing, 
and storing resources (Levy et al., 2106), providing guidance for assessing students, and 
forming relationships with teachers, principals, and students (Campbell & 
Chittleborough, 2014). Levy et al. (2016) most recently found other responsibilities the 
specialist may take on to include attending professional development, community and 
parent outreach, participating in science committees, and facilitating science related 
events within the school. 
Departmentalization/Team Teaching/Collaborative Specialist Model. Gough 
(1982), was one of the first in her field to see the need for specialists in elementary 
school, stating four years of college is not enough to train elementary teachers to be 
effective in all subjects. She suggested training programs prepare elementary teachers to 
specialize for “departmentalization” teaching, meaning teachers would switch classes and 
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focus their teaching on one or two subjects (Gough, 1982; Miller, 1992; Schwartz & 
Gess-Newsome, 2008; Markworth et al., 2016). Later, Nelson and Landel (2007) added 
evidence to Gough’s claim, when they found one school’s test score improvements to be 
much higher after having used a collaborative specialist model. They proposed the 
specialists in this model work together to coordinate cross content lessons and obtain 
professional development tailored to their specific content and pedagogy needs (Nelson 
& Landel, 2007). 
More recently, Markworth et al. (2016) studied the models of elementary content 
specialization with a focus in mathematics and science. These specialists used a 
departmentalization style of teaching where they instructed two or more classes of 
students on their content. However, they use the term “team teaching” because the 
teachers work together to teach all subjects. Poland, Colburn, and Long (2017) found 
specialist roles are taken by teachers who wish to reduce their workload and want time 
for content mastery. 82% of 38 specialists and 63% of 97 generalists interviewed, spoke 
in favor of specialization or departmentalization, and felt this approach would benefit 
both teachers and students. 
Adult Oriented (Science Resource/Co-Teaching Model). Schwartz et al. (2000) 
presented empirical evidence to assess the potential of elementary science specialists as 
compared to elementary classroom teachers. The specialists in this study taught fourth 
through sixth grade with two 45-55-minute science lessons each week. They taught in a 
fully equipped science classroom where they were responsible for lesson preparation, 
presentation, and grading. The classroom teachers participated as facilitators during the 
lesson activity. Although planning, initiating, and maintaining the lesson and activities 
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was the role of the science specialist, the classroom teacher was responsible for all follow 
up as in teaching absent students, collecting homework, and communicating with parents.  
Murphy, Beggs, Carlisle, and Greenwood (2004) investigated the impact of 
collaborative teaching from student-teachers and classroom teachers on children’s 
enjoyment and learning of science. After six months, the primary findings revealed 
children enjoyed science more, which lead the authors to discuss how collaborative 
planning, teaching, and evaluation can enhance teacher education and improve children’s 
experience of science. In a study by Frazier et al. (2010), teachers met with the science 
specialist for weekly team meetings and 45-minute co-teaching science sessions for their 
students. Science specialists provided professional development for classroom teachers 
and helped integrate science into their teaching. Qualitative findings indicated a need for 
more structure and support for how science specialists and generalists would share 
teaching responsibilities. The authors emphasize the presence of a specialist does not 
mean regular classroom teachers no longer have to teach science, instead, specialists 
should be used as support.  
Affordances of Varying Roles 
Schwartz et al. (2000) assessed the potential of elementary science specialist as 
compared to elementary classroom teachers. 16 of the 23 teachers stated the science 
specialist was better able to teach science to their elementary students because self-
contained teachers did not feel qualified in all areas of science. 
 Student Oriented (Science Instructor Model). William’s (1990) stated, “It’s 
time to welcome specialists who come with inclination, expertise, and equipment” 
(Williams, 1990, p. 32). One argument he gave for specialists regarded having the 
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training and time to help students, yet he never states where this training might come 
from. He also claims a good specialist would be able to tackle hard to handle problems 
(William, 1990). Schwartz et al, (2000) agreed specialists have more science pedagogy 
due to having more time to research and teach science. The authors in the study present 
empirical support from analysis of student work and teacher instructional plans, to 
suggest elementary science specialists may be more effective than elementary science 
teachers in implementing the reform vision. Even though state tests scores seemed to be 
similar in effectiveness, unlike classroom teachers, the specialist’s lesson plans included 
student centered, inquiry-based activities (Schwartz et al., 2000). 
In a study by Brobst et al., 2017, authors compared the preparedness, content 
knowledge, and instructional practices of elementary science specialist teachers with self-
contained teachers. Findings indicated specialists were more likely to hold science 
content degrees than self-contained teachers. Specialists also scored significantly higher 
on self-reported measures of preparedness to teach science and engineering content, 
familiarity with science standards, knowledge of student’s strengths and weaknesses in 
science, and having time to meet the needs of students and plan for their subject area. 
They also scored higher on selected measures of science content knowledge (Brobst et 
al., 2017). 
Departmentalization/Team Teaching/Collaborative Specialist Model. Miller’s 
(1992) study on the implementation of an experimental semi-specialist teaching model in 
fifteen Louisiana schools, found many advantages with departmentalization. These 
included, having the opportunity to teach in an area of interest and talent, teaching the 
same lesson more than once affording the opportunity to refine instruction (Markworth et 
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al., 2016), and an increased opportunity to get out and use materials. Students also saw 
advantages with this teaching model by exhibiting increases in student interest, 
awareness, achievement, and positive attitude toward science. In addition, students were 
exposed to more student-centered and activity-based learning (Miller, 1992; Jones & 
Edmunds, 2006). They studied mathematics and science daily, were exposed to a more 
meaningful integration of subjects, increased interactions with multiple teachers, and 
more than one teacher, assessed a student’s strengths (Miller, 1992; Markworth et al., 
2016). 
In Markworth et al.’s (2016) study to discover affordances and constraints for 
specialist teaching models, most specialists discussed the benefit of focusing on fewer 
content areas compared to self-contained teachers (Miller, 1992; Markworth et al., 2016). 
However, most teachers did not feel they needed less planning time with less subjects to 
plan for, instead, they were able to become more familiar with the standards and prepare 
better lessons in that time. Specialists also liked how they were able to attend 
professional developments regarding their content specific specialization. In this study, 
the authors found science was taught more using the departmentalized specialist model 
with 186 minutes a week, compared to self-contained classrooms at 109 minutes a week 
(Markworth et al., 2016). 
 Adult Oriented (Science Resource/Co-Teaching Model). Kesselheim (1998) 
investigated the perception of both science facilitators (adult oriented model) and 
teachers regarding the usefulness of the assistance provided. Kesselheim mentioned the 
facilitators were experts in their field, but not how they were trained. He found seven 
categories of assistance indicated by both facilitator and their teachers across all three 
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sites in the case. “Categories including those which assisted teachers in their efforts to 
implement innovative curriculum and/or practices in their delivery of classroom science, 
informed content knowledge before a unit, direct and indirect classroom assistance, 
resource-finding, and connections to other professionals” (Kesselheim, 1998, p. 8). Other 
assistances found included professional development and science education leadership. 
Kesselheim found teachers valued the professional growth which resulted from the 
facilitator’s assistance and they appreciated their own improvement in confidence, 
knowledge of content, and awareness of standards. Teachers also reported the ability to 
spend more time on science as a result of their facilitator’s assistance and even 
experienced shifts in their science teaching philosophy and preferences.  
Schwartz and Gess-Newsome (2008) found science specialists who functioned as 
a coach could serve as a valuable resource since science instruction takes place in the 
regular classroom and could help contribute to the overall development of teacher 
expertise in science teaching. Respondents said teachers, “felt fortunate to have a science 
specialist in the building, schools have more consistent use of science curriculum, a better 
understanding of inquiry, and gains in scores” (Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008, p. 29). 
Frazier et al.’s (2010) data also highlighted the positive impact professional development 
and specialist’s assistance had on teacher’s confidence for teaching science, the content 
knowledge of both teachers and students, and the quantity and quality of science 
instruction in the classroom.  
Constraints of Varying Roles 
Although there are many positives to specialist teaching models, there are also 
constraints. Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016) studied how school supports for teaching 
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science varied across five elementary schools with science specialists. They used a 
qualitative comparative case study and found the science specialist model alone cannot 
overcome school’s challenges to teaching science. In fact, data revealed the science 
specialist model has the potential to marginalize science as a content area. They believe it 
to be challenging for a teacher to be effective without a rich science program, but a good 
program will not automatically mean great science instruction. Also, using a science 
specialist model will guarantee science instruction for all, but it might not be high quality 
or quantity. “Data suggests a balance between investing in science and valuing science, 
but together they can accomplish more than one would think” (Levy et al., 2106 p. 20).  
Science Teaching Responsibility. All models of specialization will result in the 
specialist being responsible for teaching more students (Markworth et al., 2016). This is 
especially true for student-oriented models where the specialist is responsible for the 
entire school’s science instruction. Markworth et al. (2016) found specialists in this role 
are responsible for assessing up to six classes of students in science, which is a high 
number of classes to prep for as well. One teacher in their study spoke about changing 
her grades to pass/fail because of the excessive amounts of students and infrequent 
amount of times seeing them. This specialist model is also limited by factors found in 
other specials programs (gym, art, music), such as, not knowing students on a whole-
child level, difficulty learning a multitude of names, and classroom management 
(Ejiwale, 2013; Markworth et al., 2016). Campbell and Chittleborough (2014) found 
issues that emerged included the workload being excessive, insufficient time to plan and 
assist, and scope and variability leading to misunderstandings of the role at the school 
level.  
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Cost and Classroom. Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016) found an additional 
constraint for science specialists was not having their own classroom. These specialists 
had to take time setting up and moving around to different classrooms, sometimes with 
just a cart (Levy et al., 2106). Also, those traveling to other classrooms are considered 
guests when they teach making it hard to manage students if classroom teachers leave the 
room. In some cases, poor conditions of laboratory facilities and instructional media 
(Ejiwale, 2013) were the problem. Other researchers mentioned funding being the main 
reason they either had a specialist or did not (Hounshell & Swarts, 1987; Schwartz & 
Gess-Newsome, 2008). 
 Limited Flexibility and Collaboration. Levy et al. (2016) saw there were 
differences in the quantity of science students were receiving. Students who were taught 
from classroom teachers had longer science lessons than students in schools with science 
specialists; the authors based this on classroom teachers having more flexibility with their 
time rather than science specialists having to stick to a rigid schedule (Levy et al., 2016; 
Markworth et al., 2016). Specialists in Markworth et al.’s (2016) study also indicated 
being the sole person responsible for a content area can be challenging because of lack of 
collaboration with teachers. Weekly collaborations with classroom teachers was not built 
into the schedule and collaboration had to happen on personal time. Only one of the 26 
specialists studied took time afterschool to work with classroom teachers to connect their 
literacy instruction with science requirements to create integrated science and literacy 
units (Marco-Bujosa & Levy, 2016). 
Low Value and School Level Commitment to Science Teaching. One indicator 
of importance of science is the shared responsibility of science instruction (Levy et al., 
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2016). Levy et al. (2016) reported schools with classroom teachers teaching science had 
higher scores for value of science, importance of teacher quality, importance of science, 
and instructional support. Data showed schools using classroom teachers to teach science 
shared a higher commitment to science than schools with science specialists. One teacher 
even felt his role as a specialist detracted from the importance of science in the school 
because he was the only person that played a role in teaching it. In fact, the principal and 
classroom teachers in his school liked the science specialist role because it removed 
responsibility from them. In another study by Schwartz and Gess-Newsome, (2008) one 
specialist described the school’s specialist model as a pull-out program (science as a 
special) where teachers drop off their students and take their planning period. This 
specialist discouraged the use of the model because students only received 40-50 minutes 
of science instruction per week and there was no room for meaningful experiences to 
develop learning over time. The classroom teachers in the building described their class 
as having science covered and used it as an excuse to not teach science in their own 
classrooms.  
 Administration. Schwartz and Gess-Newsome’s (2008) study found several 
teachers mentioned the value principals put on science instruction will reflect to the 
school staff. Similarly, Schoeneberger and Russell, (1986) found without science 
leadership, the lack of science teaching was not a concern throughout the school. Levy et 
al. (2008) noted specialist models often changed their design because of a new principal 
or district leader. A study by Levy et al. (2016) defined principal support for science as 
the instructional support provided by administration in activities such as observing 
science lessons and making time in the schedule to allow teachers time to meet. Through 
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data analysis, they found principal support to account for 10% of the variance in the pass 
rate on the state test, suggesting principal efforts to support science make a positive 
impact on student achievement. Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016) found when the principal 
was directly involved with providing leadership for science, more resources were used 
for science teaching, teachers shared responsibility for science teaching, and external 
pressures were prioritized. Scheduled time and the ability to manage science teaching 
were also impacted by school conditions. The authors concluded their research with 
remarks about principals and specialists needing training and ongoing support for science 
content and school leadership and integrating science into classroom teaching (Marco-
Bujosa & Levy, 2016). 
Poor Preparation. Ejiwale (2013) recommends STEM educators assume a 
facilitator role in the classroom or laboratory. The barriers he suggests after an in-depth 
reading of the literature are poor preparation and shortage in supply of qualified STEM 
teachers, lack of investment in teacher professional development, and poor preparation 
and inspiration of students. Levy et al. (2016) clarified most specialists in their study 
were not licensed to teach science, which may explain the results of low-quality science 
teaching. 
Why use the Co-teaching Model? 
As seen throughout the review of literature, researchers have found many positive 
outcomes in studies observing specialists in all models. These include better STEM 
instruction from a qualified teacher, inquiry-based learning activities for students 
(Schwartz et al., 2000), specialists being familiar with science standards (Brobst et al., 
2017), increased opportunity to refine instruction (Markworth et al., 2016), improved 
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student interest (Miller, 1992; Jones & Edmunds, 2006), and STEM focused professional 
development opportunities (Frazier et al., 2010).  
A co-teaching model was chosen for the STEM specialist in this situation for 
many reasons. In the past, the school had used a student-oriented role similar to 
Markworth et al.’s (2016) observations. Markworth et al.’s (2016) observed pull-out 
models where teachers were nearly exclusively responsible for teaching science across 
multiple grade levels. They used the term, “science as a special” for this model and 
defined it as “having a similar schedule to subjects such as art, music, physical education, 
and library” (Markworth et al., 2016, p. 9). In this model, where the specialist is the only 
science or STEM instruction students are receiving, there can be negative effects on 
whole school value of STEM education and science not being a shared responsibility 
(Levy et al., 2016). Other negative influences a STEM specialist can have especially in 
student-oriented roles are limited flexibility and collaboration (Markworth et al., 2016), 
as well as high cost of personnel and lab classrooms (Hounshell & Swarts, 1987; 
Schwartz & Gess-Newsome, 2008).  
Teacher collaboration has been acknowledged as important in the teacher learning 
and professional development literature; however, co-teaching has rarely been studied 
with a focus on the processes of teacher learning and shared knowledge construction 
(Rytivaara & Kershnew, 2012). Also, much of the research in co-teaching is in relation to 
special education. One study by Murphy and Beggs (2005) was found to use co-teaching 
as an approach to enhance science learning and teaching in primary schools. Murphy and 
Beggs (2005) suggest the co-teaching model enables both teachers to share expertise and 
work as equals. They explain teachers working together share the full responsibility for 
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planning, teaching, and reflecting on lessons. Rytivaara & Kershnew (2012) agree adding 
that “successful co-teaching calls for the active involvement of both teachers in the task 
of instruction, and true sharing of the work is seen to be essential” (p. 1001).  
Murphy and Beggs’ (2005) research include journals kept by teachers and student 
teachers which insinuated positive experiences about student science learning and 
enjoyment of teaching science after the co-teaching experience. Through surveys, the 
authors also found evidence of improved student attitudes toward school science and 
fewer gender differences, compared with children that had not experienced co-taught 
science. They found children who were co-taught to be significantly more positive than 
other children about science lessons. Murphy and Beggs (2005) noticed a change in 
confidence levels in a teacher who had taken part in the project the previous year. She 
participated more, used scientific language, and was able explore and investigate in the 
lessons more. They also noticed teachers and student teachers effortlessly working 
together in many ways as the project moved forward. The authors conclude their findings 
for the co-teaching experience to be more enjoyable and enhance science knowledge and 
skills for all involved (Murphy & Beggs, 2005). 
Conclusion 
This literature review provides a summary and synthesis of the major studies and 
presents a framework for establishing the importance of the current study (Creswell, 
2014). The review integrates what others have said and done, identifies what is already 
known about the problem being investigated (Terrell & Ebrary, 2016), criticizes previous 
scholarly works, builds bridges between related topics, and identifies central issues in the 
STEM teaching field (Creswell, 2014; Webster & Watson, 2002; Boote & Beile, 2005). 
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Even though specialist-led models have been in place for decades, there have been few 
published descriptions of models (Abell & Roth, 1992; Hounshell & Swartz, 1987; 
Brobst et al., 2017; Jones & Edmunds, 2006; Markworth et al., 2016; Marco-Bujosa & 
Levy, 2016; Nelson & Landel, 2007; Poland et al., 2017; Schwartz et al., 2000; Williams, 
1990). Likewise, as the literature in STEM specialists shows, there is close to none. 
STEM too often refers to science, and although many questions still lay in the role a 
science specialist plays, as described above, the role of a STEM specialists is evolving 
and needs support from research to describe the role, affordances, and constraints.  
This literature review makes a clear statement of support for the addition of 
STEM specialist research aiding to the pool of research knowledge in the literature 
available. The negative impacts found with student-oriented STEM specialists, along 
with the positive influences which previous researchers have identified for co-teaching 
models, inform the objectives for a STEM specialist co-teaching focus for this research. 
This research is exploratory because not much has been written about the topic or 
population being sought to study. Through this research, I have sought to listen to 
participants and build an understanding of STEM specialists based on what is heard and 
observed. “If we can solve this problem, we have a moral responsibility to do so. If we 
cannot, then we have an ethical responsibility to publicly acknowledge these 
shortcomings, rather than raise false hopes that academic success for all is imminent. 
Schools and those who operate them must make changes in elementary school 
mathematics and science in order to do what is best for students” (Nelson & Landel, 
2007, p. 72). 
Copyright © Kristen Lynn Witt 2020 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
The purpose of this study is to discover the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role 
on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” refers to teachers, 
administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s confidence in science 
instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science teaching as a shared 
responsibility. 
This section describes the methods used to conduct a qualitative, single, case 
study that examines the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary school’s 
daily science instruction. Specific questions answered through this research are as 
follows: 
• How are teachers, administrators, and student’s value towards science education 
impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teacher’s confidence for teaching science impacted with the addition of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teachers and administrator’s perception of science education as a shared 
responsibility impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching 
model? 
This methodology provides details of the researcher’s role and site studied. It also 
offers a description of data collection and analysis methods used to investigate the 
research questions. Also included is a context for data collection section which describes 
other factors that contribute to this study. These include the information about COVID-19 
and the Amplify Science curriculum which the research site adopted at the time of the 
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STEM specialist implementation. Last, it includes reliability and validation strategies, 
ethical concerns, and how results were presented. A case study timeline is also provided 
in Appendix A. 
Case Study Research Design 
“A case study is an empirical method that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon in depth and within its real-world contexts” (Yin, 2017, p. 15). Case studies 
were “developed to study the experience of real cases operating in real situations” (Stake, 
2013, p. 3). Creswell (2014) describes the design as a natural setting of face to face 
interaction over time. The research questions guiding this study focus on a specific issue, 
but reflect a general problem occurring in many elementary schools (Terrell, 2016). 
Lessons learned from this case study can be applied to a variety of situations.  
A case study was chosen to describe and understand a real-world situation 
because the researcher wants to know how the STEM specialist co-teaching model 
impacts daily elementary science instruction (Terrell, 2016; Yin, 2017). Conclusions 
show why the given model worked and will allow others to learn from the results 
(Terrell, 2016). This specific case suggests what and what not to do regarding the use of a 
STEM specialist in an elementary school. Explaining the links in this real-world model 
are too complex for survey or experimental methods (Yin, 2017). A case study has 
allowed the researcher to look at research and see the complexity of the situation 
(Creswell, 2014, p. 4). Also, using a case study to answer the questions demonstrates the 
many factors which contribute to the situation. The researcher is able to show the 
influence of personalities and opinions on the need for daily science instruction (Terrell, 
2016). 
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The case study takes place within the researcher’s own school. In 2000, Ball 
described “Research in which researchers use their own practice as teachers as a site for 
scholarly work (as) relatively recent” (p. 375). c (Bullock & Russell, 2012). The 
researcher is able to offer a perspective that outsiders cannot. Outsiders cannot 
completely understand meaning, language, norms, and practices within a school 
community (Bullock & Russell, 2012), which is why this study examines teaching on the 
inside. With this said, it is known the research is also limited by the background and bias 
of the researcher. This is addressed further in the following section. 
Role of the Researcher 
The researcher has a dual role of STEM specialist and researcher within this case 
study. This perspective is invaluable in the ability to establish a level of mutual trust and 
respect that allows participants to speak openly and candidly. As in all case studies, the 
researcher serves as the primary instrument for data collection and analysis (Terrell, 
2016). She deliberately uses the self as a tool to construct insight, perspective, and 
knowledge that expand our capacity to know. Stake (2013) believes “the writing of a 
good report almost requires all the experience to be squeezed into one head” (p. 18). The 
researcher gained this information by obtaining an insider perspective by direct 
involvement, collaboration, and interaction with research participants. With interview 
protocols, recordings, and resources, it is ultimately the role of the qualitative researcher 
to immerse herself into the study and collect the data needed (Terrell, 2016). It was also 
necessary for the researcher to remain flexible in applying methods (Cline & Mandinach, 
2000).  
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Creswell (2014) believes studying the researchers own work setting can introduce 
a range of strategic, ethical, and personal issues with the process. Terrell (2016) states an 
author’s bias may influence the writing of the case. Creswell (2014) agrees these 
experiences may potentially shape the interpretations in the study, therefore, the 
researcher has identified biases, values, and personal background in the following 
section. The researcher uses multiple sources of data and perspectives to be sure she has 
not leaned toward certain themes, actively looked for evidence to support position, or 
created favorable conclusions about the site (Creswell, 2014). The researcher attempts to 
provide as much transferability for the STEM specialist role and data so others could not 
only duplicate the study, but also decipher the results from the data themselves. For 
instance, interviews were conducted by the researcher, who is also the STEM specialist in 
this case, therefore, summaries of interviews are included in the results sections to ensure 
transparency. Including the researcher’s experience within the conclusions in the final 
report allows readers to understand the connection. 
Researcher Bias 
The researcher’s bias, values, and personal background need to be stated so others 
can interpret conclusions for this research with an understanding of the researcher’s 
stance on STEM specialists and science education. Obviously, the researcher is obtaining 
her PhD and writing her dissertation on the STEM specialist topic, so she has strong 
feelings towards the subject. This journey started for her when she accepted a role as a 
STEM lab teacher. This role was completely student oriented and held most of the 
responsibility for student’s science and STEM learning throughout the school building. 
After a few short months in the role, she began to question her position and voiced what 
she thought were negative effects on the school.  
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Expansive learning was used as the researcher questioned the current practice and 
initiated her coursework towards her PhD. As a result, she was able to begin researching 
the STEM specialist topic. She conducted multiple literature reviews in the beginning 
years of her schooling and ultimately decided to approach her principal and pitch the 
STEM specialist co-teaching model. He listened, helped her work out the details, and 
accepted her proposal for the role. As the school’s STEM specialist, she holds a high 
value for science education and has been called the “cheerleader for science” many times. 
This bias cannot be ignored as readers form their own opinion on the current research. 
Nevertheless, the researcher embarked on this research journey with the mindset of 
answering the research questions. It is easy to assume a level of bias from this study, 
however, the researcher has taken the utmost care in producing a data driven research 
study to eliminate any potential bias and let the results speak for themselves.  
Conceptual Framework 
This research is approached with a lens for discovering the effects of an 
elementary STEM specialist co-teaching model. Theories embraced within the study are a 
system of related ideas to help explain, inform, and guide an understanding of the STEM 
specialist model. Theories guiding this study are based on research which supports the 
use of a STEM specialist to engage and support teachers and students in a school’s newly 
implemented Amplify Science curriculum. Situated learning is referred to within this 
research to envision the learning taken place by everyone involved in the STEM 
specialist model. Designing a learning environment such as this begins with identifying 
what is to be learned, and the real-world situations which the activity occurs (Barab, 
1999), which is what the framework attempts to do.  
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Community of practice is discussed in order to connect the individuals involved in 
this learning activity process because it involves “a collection of individuals sharing 
mutually defining practices, beliefs, and understandings over an extended time frame in 
the pursuit of a shared enterprise” (Jonassen & Land, 2012, p. 36). In this case, our 
shared pursuit is engaging in daily science instruction using the Amplify Science 
curriculum at the elementary level with the use of a STEM specialist co-teaching model. 
Because this research pursues a sense of shared responsibility, value, and confidence in 
science teaching and learning, it is important to develop teacher’s understanding and 
identity in teaching science. This was accomplished through learning communities, which 
are made up of “groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion 
about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in these areas by interacting 
on an ongoing process” (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002, p. 4). What started as a 
need for daily science instruction at the elementary level, turned into the implementation 
of a new science curriculum for the district, and the use of a new STEM specialist co-
teaching model within the school. The design has required systematic changes in the 
school, but the learning and motivation for learning are framed within the learning 
environment (Jonassen & Land, 2012).  
This study’s theories are based on Levy et al.’s (2008) call for action in which the 
authors offer a research agenda to assess the quality and effectiveness of specialist-
managed elementary science programs. Likewise, the conceptual framework for this 
research study is built around the ideas of Century et al. (2008) who believe the time has 
come to embrace elementary science. The authors believe common language is needed to 
develop a learning community of advocates for elementary science education. Century et 
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al. (2008) also offer a framework with a shared language and conceptual understanding 
and identify the elements that comprise science specialist models. They wish to build a 
foundation for gaining knowledge about how to bring science education to elementary 
schools. This case study research does just that; puts science back into elementary 
classrooms daily. 
Other research which inform this conceptual framework and study include recent 
works by Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016), Kelly and Knowles (2016), and Levy et al. 
(2016). Kelly and Knowles (2016) described a STEM teaching conceptual framework as 
a tool that will inform stakeholders to realize the full potential of STEM education. They 
ask for further investigation in integrated STEM education and to document intervention, 
curriculum, and programs which are implemented. Levy et al. (2016) created a 
framework from hypothesized influences on the quantity and quality of science 
instruction after they sought to determine if one model offered more advantages than the 
others. Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016) urge researchers to conduct additional research on 
the role of the school’s context, including the principal’s observed value of science. 
Figure 3.1 includes a concept map to describe how variables are related to one 
another and how they operate within the STEM co-teaching model. This conceptual 
framework is a system of concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and theories 
which inform the research. Each of the concepts plays a role towards daily elementary 
science teaching and learning through the STEM specialist co-teaching model. This 
framework was used as a tool for supporting the shared vocabulary, measures, and 
structures that helped the researcher to interpret findings and grow knowledge in the 
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field. Provided next is further explanations of key concepts and connections between the 
expected variables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Concept Map for Daily Science Teaching and Learning Framework 
 
Variables 
It was hypothesized that collaboration with a STEM specialist co-teacher, would 
have a positive effect on elementary teachers and students. With support of 
administration, the STEM specialist assisted teachers with resources crucial to the 
success of elementary science instruction. These resources include, but are not limited to 
curriculum, technology, STEM lab, community partners, and time to plan and teach 
science/STEM. The specialist also collaborated with teachers through science 
professional development (PD), professional learning communities (PLC), and STEM co-
Daily Elementary Science 
Teaching and Learning 
Value in Science 
Teaching and Learning 
Shared Responsibility 
for Teaching Science 
Collaboration 
 Classroom Teachers 
STEM Specialist  Administrative 
Support 
 Resources 
PD 
PLCs 
Curriculum 
Technology 
STEM Lab 
Community 
Time to Plan and 
Teach 
Co-Taught Lessons 
Confidence for 
Teaching Science 
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teaching opportunities. With proper resources and collaboration, the classroom teacher 
helped to develop confidence and value toward science teaching and learning which 
formed a shared responsibility for teaching science within the elementary building. The 
theory leading this conceptual framework is that the combination of these variables 
ensured daily science instruction in the elementary school, provided the model was 
implemented as intended. The variables relate to each other in a way that without one, the 
outcome may not be daily elementary science teaching and learning. 
Administrative Support and STEM Specialist. Administration and the STEM 
specialist are at the top of the conceptual framework because they are most important and 
part of the initial steps towards daily elementary science teaching and learning (Levy et 
al., 2008; Levy et al., 2016; Marco-Bujosa & Levy, 2016; Schwartz et al., 2008; 
Schoeneberger & Russell, 1986). Levy et al. (2016) describes principal support as 
providing teachers a schedule that supports time for teachers to plan and teach science. 
With the addition of a STEM co-teacher, planning time is essential. Observing science 
lessons and providing teachers with resources is also a key role for science instructional 
support; both of which can happen with administrative backing. Classroom teachers and 
specialists need to feel supported to be effective (Levy et al., 2016). This framework 
relates principal support of science learning with support of an adult and student-oriented 
STEM specialist, as the highest priorities towards daily elementary science teaching and 
learning. 
Resources and Collaboration. Resources and collaboration are both next in the 
framework because both variables are needed to support teacher’s science and STEM 
instruction. Resources such as curriculum, technology, lab classroom, community 
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partners, and time to plan and teach can all be supported by administration and the STEM 
specialist. Resources included within the conceptual framework are found to be the most 
important to influence daily science instruction. In addition, research shows science 
education teaching is improved when the teacher has adequate science self-efficacy and 
content knowledge (Nadelson, Seifert, Moll, & Coats, 2012). In a professional 
development research study by Daily and Robinson (2016), after sixty hours of summer 
training was provided, science coaches provided another sixty hours throughout two 
school years. The coach assisted teachers with curriculum implementation and supported 
with instruction, materials, and resources. They also modeled and assisted with lessons 
and encouraged student involvement. As a result, questionnaires, and interviews from 24 
teachers showed increased self-confidence and frequency in teaching science (Daily & 
Robinson, 2016). This finding is one of many that drives the research theories of daily 
elementary science teaching and learning through the STEM specialist co-teaching 
model. A narrower explanation of resources and collaboration efforts are described in the 
next sections. 
Curriculum. Curriculum within this research is found to be related to the 
classroom teachers using the Amplify Science curriculum as well as the collaboration and 
professional development provided to support teachers with implementation. Slavin, 
Lake, Hanley, and Thurston (2013) presented a review of research on the achievement 
outcomes of all types of approaches to teaching science in elementary schools. Inquiry-
based programs which were used include those which provided teachers with kits. Some 
kits came with professional development opportunities; however, the focus was providing 
teachers with materials rather than approaches. Researchers found limited achievement 
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impact of elementary science programs that provided teachers with kits because 
professional development focused on implementing the material rather than building 
deeper understandings. The STEM specialist helped to avoid this by collaborating in a 
professional learning community with teachers throughout the year.  
Co-Teaching Lessons and Planning as a Professional Learning Community. 
Classroom teachers and the STEM specialist co-taught a lesson once a week for 30-45 
minutes. This lesson occurred either in the student’s classroom or in the STEM lab 
depending on the specifications of that day’s lesson. The lab was not only a place to 
experience hands-on lessons to support student’s daily science lessons, but also a place to 
obtain resources classroom teachers needed for their own daily science teaching. 
Classroom teachers also met as a grade level with the STEM specialist once a week for 
30 minutes to plan their daily science lessons, plan a weekly co-taught lesson, and any 
other needs the classroom teachers may have with resources. Frazier et al. (2010) present 
findings of using and integrating science specialists by establishing a co-planning and co-
teaching norm. They found weekly co-planning and co-teaching sessions with the 
specialist had positive impacts on teacher’s confidence for teaching science, the content 
knowledge of both teachers and students, and the quantity and quality of science 
instruction in the classroom (Frazier et al., 2010). 
Professional Development. All classroom teachers were provided an eight-hour 
professional development in the summer to get to know the Amplify Science curriculum. 
From there, the curriculum company and STEM specialist provided ongoing professional 
development throughout the school year and as needed. Slavin et al. (2013) found 
professional developments that focused on STEM teaching strategies show positive 
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science achievement outcomes. This is an area the STEM specialist focused on with 
classroom teachers as an experienced science educator. 
Technology. The research site is one-to-one with all students having access to a 
personal Chromebook. The curriculum incorporates technology opportunities for 
classroom teachers and students. The curriculum has pictures, simulations, and daily 
power points to support teachers in curriculum implementation. Using technology in the 
classroom not only helped students make connections to the real world but also 
“encourage students to seek out additional opportunities to explore topics in greater 
detail” (Nugent, Barker, Grandgenett, & Adamchuk, 2010, p. 404). Not only does it 
support students, but using technology to teach science content, “empowers teachers and 
enhances the curriculum as the classroom becomes more efficient and effective” (Osler, 
Hollowell, & Nichols, 2012, p. 31).  
Community Partners. Community partners played many roles within the model. 
Community members provided classroom teachers with resources the STEM lab or 
curriculum materials did not provide, delivered real-world lessons for students, and 
offered support in local STEM projects. Rogan (2007) believes, by forming community 
partnerships, students will be able to demonstrate and understand the interrelationships 
between science and technology, society, and the environment. In a study where students 
learn science while participating in a community effort to contribute to the knowledge 
base about a local creek, Roth and Lee (2004) state, “rethinking science education as and 
for participation in community life sets up the potential for lifelong participation in and 
learning of science-related issues” (p. 263).  
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Value/Confidence/Shared Responsibility for Teaching Science and Daily 
Elementary Science. Levy et al. (2016) described value of science as the collective value 
a school places on science as individual and school-wide policies and practices that 
indicate the importance of science as a subject. “Teaching science in a climate where it 
has been deemphasized is a much different proposition than teaching in a climate where 
its value has been sustained” (Levy et al., 2008, p. 11). With the co-teaching approach, 
collaboration helped classroom teachers understand and feel comfortable with teaching 
science and therefore, feel a responsibility to teach it in their classrooms. If teachers are 
confident and see the value in science instruction and feel a sense of shared 
responsibility, the end goal for this framework can transpire (Levy et al., 2016). Daily 
elementary science instruction is essential for our student’s futures. This conceptual 
framework based on the STEM specialist co-teaching model, was built to ensure this goal 
can be obtained. 
This conceptual framework is built from broad ideas and principles learned from 
the review of literature and is used to structure the STEM specialist co-teaching model 
activity. The researcher’s viewpoint of how the hypothesis was explored is made clear. 
Using situated learning and communities of practice, this framework provides direction 
for the study and begins to explain how relationships of variables are explored. As the 
study evolved, changes were made to fit the needs of the study. The STEM specialist co-
teaching model provides a student-centered environment which is designed to support 
individual efforts of understanding and meaning making while engaging in authentic 
activities (Land, Hannafin, Oliver, 2012).  
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Research Design 
The goal of the case study report is to describe the study in such a comprehensive 
manner as to enable the reader to feel as if they had been an active participant in the 
research and can determine whether or not the study findings could be applied to their 
own situation (Baxter & Jack, 2008). I, the researcher, have added a personal statement of 
experience because of my role as the STEM specialist in the case study. This statement is 
written from a personal, first person, subjective point of view where I position myself in 
the case study and refer to my actions and thinking as a teacher. This reflexivity allowed 
me to reflect about how my role in the study and personal background, culture, and 
experience hold potential for shaping the interpretations. With this said, I was sure to 
develop a complex picture of the case under study. I have reported multiple perspectives 
and identified many factors involved in the situation to show the larger picture that 
emerges (Creswell, 2014). From there, the case study report summarizes what has been 
done to try to obtain answers to the research questions, what assertions can be made with 
confidence, and what more needs to be studied (Stake, 2013). The rest of the report uses 
third person to refer to the STEM specialist to designate ideas I have lifted from the 
context in which I am the specialist (Ball, 2000). 
Research Site 
This research uses purposive sampling in selecting a case site. The site was 
chosen on purpose because the sample met specific criteria of using a STEM specialist as 
a co-teaching model. This purposive sampling is used in qualitative studies to allow the 
researcher to identify small, specific groups to work with (Terrell, 2016). As stated 
above, the researcher is also employed at the school and has obtained permission from 
the principal to conduct the case study in the 2019-2020 school year. The elementary 
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school on which the case study focuses, is located within a large urban county in 
Kentucky. The school has an enrollment of 574 with 77% of students falling into the 
category for free and reduced lunch. The school’s racial balance includes 41% White, 
33% Black, 12% Hispanic, and 3% Asian. Also, 10% of students are English language 
learners and 18% special education.  
Instrumentation and Sample 
Research is a data tool to identify patterns, concepts, and relationships to allow 
research questions to be answered (Terrell, 2016). In qualitative studies, the data 
collection and analysis occur concurrently (Baxter & Jack, 2008). In this case study, the 
same researcher has collected all forms of data. The multiple data forms are listed and 
described in the sections below. 
Participant Journal 
Participant reflection took place with the researcher as an active agent of data 
collection by being a part of the lived experience (Terrell, 2016). This firsthand 
experience as a participant allowed the researcher to record details as they occurred and 
noticed unusual aspects. Field notes were gathered by spending more time as a participant 
than an observer (Creswell, 2014). The researcher kept a journal during the research 
study as documentation (Creswell, 2014). This serves to add reflection of the model 
during the school year. Self-reflection creates an open and honest anecdote which will 
resonate with readers because real life has perspectives (Creswell, 2014). The 
researcher’s reflection journal is based on suggestions by Creswell (2014) to record any 
set of observations the researcher feels necessary. The participant journal was read and 
reviewed as the researcher reflected and wrote the statement of experience section of the 
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conclusions, therefore, it exemplifies the personal experience of the STEM specialist in 
her dual role. 
Teacher/Administrator Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with eleven volunteer teachers and two volunteer 
administrators at the beginning and end of the school year. The only stipulation for 
volunteers was the teacher had to have taught at the school for at least one year in the past 
because questions were asked about past science teaching and learning. Interviews at the 
beginning of the year were completed in person and took anywhere from 10 to 45 
minutes, depending on how the interviewee answered. Because of COVID-19, interviews 
had to be done via Zoom at the end of the year. These interviews lasted anywhere from 
15 to 45 minutes.  
To capture the exact data, a semi-structure interview protocol was used to 
increase the consistency of data collection. This semi-structure allowed the researcher to 
develop clear, focused, and unbiased questions aimed at collecting data in the area of 
interest, but also adds the ability to allow follow up questions if the topic does not get 
answered (Terrell, 2016). Interviews were focused on classroom teachers and 
administration; therefore, an interview protocol was developed for each (Appendixes B-
C). All interview protocols were made by the research for this study and were informed 
by past research and experience as a STEM specialist. Permission was requested before 
all interviews (Appendix D). Interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, summarized, and 
then coded for analysis.  
Due to the teacher population and volunteers at the site, all teachers interviewed 
are white and female. The teachers do vary in teaching experience, though most are still 
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early in their teaching careers. As seen in table 3.1, 36% have 2-3 years, 36% have 4-6 
years, 9% have 7-9 years, 9% have 10-12 years, and 9% have 25-27 years of teaching 
experience. Both administrators are Black and have more than 15 years of experience, 
however, one is male and the other is female. 
Table 3.1 
Teacher Participants-Years of Experience 
 Number of Teachers Percent of Teachers 
2-3 years 4 36% 
4-6 years 4 36% 
7-9 years 1 9% 
10-12 years 1 9% 
25-27 years 1 9% 
 
Student Surveys 
A survey was distributed to students at the beginning and end of the school year 
and was analyzed for changes in data. The survey was completed in person using paper 
and pencil at the beginning of the year but had to be done via Google Form at the end of 
the year due to COVID-19 restrictions. The survey questions were read to them at both 
the beginning and end of year to ensure results were not conflicted. The 28-question 
survey (Appendix E) used, the Three-Dimensions of Student Attitude Towards Science 
(TDSAS), was developed to investigate elementary student’s attitudes towards science 
(Zhang & Campbell, 2011). The instrument can be separated into three dimensions: 
whether students are affectively connected to science, whether students appreciate the 
importance of science and scientific inquiry to the society, and whether students are 
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involved in real science learning behaviors. This survey assisted the researcher in 
gathering and understanding the impacts of daily science instruction for students. An 
assent script (Appendix F) was used, and parent permission slips were obtained to request 
the use of student survey data (Appendix G). 
A total of 121 student surveys were obtained and analyzed for this study. As 
presented in table 3.2, students were well spread between grades one through five with 
26% first graders, 12% second graders, 16% third graders, 21% fourth graders, and 25% 
fifth graders. Kindergarten students were not surveyed.  
Table 3.2 
Student Participants-Grade Level 
 Number of Students Percent of Students 
First Grade 31 26% 
Second Grade 15 12% 
Third Grade 20 16% 
Fourth 25 21% 
Fifth Grade 30 25% 
 
The survey participants were closely divided between male and female students as 
seen in table 3.3, with 47% female and 52% male responses.  
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Table 3.3 
Figure 7: Student Participants-Male/Female 
 Number of Students Percent of Students 
Male 63 52% 
Female 58 48% 
 
Finally, race and ethnicity generally represent the research site with 51% White, 
25% Black, 16% Hispanic/Latinx, and 8% Asian students as displayed in table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 
Student Participants-Race and Ethnicity 
 Number of Students Percent of Students 
White 62 51% 
Black 30 25% 
Hispanic/Latinx 19 16% 
Asian 10 8% 
 
Unit Assessment Data 
Documents as written evidence were collected and analyzed at the researcher’s 
convenience. These documents include unit assessment data for grades three through 
five. State testing data was not collected as planned because of the lack of state testing for 
the 2019-2020 school year due to COVID-19 restrictions. The unit assessments were 
constructed for the Amplify Science Curriculum and given to every student at the 
research site. The assessments are based on argumentation writing rather than multiple 
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choice. Each student argued by stating a claim and evidence which they gathered and 
analyzed throughout the unit. Unit assessments allowed students to take what they 
learned and summarize it into an argument to answer the question presented at the 
beginning of each Amplify Science unit. This was a new and different testing technique 
for students; however, it does mimic closely to what they would encounter on the 
Kentucky Performance Rating for Educational Progress (KPREP) assessment. 
With the help of the STEM specialist, each classroom teacher graded and reported 
each unit’s assessment data. The STEM specialist then compiled each class’s scores into 
grade level data. All assessment data is split into groups of novice, apprentice, proficient, 
and distinguished. The grade distinction was given to teachers by the district because it 
was a district required assessment and was to be turned in to be reviewed. The scale for 
these particular assessments identifies novice as a score of 0-20%, apprentice as 21-59%, 
proficient as 60-80%, and distinguished as 81-100%. Teachers strive for students to be 
either proficient or distinguished on the assessments, therefore results display the total 
students who scored proficient and distinguished on each assessment. 
Context for Data Collection 
 A context for data collection section is included within this methodology because 
of the circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea. In order to 
fully understand and assess the impacts of the STEM specialist model, there are two 
variables that need to be described; the Amplify Science curriculum and the COVID-19 
pandemic impacts. 
Amplify Science Curriculum 
It is important to note the Amplify Science curriculum because of the changes it 
caused in administrators and teacher’s perspective of science teaching, students science 
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learning experience, the elementary daily schedule, and the STEM lab teacher within the 
school. To give some background, years ago, the district started an initiative to introduce 
STEM lab teachers to its elementary schools with intentions of adding hands-on STEM 
experiences to the science already being taught in the classrooms. However, over the 
years, science was dropped from Kentucky’s state testing for elementary students, 
therefore teachers stopped teaching it in their classrooms. This caused concern for the 
STEM lab teacher within the school because the responsibility for teaching science fell to 
her. The teachers and administrators saw little value in teaching science in the classrooms 
because the STEM lab teacher had it “covered”. But the lab teacher saw students for less 
than 30 instructional hours throughout the year, so there was no way to cover the 
standards thoroughly for each grade level within the model.  
Moving forward, the district realized the importance of finding a curriculum for 
its classroom teachers so science would again be taught in the classrooms. It was 
suggested to change the STEM lab role to a STEM specialist role to promote both buy in 
from teachers and to help them learn and understand how to use the curriculum and bring 
science back to their daily classroom schedules. Data analysis includes how the Amplify 
Science curriculum altered the role of the STEM specialist model within this research 
study.  
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts on Science Instruction 
The COVID-19 pandemic undeniably distorted the research study of the STEM 
specialist model. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 
COVID-19 is a new coronavirus that quickly spread throughout the world and can spread 
from person to person, with symptom ranging from mild (or no symptoms) to sever 
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illness. Because there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19, as of March 2020, 
people were urged to stay at home as much as possible, wear a mask, clean hands and 
surfaces frequently, practice social distancing, and stay home if they were sick. 
Following the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and United 
States Government recommendations, the district in which research was conducted 
inevitably made the decision to close down in-person schooling for the remainder of the 
year after March 13, 2020. Schools worked quickly to transition to online learning. There 
was not much information on what online learning should look like, therefore most 
schools were on their own to set guidelines. The research site set the following 
instruction expectations for classroom teachers: 
• Weekly pre-recorded 30-minute instructional video for each subject (reading, 
math, writing, science, social studies) 
• 15-30-minute daily assignment for each subject (reading, math, writing, science, 
social studies) 
• One-hour daily zoom session with students providing feedback or as-needed 
reteaching 
• Office hour availability for six hours daily for students and parents to contact 
In this case, science was still taught daily when instruction moved to online 
learning, however, the structure and assignments were much different that in-classroom 
experiences. The STEM specialist continued collaboration with all teachers to continue 
the use of the Amplify Science curriculum. Weekly instructional lesson videos and daily 
instructional assignments were provided to students for science. As online learning 
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continued, parents and students had many questions regarding the science instruction and 
work to be completed. It was decided to move from weekly science instructional videos 
to short, daily science videos which helped students understand that day’s work to be 
completed. Amplify Science also worked quickly to put out instructional videos for some 
grade levels and units. When these were available, they were used as instructional videos, 
however, the STEM specialist had to produce most of the videos for the school herself. 
With this said, it is clear the changes COVID-19 brought about to schools and overall 
learning situations, have influenced the results of this research study. These impacts and 
limitations are described further in the conclusion chapter. 
Data Collection 
Before data collection began, in the summer of 2019, the researcher sought and 
gained IRB approval from the University of Kentucky and the district which research was 
completed in. This was completed before the beginning of the 2019-2020 school year to 
ensure maximum data collection time. Data collection then commenced with the 
participant journal in the fall of 2019. The STEM specialist set a time weekly to reflect 
on time spent in the classroom, planning meetings, emails sent/received, discussions 
taken place, and anything she felt was significant to the study and/or in reference to 
science instruction or the STEM specialist. This journaling continued throughout the rest 
of the 2019-2020 school year, however, was found to be inconsistent at the start of the 
COVID-19 pandemic in March of 2020. Document collection took place at multiple 
times throughout the year. Unit assessment data was collected and analyzed by grade 
level after each of the three units taught in person. This took place in October 2019, 
December 2019, and March 2020 just days before the start of online learning. This data 
was shared knowledge with teachers and administration, therefore was not kept 
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confidential. With this said, individual student data was only documented by teachers and 
class data was then reported to the STEM specialist. The STEM specialist took each 
class’s data and compiled grade level data to report to the district and use for the purposes 
of this research. This research has no way of specifying student or class’s unit assessment 
scores, and only reports data for the whole grade level. 
Next, the researcher communicated with teachers and administration through 
email in the fall of 2019 to seek volunteers and setup times for beginning of the year 
interviews. Only administrators and teachers who have worked at the research site for at 
least 1 year were asked to volunteer for an interview. No new teachers were interviewed 
because there were questions pertaining to the previous school year’s science instruction. 
In total, eleven teachers and two administrators volunteered and were interviewed. Once 
the interviews were scheduled, an interview protocol was used to lead the one-on-one, in-
person interviews with teachers and administrators in the fall of 2019. Interviews were 
also conducted with those same teachers and administrators at the end of the school year 
in spring 2020, however, zoom meetings were used to practice social distancing due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Permission was requested before all interviews (Appendix D). 
Both sets of interviews were recorded at that time and transcribed at a later date. These 
recordings were kept on the researcher’s password protected computer in a locked file. 
All names were converted into a number when entering data for interviews for 
confidentiality reasons. Names were only identifiable to the researcher at the time of 
transcribing. Data was only used within the research study and will not be given to 
administrators or others. 
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Student surveys were given at the beginning of the 2019-2020 school year in fall 
of 2019. The researcher traveled to each classroom, distributed the survey, read the assent 
script, and allowed willing students to take the survey. The survey questions were read 
aloud but students could move ahead if they wished. When students finished, surveys 
were taken up by the researcher and stored at the researcher’s home in a locked file. 
Students were asked to take the same survey at the end of the year in spring 2020. Again, 
social distancing was used, therefore, the survey was transferred into a Google Form. The 
student’s teachers distributed the survey to students through whatever source they saw fit 
(email, Google Classroom, Class Dojo, etc.). Survey data results are only available 
through the researcher’s Google account which is password protected. Student surveys 
were only used if the parent permission slip was signed and returned to the researcher. In 
all, 121 students answered both surveys, had signed documentation from their parents, 
and responses were used within this research data. All names were converted into a 
number when entering data from surveys for confidentiality reasons. Names were only 
identifiable to the researcher at the time of entering the data. Data was only used within 
the research study and will not be given to administrators or others. 
Data Analysis 
Much of the data analysis process happened concurrently with data collection 
throughout the 2019-2020 school year. The following process for analyzing qualitative 
data is suggested by Creswell (2014). First, the researcher organized and prepared the 
data for analysis. This included transcribing interviews, organizing survey data from both 
on paper and Google Form, scanning materials, typing field notes, and sorting data. Next, 
the researcher carefully read and reviewed all data. Reading the data provided the 
researcher a general sense of information, tone, impression, and an opportunity to reflect 
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on an overall meaning (Creswell, 2014). The researcher was also able to jot down ideas 
as they came to her mind as she read to get a sense of the whole. Interviews were then 
summarized (Appendix H) to provide a thick description of each interviewee based on 
their answers and not codes. Quotes were also provided to get a clearer understanding of 
interviewee answers.  
Next, survey data was analyzed using descriptive statistics to show frequency 
distributions. Numbers and percentages are displayed in tables to show an overall 
illustration of the data for all survey question responses. Total agreed/strongly agreed, 
neutral, and disagreed/strongly disagreed responses are presented in graph form in order 
to draw conclusions. Unit assessment data was also analyzed using frequency 
distributions. A table for each unit assessment is presented showing each grade level’s 
scores and a graph illustrating the total third through fifth grade students who scored 
proficient or distinguished is displayed to elicit conclusions. 
In order to start the coding process, the researcher read through the interview data 
again, segmented answers into categories, and labeled those categories with a term for 
each interview. These were based on terms in the actual language of the participant. The 
researcher then made a list of all answers and clustered together similar topics. The 
researcher used some predetermined variables from the conceptual framework but most 
emerged as the researcher read and sorted data. Baxter and Jack (2008), Terrell (2016), 
and Yin (2018) all agree it is important to return to the propositions during analysis. This 
is because it focuses analysis, helps explore rival propositions, and increases confidence 
as the number of propositions and rival propositions are addressed and accepted or 
rejected. Topics were abbreviated and written next to the appropriate segments of the 
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text. This served as a preliminary organizing scheme to see if new categories and codes 
emerged. Next, the most descriptive wording for the topics were turned into categories.  
The researcher then looked for ways to reduce the total list of categories by 
grouping topics that relate to each other. Then, a finalized decision was made on the 
abbreviation for each category. A codebook (Appendix I) was created, and provided a list 
of codes, a description and definition for each, information for when to use, and an 
example. The researcher then took the codebook and went back to the data and checked 
for preliminary coding and engaged in constant comparing of categories as data was 
organized. Finally, interviews were coded for analysis. Codes were also checked to be 
sure they were coded correctly again.  
After, coding, the researcher used the codes to generate a description of the 
overall interview answers from both teachers and administrators in order to assist in 
answering the research questions. This allowed multiple perspectives of the research 
topic (Creswell, 2014). The interviews helped the researcher to answer each of the 
research questions within the study. Table 3.5 organizes teacher and administrator 
interview topics into groups which allows the researcher to answer each of the research 
questions; including the overall impact which the STEM specialist co-teaching model had 
on the elementary school’s daily science instruction.  
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Table 3.5 
Interview Topics Organized to Help Answer Research Questions 
How are teachers, administrators, and 
student’s value towards science education 
impacted with the addition of a STEM 
specialist co-teaching model? 
How are teacher’s confidence for teaching 
science impacted with the addition of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
 
How are teachers and administrator’s 
perception of science education as a 
shared responsibility impacted with the 
addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching 
model? 
• What science education means 
• Present-How Often science is taught 
• Past-How Often science is taught 
• Teachers like about science instruction 
• Teacher value for science education 
• Administrators value for science 
education 
• Administrator supports for science 
education 
• Students value for science education 
• Teacher’s confidence in teaching 
science 
• What caused confidence change in 
teachers 
• Teacher Role in science education 
• STEM Specialist role in science 
education 
• Administrators role in science 
education 
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The findings of the analysis for interviews, survey data, and unit assessment data 
are conveyed in the description and interpretation section of the conclusion chapter. 
Comparisons of literature and theories are made to confirm past findings. The 
conclusions chapter also provides a statement of experience where the researcher 
describes her experience from a first-person point of view. The participant journal which 
she kept throughout the school year was reviewed and used to recall details about specific 
events and overall experience. Finally, new research is suggested after questions were 
raised from data and analysis which the researcher had not foreseen earlier in the study. 
The research then uses interpretations to call for action for reform and change.  
Reliability and Validity 
To ensure reliability, or trustworthiness, of the research, the researcher has 
checked the transcripts for mistakes and ensured there are no drifts in code definitions 
(Creswell, 2014). Also, the researcher used the same protocol for interviews, a database 
to store data, and kept a chain of evidence (Yin, 2017). Validity is ensured by prolonged 
engagement in the case study to be sure the researcher spent enough time in the research 
environment to understand the broad setting, central phenomenon, and culture of setting 
(Creswell, 2014). Persistent observation also allowed for a better understanding of the 
depth of the organization (Terrell, 2016). The researcher was also open to multiple 
factors that may have affected the phenomenon being studied. 
Validity was added by establishing themes based on converging several sources 
(Creswell, 2014; Terrell, 2016). The researcher has triangulated the different data sources 
of information by examining evidence from sources and using it to build justification for 
answers. Peer debriefing was also used for feedback for multiple parts of the report by a 
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colleague (Terrell, 2016). Member checking has added validation by showing the 
interviewees interpretations of their transcribed interviews and final themes and asking if 
they believe it represents their input accurately (Creswell, 2014; Terrell, 2016). All 
members agreed it did. Last, the researcher used transferability and goes into detail when 
describing situations so the study can be transferred to other situations (Terrell, 2016). 
Research involves collecting data from people and about people (Creswell, 2014). 
Therefore, researchers must develop trust and promote the integrity of their research. 
Participants in this case study were treated ethically by having their decisions respected, 
being protected from harm, and their well-being ensured (Terrel, 2016). The researcher 
showed respect for participants, sensitivity to children, and justice by ensuring all 
participants received benefits to which they are entitled and with no burden (Terrell, 
2016). The participants were made aware of the purpose of the study and their rights as a 
participant (Creswell, 2014). Adults and children (and their guardian) provided written 
acknowledgment of their right to participate via the participant consent form (Appendix 
G), which they were not be pressures to sign (Creswell, 2014). The researcher conducted 
a thorough investigation of the nature and scope of risks and benefits inherent to the 
study. Fair procedures for identifying and selecting participants for research study are put 
into place. Also, participants were not be purposely included or excluded for reasons of 
risk or reward (Terrell, 2016).  
Presenting the Results 
A dissertation report has been prepared for my advising committee as well as an 
oral presentation to defend my dissertation. An outside examiner was used to ensure and 
maintain academic standards across higher education awards. I will also provide a report 
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for interested parties such as the district in which research was completed, my principal, 
and other STEM specialist within the district. A three-minute thesis was also prepared 
and shared through the University of Kentucky’s (UK) Grad Research Live competition. 
Conclusion 
 This methodology describes the methods used to conduct a qualitative, single, 
case study that examines the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary 
school’s daily science instruction. Details of the researcher’s role, site studied, data 
collection, analysis methods, reliability, and validation strategies, ethical concerns, and 
presentation of the results are all offered.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
 To understand the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary school’s 
daily science instruction, results have been sectioned to reflect the research questions. 
Results from data analysis include interview data, student survey responses, and 
assessment data. The results are detailed in order to be as transparent as possible. Student 
survey and assessment data are both presented in tables and graphs. Results are also 
displayed with numbers and percentages in order to see the whole picture. 
Results from Data Analysis 
This portion of the research displays results from data analysis for a qualitative, 
single, case study that explores the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary 
school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” refers teachers, administrators, and student’s 
value in science education, teacher’s confidence in science instruction, and teachers and 
administrator’s perception of science teaching as a shared responsibility. The questions 
guiding this research are as follows: 
• How are teachers, administrators, and student’s value towards science education 
impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teacher’s confidence for teaching science impacted with the addition of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teachers and administrator’s perception of science education as a shared 
responsibility impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching 
model? 
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These questions led data collection and analysis; therefore, results are presented in a way 
that seeks to answer each question. Results from data analysis include data from teacher 
and administrator interviews, student surveys, and assessment data.  
How are Teachers, Administrators, and Student’s Value Towards Science 
Education Impacted with the Addition of a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching Model? 
Results for the impacts of teachers, administrators, and student value towards 
science education are displayed and based on data analyzed from teacher and 
administrator interviews. Student value results are also presented through student survey 
data. Teacher and administrator interviews for beginning of the year (BOY) and end of 
the year (EOY) were coded and presented separately. The total teacher and administrator 
coded answers are separated to observe the comparison between the thoughts and 
opinions between the two groups. In some cases, administrator’s answers match their 
teacher’s, but in others, they do not.  
Teacher Value.  In this research, having value for science instruction is 
associated to how important daily science instruction is to the individual. For teachers 
specifically, value for science instruction is determined by how often the teacher teaches 
science in his or her classroom. If a teacher takes the time out of their schedule to teach 
science daily, it shows they have value in teaching the subject. Teacher’s value is also 
defined as what science education means to them and what they like about teaching 
science. If teachers understand what science education is and can describe what it means 
to them and what they like about teaching it, they have value in science education. 
Table 4.1 reveals how often science was taught in the past, or before the 2019-
2020 school year, and also how often science was taught during the 2019-2020 school 
year at the BOY and EOY. As seen below, recurring themes which came up in teacher 
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and administrator interviews for how often science was taught in the past were mainly 
based on daily science instruction not occurring consistently. Teachers mentioned 
“switching off teaching science with social studies”, “integrating science into other 
subjects”, “only teaching science once a week”, and that “science instruction depended 
on administration”. 45% of teachers said they switched off with social studies, but 36% 
confessed they did not teach science at all in the past because “science was taught in the 
STEM lab” (Teacher Seven, 2020). Teachers also admitted, “I never taught [science], so 
this year is the first year I’ve taught it” (Teacher Eleven, 2019), or they taught science 
“maybe every other week [because] we would rotate it between social studies and science 
weekly, but even then it was like if we got it in, we got it, if we didn't, it was no big deal” 
(Teacher Nine, 2019). This data clearly shows science was not taught consistently before 
the 2019-2020 school year and therefore, was not valued by teachers within the school.  
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Table 4.1 
Teacher Value-How Often Science was Taught 
 Past 
Teacher Total        Admin Total 
    #            %           #            % 
2019-2020 BOY 
Teacher Total        Admin Total 
    #            %           #            % 
2019-2020 EOY 
Teacher Total        Admin Total 
    #            %           #            % 
Everyday 0 0% 0 0% 7 64% 2 100% 9 82% 2 100% 
Most days a week 0 0% 0 0% 2 18% 0 0% 2 18% 0 0% 
Some days a week 1 9% 0 0% 2 18% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Once a week 2 18% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Switched off with social studies 5 45% 1 50% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Integrated into other subjects 3 27% 1 50% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Did not teach science 4 36% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Depends on Administration 2 18% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
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As for the present 2019-2020 school year, at the BOY, 64% of teachers said they 
taught science every day. This means science instruction occurred daily for 30-45 
minutes in its own block of time in the daily schedule. By the EOY, 82% of teachers 
replied they taught science every day and 18% said they taught it most days of the week. 
Teacher Six (2020) said, “[the STEM specialist] just pushed me to teach [science] 
everyday instead of going under the rug if I didn't have time or whatever”. Other 
responses indicating science was taught daily included, “We pretty much got it in 
everyday” (Teacher Eight, 2020) and “Every day, thanks to Amplify” (Teacher Nine, 
2020). At both the BOY and EOY, administrators agreed most of their teachers were 
teaching science every day. From these responses, there is a clear change in value for 
science education. Not one teacher taught science on all or most days of the week before 
the 2019-2020 school year. After the adoption of the Amplify curriculum and addition of 
the STEM specialist, by the EOY, all teachers were teaching science on all or most days 
of the week. Taking time to prepare for and teach science on all or most days of the week 
shows teachers did value science education during the 2019-2020 school year. 
Other variables which indicate teacher value for science education are illustrated 
in the tables below. These tables present themes which emerged in teacher and 
administrator interviews based on what science education means to each teacher, what 
teachers like about teaching science, and whether or not they believe daily science 
instruction is important. Table 4.2 shows teacher’s value for science education at the 
BOY and table 4.3 illustrates teacher’s value for science education at the EOY. As seen 
below, at the BOY, 55% of teachers said science education meant “discovery of the 
world”, which means science instruction involves finding answers and becoming aware 
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of new ideas. At the EOY, 45% of teachers said science education means, “discovery of 
the world” and also “exploration”. Teacher Eight (2020) described science education as 
“exploration and a deeper dive into science. I guess we didn't used to have to teach all of 
that and now we’re really in there and exploring with the kids now”. Teachers also said 
science education means, “giving our kids the chance to explore their world and 
understand how it works and how that applies to their daily interactions” (Teacher One, 
2020), and “just exploring and trying to learn about the world around you and why things 
are the way they are” (Teacher Three, 2020). These explanations were much broader at 
the EOY. In fact, at the BOY, many teachers stated, “Oh that’s hard” (Teacher Two, 
2019), “I don’t know what to say” (Teacher Six, 2019), and “Oh lord that’s a hefty 
question” (Teacher Nine, 2019), but were more confident in their answers at the EOY. 
Teachers had deeper understanding of what science education means at the EOY, which 
reveals they have value for science instruction with the addition of a STEM specialist.  
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Table 4.2 
Teacher Value-Beginning of the Year 
 What science education means Like about teaching science 
 
Daily science importance 
Teacher 
One 
Exploration, 
Discovery of the world 
 
Engaging,  
Applicable 
Yes 
Teacher 
Two 
Exploration, 
Discovery of the world,  
How things work 
 
Discovering new ideas Yes,  
Importance has changed 
Teacher 
Three 
Real world,  
Important 
 
Engaging,  
Teacher enjoys the subject 
Yes 
Teacher 
Four 
Discover of the world, 
Opportunity for students to learn 
science skills 
 
Applicable,  
Discovering new ideas, Student 
centered 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Five 
Applicable,  
Real world,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science skills 
 
Discovering new ideas, 
 Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Student centered 
Yes 
Teacher 
Six 
I do not know,  
Teaching science 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Student centered 
 
Yes,  
Importance has changed 
Teacher 
Seven 
Discovery of the world,  
Real world,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science skills 
 
Engaging,  
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction 
Yes,  
Need to teach every day,  
Science is real world 
Teacher 
Eight 
Discover of the world Teacher enjoys the subject 
 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Nine 
Discover of the world, Teaching 
science 
 
Discovering new ideas, Teacher 
enjoys the subject 
Yes 
Teacher 
Ten 
Exploration,  
Discovery of the world,  
How things work 
 
Discovering new ideas Yes,  
Does not have to be daily 
Teacher 
Eleven 
New way of thinking Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Teacher enjoys the subject,  
Student centered,  
Real world 
 
Yes,  
Need to teach every day 
Admin 
One 
n/a Teacher enjoys the subject Yes,  
Importance has changed 
 
Admin 
Two 
n/a Engaging,  
Teacher enjoys the subject,  
Student Centered 
Yes,  
Importance has changed 
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Table 4.3 
Teacher Value-End of the Year 
 What science education means Like about teaching science 
 
Daily science importance 
Teacher 
One 
Exploration,  
Discovery of the world,  
Applicable 
 
Real world,  
Teacher enjoys the subject,  
Collaborative,  
Accessible to all kids 
 
Yes,  
Importance has changed 
Teacher 
Two 
Exploration,  
Discovery of the world 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction 
Yes,  
Science is real world 
Teacher 
Three 
Real world,  
How things work 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Engaging 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Four 
Exploration,  
How things work,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Real world,  
Engaging 
Yes,  
Importance has changed 
Teacher 
Five 
Exploration,  
Discovery of the world,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science,  
Teaching science 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Engaging,  
Teacher enjoys the subject 
Yes,  
Science is real world,  
Job exposure 
Teacher 
Six 
Real world,  
Teaching science 
 
Student Centered,  
Real world 
Yes 
Teacher 
Seven 
Discovery of the world 
Real world,  
How things work,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Real world,  
Engaging,  
Teacher enjoys the subject 
Yes,  
Need to teach everyday 
Teacher 
Eight 
Exploration 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Student Centered,  
Collaborative 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Nine 
Important Student Centered,  
Real world 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Ten 
Discovery of the world,  
How things work 
 
Kids enjoy science instruction Yes,  
Does not have to be daily 
Teacher 
Eleven 
Real world,  
Opportunity for students to learn 
science,  
Important 
 
Discovering new ideas,  
Kids enjoy science instruction,  
Student Centered,  
Teacher enjoys the subject 
Yes 
Admin 
One 
n/a Kids enjoy science instruction Yes,  
Importance has changed 
 
Admin 
Two 
n/a Discovering new ideas,  
Student Centered,  
Collaborative 
Yes,  
Importance has changed 
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Also described in tables 4.2 and 4.3 are what teachers like about teaching science. 
At the BOY and EOY, 64% of teachers said they liked “discovering new ideas in 
science”. At the EOY 55% of teachers stated they also liked that “kids enjoyed science 
instruction” and 45% said they liked science because it is “real world”. Again, teachers 
indicated they liked more about science instruction at the EOY compared to the BOY, 
revealing teacher value for science education. Teachers Two (2020) said,  
I think my favorite part is you know, you have those kiddos where they’re 
experiencing everything, they're hearing everything for the first time because they 
don't get that at home, so I just like seeing that light bulb go off, it’s probably one 
of my favorite parts because to them it's like magic.  
Teachers also realized how much students enjoyed science instruction, which helped 
them to enjoy and find value in teaching it themselves. They said, “I like that the kids like 
it so much and get excited about the experiments and things” (Teacher Three, 2020), and 
“I love how excited our kids got this year” (Teacher Five, 2020). Administrators also saw 
the change in teacher enjoyment for teaching science. At the BOY, 100% of 
administrators thought teachers liked science because “they enjoyed the subject”, but by 
the EOY, they were split between teachers liking science because “they liked discovering 
new ideas”, “it is student centered”, “kids enjoy science instruction”, and because it is 
“collaborative”. Administrator Two (2019) explained, “they're realizing that the kids are 
enjoying what they're doing”. Because teachers expressed liking more about teaching 
science and realized how much kids enjoyed learning and discovering new ideas in 
science, it is clear that teachers valued science education by the EOY with the addition of 
a STEM specialist.  
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Finally, at both the BOY and EOY, 100% of teachers indicated “yes”, they did 
believe daily science instruction is important. They made clear statements such as, “yes it 
is, definitely” (Teacher Six, 2020), and “yes, definitely. And I think next year I would 
like to teach it every day and then teach other subjects through it. I think it makes more 
sense to do that” (Teacher Eight, 2020). Both administrators also believed their teachers 
valued science education and that the importance of science had positively changed for 
teachers during the school year. Administrator Two (2020) said, “I think most of them 
do. I think some are still learning”. This interview data shows the difference in teacher 
value for science education throughout the 2019-2020 school year. As described above, 
teachers did not value science education in the past because they did not teach it 
consistently. Teaching science all or most days of the week, having a better 
understanding of what science education means, and finding more to enjoy in teaching 
science shows teachers do value science education with the addition of a STEM specialist 
co-teaching model. 
Administrator Value. In this research, having value for science instruction is 
associated to how important daily science instruction is to the individual. For 
administrators specifically, value for science instruction is determined by what science 
education means to them and how they support science. If administrators understand 
what science education is and they support science instruction, they value science 
education. Also, teachers agreeing their administrators support and value science, make it 
clear they value science education.  
Both administrators were asked what science education means to them. As seen in 
table 4.4, both administrators stated science education is “real world” at the BOY. Table 
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4.5 indicates they had a broader idea for what science meant at the EOY and spoke more 
specifically on how educators have failed science education and need to teach it more, so 
our kids have a better future. Administrator One (2020) stated science has,  
Not been addressed adequately and it's probably not only hurt our schools but 
hurting our country in reference to keeping up with the other countries in 
reference to technology and economics and a lot, but I will say that I do believe 
that science is probably the core ingredient to industrial and environmental 
economic growth. 
Administrator Two (2020) expressed science education being, “able to apply [science] in 
what [students] see at home and outside of school so being able to say when they see a 
phenomenon or something happening they can say well I learned this in science class”. 
Obviously, both administrators realize science education is important for student’s 
futures. This shows the administrators found value for science education in the 2019-
2020 school year with the addition of a STEM specialist. 
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Table 4.4 
Administrator Value-Beginning of the Year 
 What science education means Administrator support 
 
Administrator value 
Teacher 
One 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist More this year,  
Value test scores,  
Somewhat 
 
Teacher 
Two 
n/a Embedded science in daily 
schedule,  
Holds teachers accountable 
 
Yes,  
More this year 
Teacher 
Three 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Holds teachers accountable 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Four 
n/a No answer Value test scores,  
Somewhat,  
It changes 
 
Teacher 
Five 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule,  
Prioritize science 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Six 
n/a Embedded science in daily 
schedule 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Seven 
n/a No answer Value test scores,  
No 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
 
n/a Holds teachers accountable Yes 
Teacher 
Nine 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule,  
Supports Amplify program 
 
Yes,  
More this year 
Teacher 
Ten 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Supports Amplify program 
 
No answer 
Teacher 
Eleven 
 
n/a Prioritize science Yes 
Admin 
One 
Real world, 
Opportunity for students to learn 
science 
Hired a STEM specialist,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule 
 
Yes,  
More this year,  
Value test scores 
Admin 
Two 
Real world,  
How things work, 
Applicable 
Hired a STEM specialist,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule,  
Prioritize science 
Yes 
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Table 4.5 
Administrator Value-End of the Year 
 What science education means Administrator support 
 
Administrator value 
Teacher 
One 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Hold teachers accountable,  
Prioritize science 
 
Yes,  
More this year,  
Value test scores 
Teacher 
Two 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Supports Amplify program 
 
Yes,  
More this year 
Teacher 
Three 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Hold teachers accountable 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Four 
n/a No support No,  
I do not know 
 
Teacher 
Five 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Hold teachers accountable,  
Prioritize science 
 
More this year 
Teacher 
Six 
n/a Embedded science in daily 
schedule,  
Supports Amplify program 
 
Yes 
Teacher 
Seven 
n/a No answer More this year,  
It changes 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
 
n/a Hold teachers accountable Yes 
Teacher 
Nine 
n/a Hired a STEM specialist,  
Supports Amplify program 
 
More this year,  
Lateral learning importance,  
Value test scores 
 
Teacher 
Ten 
 
n/a No answer No answer 
Teacher 
Eleven 
n/a No answer More this year,  
It changes,  
Somewhat  
 
Admin 
One 
Important,  
Real World 
Hired a STEM specialist,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule 
 
Yes,  
More this year,  
Lateral learning importance 
Admin 
Two 
How things work,  
Discovery of the world,  
Applicable 
Hold teachers accountable,  
Embedded science in daily 
schedule 
Yes 
 
Both administrators and teachers explained how administration supports science. 
At the BOY, 45% of teachers and 100% of administrators said they support science by 
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“hiring a STEM specialist”. At the EOY, 36% of teachers also thought administrators 
“held teachers accountable for science instruction”. Teacher Two (2020) explained, 
“they’ve given you that awesome opportunity of being able to push in and that's helped 
us”. Teacher Nine (2019) also states it well, 
I think one, allowing us to make sure that time is protected in our schedule. Two, 
providing us with an actual science coach that is you know where… we don't 
have to worry about you being pulled anywhere else and three, being willing to 
take on the program because I know not all schools took on [Amplify]. 
Just as Teacher Nine described, both administrators also believed they support science 
education by “embedding science into the daily schedules”. Administrator One (2019) 
stated, 
I think that by us having you in place is huge to show that it is something that we 
value, but then also the fact that we have allotted time daily to ensure that [science 
is] there and the fact that we have a new curriculum to assure that we're getting 
standards based instruction is very helpful. 
Similarly, Administrator Two (2019) specified,  
just by providing the role of the STEM teacher there and then making sure the 
teachers had time to plan with the STEM teacher once a week during the week, 
that they’re setting aside that time, and then making sure that in the master 
schedule that every grade level has science built into their schedule. 
It is clear, most teachers felt support for science from their administration. Administrators 
were able to state ways which they supported science, and teachers agreed with their 
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statements. Administrators also said they believed their teachers did know they supported 
science education, which is also apparent in teacher responses. By administrators 
showing support and teachers feeling supported for science instruction, it is evident, 
administration does value science education with the addition of a STEM specialist. 
Table 4.4 and 4.5 also display administrator’s value for science education from a 
teacher and administrator perspective. Both administrators stated they valued science 
education. Administrator One (2020) explained, “yes I do…with any subject I think it's 
hard to sustain and keep kids focused on the learning and the progression of the growth if 
you’re not doing it daily”. By the EOY, Administrator Two (2020) realized, “it's not just 
science that they're learning, it’s the critical thinking, it’s the discussion, it's the non-
fiction writing, so in all of that it's important, so absolutely”. Obviously both 
administrators show they value science education because they realize the importance of 
daily science instruction and the importance of students learning real world skills through 
science. 
At the BOY, 64% of teachers agreed administrators did value science education 
but this fell to 45% at the EOY. With this said, 55% of teachers at the EOY did express 
administrators valued science “more this year”. Teacher Seven (2020) explained, “I think 
he has learned to do so more towards the end of the year than he did before”. Teachers 
also said, “I think they are starting to value it more and I think that will continue as 
higher up continues to push the value in it” (Teacher Five, 2020), and “yes, I think so, 
and I feel like they pushed us to make sure we are teaching it every day” (Teacher Six, 
2020). It is evident, most teachers either believe administration does value science 
education or that they at least value it more than in the past. From this data, it is clear, 
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there was not as big of an impact on value for administration as there was on teachers. 
This is believed to be caused by the constant engagement the STEM specialist had with 
teachers in planning and co-teaching science, which administration did not experience. 
Student Value. In this research, having value for science instruction is associated 
to how important daily science instruction is to the individual. For students in particular, 
value for science instruction is determined from teacher and administrator perceptions 
and student responses from the TDSAS survey. If teachers and administrators see that 
students enjoy and want to learn science, they are seen as valuing science education. 
Finally, if student survey responses are positive, students are thought to value science 
education.  
Table 4.6 exhibits student value for science education from the perspective of 
teachers and administrators. At the BOY and EOY, 91% of teachers and 100% of 
administrators replied they knew students valued science education because “kids were 
enjoying learning science”. Teacher Seven (2019) said, “they love experiments and the 
hands-on stuff. They even enjoy the books”. Administrator One (2020) agreed, “I really 
think that they enjoy it. I know that they enjoy it”. Administrator Two (2020) also 
explained, “they love it. Every time I’m in a room when they’re doing science, the kids 
love it. The experiments I think especially the younger ones, think they’re playing, so 
they love being able to experiment with different materials”. 
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Table 4.6 
Student Value for Science Education 
 BOY EOY 
Teacher 
One 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Interested in learning new concepts 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom, 
Make connections,  
Excited about using materials,  
Interested in learning new concepts,  
Engaged in learning 
 
Teacher 
Two 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Engaged in learning 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Engaged in learning 
 
Teacher 
Three 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Interested in learning new concepts 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about using materials,  
Interested in learning new concepts 
 
Teacher 
Four 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom, 
Interested in learning new concepts,  
Willing to try new things,  
Motivated by science careers 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Engaged in learning,  
Enjoy co-teaching,  
Discuss with peers 
 
Teacher 
Five 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Make connections,  
Engaged in learning,  
Enjoy co-teaching 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Make connections,  
Interested in learning new concepts,  
Engaged in learning,  
Willing to try new things 
 
Teacher 
Six 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Make connections,  
Engaged in learning 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Make connections, 
Excited about using materials,  
Discuss with peers 
 
Teacher 
Seven 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Excited about using materials 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Make connections,  
Excited about using materials,  
Motivated by science careers 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Make connections,  
Enjoy co-teaching 
 
Teacher 
Nine 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom,  
Make connections 
 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom 
 
Teacher 
Ten 
Excited about using materials Make connections,  
Enjoy co-teaching 
 
Teacher 
Eleven 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Make connections,  
Enjoy co-teaching 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about using materials,  
Interested in learning new concepts 
 
Admin 
One 
Kids enjoy learning science Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about daily science in classroom 
 
Admin 
Two 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Interested in learning new concepts,  
Excited about using materials 
Kids enjoy learning science,  
Excited about using materials,  
Interested in learning new concepts 
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At the BOY, 73% of teachers also said students got “excited about having daily 
science in their classrooms”. For example, at the BOY, Teacher Six (2019) stated, “I 
think they really enjoy it, they're always excited about science time”. At the EOY, 
Teacher One (2020) agreed, “I think I honestly couldn't think of a person who wasn't 
excited for science”. At the EOY, 55% of teachers also knew students valued science 
education because they “made connections to other things and other subjects”. Teacher 
Nine (2019) explained, “I hear kids making connections when we read an informational 
text that might be related to something that we've already done in science. I hear them 
making those cross curricular connections and that's awesome”. These viewpoints from 
teachers and administrators, make it clear that students do value science education with 
the addition of a STEM specialist. Students show value for science education because 
they enjoy and get excited for science. Students are also making connections to science 
learning which exhibits value for science in everyday life and other parts of their 
learning. 
Next, student value is assessed through the 28-question TDSAS survey which was 
given to students at the beginning and end of the year. This survey investigates 
elementary student’s attitudes towards science (Zhang & Campbell, 2011) and uses a 
Likert-type scale for all items in the TDSAS with the following five responses: strongly 
agree (5), agree (4), neutral (3), disagree (2), and strongly disagree (1). Each survey 
question is displayed with a table and a graph. The table shows the number and 
percentage of students who answered each of the 5 responses. The graph combines 
percentages of students who agree and strongly agree as well as disagree and strongly 
disagree, to show the overall percentage of students who agree, are neutral, or disagree.  
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It is important to note the BOY survey was given to students in person at a time 
when they were just beginning to use the Amplify curriculum and learning science in 
their classroom daily, therefore they were gaining excitement about science instruction. 
However, the EOY survey was given to students in the midst of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Students not only took the survey in an online setting, but also after receiving 
science instruction in an online setting from the middle of March 2020 through May 
2020. Both of these variables are thought to have distorted EOY student survey results.  
As seen by the survey data results below, there were not significant changes from 
BOY to EOY and the intensity of student answers decreased. For example, on student 
survey question 1, at the BOY, 56% of students strongly agreed it is very important to 
learn science, but at the EOY it fell to 45%. The same was seen on question 2 where at 
the BOY 41% strongly agreed they liked learning science very much, but at the EOY, 
dropped to 34%. This is believed to be caused by the COVID-19 pandemic’s force of 
science instruction to be conducted online. As described further in the limitations section 
in chapter 5, COVID-19 did impact student’s daily science instruction.  
During COVID-19, science instruction was still being delivered to students daily 
but was a very different experience than in person instruction. Students were no longer 
working together to investigate, discussing with peers, or conducting experiments as they 
would be in the regular classroom. Science was learned mostly on their own through 
video lessons and worksheets where they answered questions and described what they 
learned. Essentially, students lost the hands-on experience which makes science fun and 
exciting. Several teachers even brought this up during their interview. For example, 
Teacher Seven (2020) says, “now that it's NTI (Non-Traditional Instruction)…I don't get 
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to do any type of experiment, so it's really just watching videos, and reading books, and 
answering questions, so it's not as engaging as it was in the classroom”. Teacher Eleven 
(2020) also talks about how difficult science is for students to learn on their own saying, 
it's definitely difficult for them to try and navigate on their own, so one of the 
things is I’m not teaching every subject every day through zoom, but after we go 
through each subject, I normally will ask like them…which subject do you guys 
want to do together today, and it's always science. They're like, I can't do this on 
my own. So, I'm teaching, and I think it's more like they're afraid to try and figure 
it out on the own at home, but I'm teaching science daily right now through zoom. 
Student survey results are thought to reflect this loss of excitement which students were 
showing during in person instruction. With this said, student survey data is still provided 
to show changes in student value of science throughout the 2019-2020 school year.  
The TDSAS survey instrument can be separated into three dimensions: whether 
students are affectively connected to science, whether students are involved in real 
science learning behaviors, and whether students appreciate the importance of science 
and scientific inquiry to the society. Student affective feelings about science was 
measured by using items 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 22, 26, and 27. Student behavioral 
tendencies in learning science were measured by using items 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 20, 21, 
23, and 25. Finally, student cognitive judgment of science based on their values and 
beliefs about science was measured by using items 13, 16, 17, 19, 24, and 28. The test 
items have been grouped accordingly in order to compare and contrast results. 
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Student Affective Feeling About Science. Tables 4.7 through 4.16 and figures 4.1 
through 4.10 display results from TDSAS survey questions 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 22, 26, 
and 27 answering whether students are affectively connected to science. As seen below in 
table 4.7 and figure 4.1, 82% of students at the BOY and 83% at the EOY, think it is very 
important to learn science. This is only a slight increase in total students who agreed and 
the number of students who strongly agreed with this statement, decreased. As explained 
above, this is thought to be caused by the changes to science instruction due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and decrease in hands-on science learning. There will be more 
instances of this as the rest of the survey data is presented. 
Table 4.7 
Student Survey Question 1. I think it is very important to learn science 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 4 3% 2 2% 
2-Disagree 1 1% 3 3% 
3-Neutral 17 14% 15 12% 
4-Agree 31 26% 47 39% 
5-Strongly Agree 68 56% 54 45% 
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Figure 4.1. Student Survey Question 1. I think it is very important to learn science 
Table 4.8 and figure 4.2 present 79% of students at the BOY and 69% of students 
at the EOY like learning science very much. This is a one of the bigger decreases in 
student agreeance responses. It seems many students did not like learning science much 
in an online setting. 
Table 4.8 
Student Survey Question 2. I like learning science very much 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 4 3% 5 4% 
2-Disagree 2 2% 6 5% 
3-Neutral 20 17% 26 22% 
4-Agree 46 38% 43 36% 
5-Strongly Agree 49 41% 41 34% 
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Figure 4.2. Student Survey Question 2. I like learning science very much 
Table 4.9 and figure 4.3 reveal 75% of students at the BOY and 77% at the EOY 
believe learning science is fun. Although the total percent did increase, there is a major 
decrease in strongly agree answers because science was not presented in a fun way in an 
online setting during the pandemic. 
Table 4.9 
Student Survey Question 3. I think learning science is fun 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 4 3% 6 5% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 4 3% 
3-Neutral 22 18% 18 15% 
4-Agree 26 22% 50 41% 
5-Strongly Agree 65 54% 43 36% 
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Figure 4.3. Student Survey Question 3. I think learning science is fun 
Table 4.10 and figure 4.4 display 81% of students at the BOY and 83% of 
students at the EOY think science is very important to our life. This tells us an increased 
number of students agree and strongly agree science is important to our lives even when 
science was learned online. 
Table 4.10 
Student Survey Question 5. Science is very important to our life 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 8 7% 0 0% 
2-Disagree 2 2% 5 4% 
3-Neutral 13 11% 16 13% 
4-Agree 28 23% 30 25% 
5-Strongly Agree 70 58% 70 58% 
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Figure 4.4. Student Survey Question 5. Science is very important to our life 
Table 4.11 and figure 4.5 show 76% of students at the BOY and 79% of students 
at the EOY want to know more about the natural world. There is also a decrease in 
strongly disagree answers in this case, however most students are still curious about the 
natural world. 
Table 4.11 
Student Survey Question 7. I want to know more about the natural world 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 4 3% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 3 3% 
3-Neutral 18 15% 19 16% 
4-Agree 30 25% 44 36% 
5-Strongly Agree 62 51% 51 42% 
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Figure 4.5. Student Survey Question 7. I want to know more about the natural world 
Table 4.12 and figure 4.6 present 67% of students at the BOY and 64% at the 
EOY think it is fun to solve science problems. This question actually shows an overall 
decrease in positive responses. Science problems were not as fun online because students 
were not discussing or experimenting with their peers to solve problems. 
Table 4.12 
Student Survey Question 10. I think it is fun to solve science problems 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 8 7% 8 7% 
2-Disagree 9 7% 7 6% 
3-Neutral 23 19% 29 24% 
4-Agree 33 27% 40 33% 
5-Strongly Agree 48 40% 37 31% 
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Figure 4.6. Student Survey Question 10. I think it is fun to solve science problems 
Table 4.13 and figure 4.7 indicate 74% of students at the BOY and 80% of 
students at the EOY like to find out why something happens by doing experiments rather 
than by being told. This data shows there is an increase in students that realize they 
would rather find out why something happens on their own. 
Table 4.13 
Student Survey Question 11. I like to find out why something happens by doing 
experiments rather than by being told 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 4 3% 
2-Disagree 5 4% 5 4% 
3-Neutral 19 16% 15 12% 
4-Agree 19 16% 28 23% 
5-Strongly Agree 71 59% 69 57% 
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Figure 4.7. Student Survey Question 11. I like to find out why something happens by 
doing experiments rather than by being told  
Table 4.14 and figure 4.8 display 67% of students at the BOY and 74% at the 
EOY believe science is relevant to our life. Here, more students do agree overall, that 
science is relevant to their lives. 
Table 4.14 
Student Survey Question 22. Science is relevant to our lives 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 9 7% 1 1% 
2-Disagree 5 4% 6 5% 
3-Neutral 26 22% 24 20% 
4-Agree 18 15% 35 29% 
5-Strongly Agree 63 52% 55 46% 
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Figure 4.8. Student Survey Question 22. Science is relevant to our lives 
Table 4.15 and figure 4.9 show 72% of students at the BOY and 73% at the EOY 
would be happy if they could solve real problems by using science knowledge they 
learned in school. Not much change seen in overall agreeance, but there is a significant 
drop in students that strongly agree with this statement. 
Table 4.15 
Student Survey Question 26. I would be happy if I could solve real problems by using 
science knowledge, I learned in school 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 10 8% 6 5% 
2-Disagree 5 4% 6 5% 
3-Neutral 19 16% 21 17% 
4-Agree 33 27% 49 41% 
5-Strongly Agree 54 45% 39 32% 
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Figure 4.9. Student Survey Question 26. I would be happy if I could solve real problems 
by using science knowledge, I learned in school 
Finally, table 4.16 and figure 4.10 display 75% of students at the BOY and 82% 
of students at the EOY are curious about the natural world around them. This data does 
show a decrease in students that strongly agreed, however, there is an increase in overall 
agreeing about curiosity. 
Table 4.16 
Student Survey Question 27. I am curious about the natural world around me 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 4 3% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 4 3% 
3-Neutral 19 16% 14 12% 
4-Agree 17 14% 35 29% 
5-Strongly Agree 74 61% 64 53% 
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Figure 4.10. Student Survey Question 27. I am curious about the natural world around 
me 
Student Behavioral Tendencies in Learning Science. Tables 4.17 through 4.27 
and figures 4.11 through 4.21 display results from TDSAS survey questions 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 
14, 18, 20, 21, 23, and 25 answering whether students appreciate the importance of 
science and scientific inquiry to the society. Table 4.17 and figure 4.11 show 18% of 
students at the BOY and 32% at the EOY always ask their parents science questions. This 
question does not see a decrease in strongly agree as did with the last section of 
questions. Instead, we see an overall increase for students asking their parents science 
questions. This may have something to do with learning taking place at home at the EOY. 
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Table 4.17 
Student Survey Question 4. I always ask my parents science questions 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 25 21% 11 9% 
2-Disagree 23 19% 26 22% 
3-Neutral 51 42% 45 37% 
4-Agree 6 5% 24 20% 
5-Strongly Agree 16 13% 15 12% 
 
Figure 4.11. Student Survey Question 4. I always ask my parents science questions 
Table 4.18 and figure 4.12 display 86% of students at the BOY and 82% at the 
EOY enjoy doing scientific experiments. There is a decrease seen here overall. This is 
most likely due to the fact that students did not get to conduct any true scientific 
experiments once instruction moved online. 
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Table 4.18 
Student Survey Question 6. I enjoy doing scientific experiments 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 3 3% 3 3% 
2-Disagree 3 3% 2 2% 
3-Neutral 11 9% 17 14% 
4-Agree 24 20% 28 23% 
5-Strongly Agree 80 66% 71 59% 
 
Figure 4.12. Student Survey Question 6. I enjoy doing scientific experiments 
Table 4.19 and figure 4.13 present 26% of students at the BOY and 21% at the 
EOY talk about science with their friends quite often. Again, there is a decrease here 
which is thought to be a result of the nature of online instruction and the lack of 
discussion with peers. 
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Table 4.19 
Student Survey Question 8. I talk about science with my friends quite often 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 23 19% 14 12% 
2-Disagree 32 26% 42 35% 
3-Neutral 35 29% 40 33% 
4-Agree 13 11% 16 13% 
5-Strongly Agree 18 15% 9 7% 
 
Figure 4.13. Student Survey Question 8. I talk about science with my friends quite often 
Table 4.20 and figure 4.14 reveal 51% of students at the BOY and 45% at the 
EOY like to help others to solve the problems by using science knowledge they have 
learned. Another data point with decreasing numbers is displayed. Due to the precautions 
people were taking during the COVID-19 pandemic, most families stayed confined to 
their own homes as much as possible so students may not have had to opportunity they 
once had, to help others solve problems. 
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Table 4.20 
Student Survey Question 9. I like to help others to solve the problems by using science 
knowledge I have learned 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 8 7% 
2-Disagree 10 8% 13 11% 
3-Neutral 42 35% 45 37% 
4-Agree 23 19% 31 26% 
5-Strongly Agree 39 32% 24 20% 
 
Figure 4.14. Student Survey Question 9. I like to help others to solve the problems by 
using science knowledge I have learned 
Table 4.21 and figure 4.15 show 75% of students both at the BOY and EOY think 
over a science question before asking for help. In this question we do not see an overall 
change in positive answers, however there is a large decrease in students who strongly 
agree they would think over a question before asking for help. 
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Table 4.21 
Student Survey Question 12. To answer a science question, I would think it over before 
asking for help 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 5 4% 2 2% 
2-Disagree 3 3% 2 2% 
3-Neutral 22 18% 26 22% 
4-Agree 32 26% 50 41% 
5-Strongly Agree 59 49% 41 34% 
 
Figure 4.15. Student Survey Question 12. To answer a science question, I would think it 
over before asking for help 
Table 4.22 and figure 4.16 display 41% of students at the BOY and 42% at the 
EOY like watching the TV shows of science. There are no significant changes in this 
question. 
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Table 4.22 
Student Survey Question 14. I like watching the TV shows of science 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 26 22% 13 11% 
2-Disagree 15 12% 25 21% 
3-Neutral 30 25% 32 26% 
4-Agree 14 12% 21 17% 
5-Strongly Agree 36 30% 30 25% 
 
Figure 4.16. Student Survey Question 14. I like watching the TV shows of science 
Table 4.23 and figure 4.17 show 44% of students at the BOY and 38% at the EOY 
like reading science books. There is an overall decrease here. Most likely because 
students did not have access to science books as they did in person and the books they 
read in science class were not easy to access in an online setting. 
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Table 4.23 
Student Survey Question 18. I like reading science books 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 22 18% 16 13% 
2-Disagree 8 7% 18 15% 
3-Neutral 38 31% 41 34% 
4-Agree 23 19% 28 23% 
5-Strongly Agree 30 25% 18 15% 
 
Figure 4.17. Student Survey Question 18. I like reading science books 
Table 4.24 and figure 4.18 display 64% of students at the BOY and 56% at the 
EOY disagree that they do not like spending much time on doing science experiments. 
This question is hard for students to comprehend because if they enjoy science, they were 
typically answering in a positive manner, yet this question would require them to answer 
either disagree or strongly disagree. This question tricked a lot of students in person and 
it seems the same occurred online.  
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Table 4.24 
Student Survey Question 20. I do not like to spend much time on doing science 
experiments 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 64 53% 33 27% 
2-Disagree 13 11% 35 29% 
3-Neutral 18 15% 30 25% 
4-Agree 6 5% 13 11% 
5-Strongly Agree 20 17% 10 8% 
 
Figure 4.18. Student Survey Question 20. I do not like to spend much time on doing 
science experiments 
Table 4.25 and figure 4.19 illustrate 69% of students at the BOY and 70% at the 
EOY would try different ways to know more about science. This question is interesting 
because there was not much change in overall agreeing, yet half the students who 
strongly agreed in the BOY, changed their answer at the EOY. 
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Table 4.25 
Student Survey Question 21. I would try different ways to know more about science 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 9 7% 6 5% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 5 4% 
3-Neutral 25 21% 25 21% 
4-Agree 20 17% 55 46% 
5-Strongly Agree 63 52% 30 25% 
 
Figure 4.19. Student Survey Question 21. I would try different ways to know more about 
science 
Table 4.26 and figure 4.20 present 66% of students at the BOY and 47% at the 
EOY agree that when they talk about science, they always have a different opinion from 
their friends. This is another question which confused students because they could not 
decide if it was a good or bad thing to have a different opinion than their friends. The 
increase in neutral responses is assumed to be a result of the confusion students had with 
the question. 
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Table 4.26 
Student Survey Question 23. When we talk about science, I always have different opinion 
from my friends 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 9 7% 2 2% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 10 8% 
3-Neutral 28 23% 52 43% 
4-Agree 28 23% 32 26% 
5-Strongly Agree 52 43% 25 21% 
 
Figure 4.20. Student Survey Question 23. When we talk about science, I always have 
different opinion from my friends 
Finally, table 4.27 and figure 4.21 display 44% of students at the BOY and 31% at 
the EOY like to visit science museums on the weekends. This change may have been 
caused by several variables. First of all, the population of students at the school did not 
seem to be one which would be spending their weekend at museums because at the BOY, 
many student comments were heard saying things such as, “I have never been to a 
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museum”, or “my parents don’t take me to museums”. Second, the COVID-19 pandemic 
caused most public places such as museums, to be shut down for some time. 
Table 4.27 
Student Survey Question 25. I like to visit science museums on the weekends 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 35 29% 29 24% 
2-Disagree 11 9% 21 17% 
3-Neutral 22 18% 33 27% 
4-Agree 15 12% 17 14% 
5-Strongly Agree 38 31% 21 17% 
 
Figure 4.21. Student Survey Question 25. I like to visit science museums on the 
weekends 
Student Cognitive Judgment of Science. Tables 4.28 through 4.34 and figures 
4.22 through 4.27 display results from TDSAS survey questions 13, 16, 17, 19, 24, and 
28 answering whether students are involved in real science learning behaviors. Table 4.28 
and figure 4.22 show 67% of students at the BOY and 70% at the EOY agree the most 
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important thing in learning science is to remember scientific concepts and theories. Not 
much change is seen in this question’s responses. 
Table 4.28 
Student Survey Question 13. The most important thing in learning science is to remember 
scientific concept and theories 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 6 5% 6 5% 
2-Disagree 7 6% 3 3% 
3-Neutral 27 22% 27 22% 
4-Agree 37 31% 42 35% 
5-Strongly Agree 44 36% 43 36% 
 
Figure 4.22. Student Survey Question 13. The most important thing in learning science is 
to remember scientific concept and theories 
Table 4.29 and figure 4.23 present 73% of students at the BOY and 83% at the 
EOY agree that sometimes, there are multiple answers for one science question. This is 
one thing that students come to realize is there is not always just one answer in science. 
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Table 4.29 
Student Survey Question 15. Sometimes, there are multiple answers for one science 
question 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 5 4% 3 3% 
2-Disagree 1 1% 5 4% 
3-Neutral 27 22% 12 10% 
4-Agree 31 26% 50 41% 
5-Strongly Agree 57 47% 51 42% 
 
Figure 4.23. Student Survey Question 15. Sometimes, there are multiple answers for one 
science question 
Table 4.30 and figure 4.24 display 65% at the BOY and 66% at the EOY believe 
learning science will help them to learn other subjects. At the BOY, science involved 
reading and writing skills, however with online learning, science was put into its own 
subject category, so students probably did not associate learning science with any other 
subject during that time. This could explain the decrease in strongly agree responses. 
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Table 4.30 
Student Survey Question 16. Learning science will help me to learn other subjects 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 5 4% 2 2% 
2-Disagree 5 4% 9 7% 
3-Neutral 33 27% 30 25% 
4-Agree 21 17% 46 38% 
5-Strongly Agree 57 47% 34 28% 
 
Figure 4.24. Student Survey Question 16. Learning science will help me to learn other 
subjects 
Table 4.31 and figure 4.25 reveal 31% at the BOY and 22% at the EOY want to 
be a scientist when they grow up. There is really only a large decrease in strongly agree 
responses here. This shows that students that had a strong response for wanting to be a 
scientist at the BOY, no longer strongly agreed at the EOY. 
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Table 4.31 
Student Survey Question 17. I want to be a scientist when I grow up 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 37 31% 41 34% 
2-Disagree 20 17% 29 24% 
3-Neutral 27 22% 25 21% 
4-Agree 6 5% 6 5% 
5-Strongly Agree 31 26% 20 17% 
 
Figure 4.25. Student Survey Question 17. I want to be a scientist when I grow up 
Table 4.32 and figure 4.26 display 74% of students at the BOY and 86% at the 
EOY agree that teamwork is often needed for solving hard science problems. Overall, 
most students realized by the EOY that teamwork is needed to solve problems. This may 
have been caused by science being harder to complete in an online setting on their own, 
or maybe even the realization the pandemic was causing people to realize they have to 
work together to decrease COVID-19 cases. 
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Table 4.32 
Student Survey Question 19. Teamwork is often needed for solving hard science problems 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 9 7% 1 1% 
2-Disagree 2 2% 3 3% 
3-Neutral 20 17% 13 11% 
4-Agree 24 20% 36 30% 
5-Strongly Agree 66 55% 68 56% 
 
Figure 4.26. Student Survey Question 19. Teamwork is often needed for solving hard 
science problems  
Table 4.33 and figure 4.27 show 68% of students at the BOY and 81% at the EOY 
agree the primary purpose to learn science is to try to solve the real-world problems. This 
question reveals by the EOY, most students realized science helps them to solve real 
world problems. 
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Table 4.33 
Student Survey Question 24. The primary purpose to learn science is to try to solve the 
real-world problems 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 1 1% 
2-Disagree 7 6% 2 2% 
3-Neutral 25 21% 20 17% 
4-Agree 25 21% 51 42% 
5-Strongly Agree 57 47% 47 39% 
 
Figure 4.27. Student Survey Question 24. The primary purpose to learn science is to try 
to solve the real-world problems 
Last, table 4.34 and figure 4.28 presents 75% of students at the BOY and 70% at 
the EOY think scientific discoveries must be very mysterious. There is a significant drop 
in strongly agree responses here. It is believed this response may have confused students 
because the word “must” is such a strong word. 
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Table 4.34 
Student Survey Question 28. Scientific discoveries must be very mysterious 
 BOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
EOY Student Total 
 #                             % 
1-Strongly Disagree 7 6% 3 3% 
2-Disagree 4 3% 9 7% 
3-Neutral 19 16% 25 21% 
4-Agree 17 14% 44 36% 
5-Strongly Agree 74 61% 40 33% 
 
Figure 4.28. Student Survey Question 28. Scientific discoveries must be very mysterious 
 Though student survey results make it difficult to determine if students value 
science education, enough data was collected from teacher and administrator interviews 
to reveal student value for in person instruction. Most of the responses from teachers and 
administrators reflected time in the regular classroom and displayed student’s enjoyment 
and excitement for in person science instruction. It is evident student value did not 
increase in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic; however, it is fair to say students do 
value science instruction when that instruction occurs in person. In person science 
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instruction allows students to experience hands-on learning, discussions with peers, and 
be completely involved in their science learning. When this was occurring, students liked 
science, were excited for science, and made connections to real life, all which show value 
for science education. This is unlike learning online in the spring of 2020 where much of 
the science learning took place through videos and student worksheets. Therefore, before 
the COVID-19 pandemic, students did value science education with the addition of a 
STEM specialist. 
How are Teacher’s Confidence for Teaching Science Impacted with the Addition of 
a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching Model? 
Teacher confidence for science education can be defined by teacher’s feelings of 
self-assurance which arises from one’s appreciation of one’s own ability to teach science. 
In this research, teacher confidence for teaching science is determined from teacher and 
administrator perception of teacher confidence and what caused their confidence change. 
Teachers were asked if they are confident in teaching science, if their confidence 
changed, and what caused their confidence change. Administrators were asked the same 
questions based on the teachers in their building. Results for the impacts of teacher’s 
confidence for teaching science are displayed and based on data analyzed from teacher 
and administrator interviews. Table 4.35 displays teacher confidence in teaching science 
at both the BOY and EOY. It also illustrates what caused the confidence change in 
teachers.  
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Table 4.35 
Teacher Confidence in Teaching Science 
 BOY Teacher’s confidence EOY Teacher’s confidence 
 
What caused confidence change 
 
Teacher 
One 
Yes, 
Confidence changed 
 
Yes Gained a clear understanding 
Teacher 
Two 
Somewhat,  
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
 
Yes,  
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
Amplify Curriculum,  
Consistency 
Teacher 
Three 
Yes,  
Not confident in all parts, 
Confidence changed 
 
Yes Amplify Curriculum 
Teacher 
Four 
Somewhat,  
Not confident in all parts, 
Confidence changed 
 
Yes STEM specialist,  
Amplify Curriculum, 
Gained a clear understanding 
Teacher 
Five 
Yes Yes,  
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
 
STEM specialist,  
Gained a clear understanding 
Teacher 
Six 
Yes,  
Confidence changed 
 
Yes,  
Not confident in all parts 
STEM specialist, 
Amplify Curriculum 
Teacher 
Seven 
Yes Yes STEM specialist,  
Amplify Curriculum,  
Time spent learning 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
No,  
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
 
Confidence changed STEM specialist,  
Amplify Curriculum 
Teacher 
Nine 
Somewhat,  
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
 
Somewhat,  
Not confident in all parts 
Amplify Curriculum 
Teacher 
Ten 
 
Somewhat No Amplify Curriculum 
Teacher 
Eleven 
Not confident in all parts Confidence changed STEM Specialist,  
Amplify Curriculum 
 
Admin 
One 
Not confident in all parts,  
Confidence changed 
 
Yes,  
Confidence changed 
STEM specialist, 
Amplify Curriculum 
Admin 
Two 
Confidence changed Confidence changed Amplify Curriculum 
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As seen in table 4.35, at both the BOY and EOY, 100% of administrators thought 
their teacher’s confidence had changed in the 2019-2020 school year. Administrator One 
(2020) explains it well by expressing, 
we could have thrown a curriculum at them and walked away and there is no way 
they would have felt confident. I really think the coaching process has been an 
intangible force in teaching science and building capacity… this has been so 
successful only because we had an instructional coach for science… that’s truly 
the place where the confidence comes in and our teachers never felt like they were 
getting something and made to just make it happen… them knowing you, 
knowing that you have a love and passion for science, seeing how you have built 
that capacity in the building and our students long before we ever got a 
program…so I think them seeing that and the trust that they have in you, gave our 
teachers the ability to become confident in science and teaching science. 
Both administrators expressed an increase in teacher’s confidence for teaching science 
with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model. At the BOY, 64% of teachers 
agreed “their confidence changed”, 55% said they were “not confident in all parts”, and 
45% believed they were “confident in teaching science”. At the EOY, 64% of teachers 
stated they were “confident in teaching science”. Teachers who answered they were “not 
confident in all parts” also dropped to 36%. Teacher Two (2020) was surprised when she 
expressed having confidence for teaching science, “I do, I'm kind of surprised I said that 
though, because I feel like I’ve never had confidence in it and now I do”. This data 
clearly confirms the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model did increase 
teacher confidence in teaching science.  
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Table 4.35 also shows what caused a confidence change in teachers. Most 
teachers and all administrators said the Amplify program caused their change in 
confidence level in teaching science. Teachers explained the Amplify Science curriculum 
helping their confidence because, “we just have to follow the curriculum so we know we 
can't mess it up” (Teacher Three, 2019), “I can spend more time really understanding 
what I'm teaching than looking for things to teach with” (Teacher Seven 2020), and “the 
program kind of helps me check in with myself and I guess it gives me like a teacher 
success criteria (Teacher Nine, 2019). About half the teachers and administrators also 
acknowledged the STEM specialist caused the confidence change in teachers. Teacher 
Four (2020) describes,  
having someone helping with the planning process, and you just have a passion 
for it, and it's like we almost feed off of you; like when you tell or show us 
whatever we're doing or explain it like, we get fired up about it… every time we 
meet with you I'm like, I’m going to do all the science, and so I think it just 
encourages us that we’re doing it right and that were doing what the kids need. 
 Interview data from both teachers and administrators aid in seeing the impact the 
STEM co-teaching model had on teacher’s confidence level. It was found that teacher’s 
confidence did increase. However, it was discovered this confidence level not only 
increased because of the addition of the STEM specialist co-teaching model, but because 
of the adoption of the Amplify Science curriculum. With that said, the administrators 
made it clear the program would not have been as successful in aiding in teacher 
confidence if there would not have been a STEM specialist in place to assist the teachers 
in implementation of the Amplify curriculum. 
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How are Teachers and Administrator’s Perception of Science Education as a Shared 
Responsibility Impacted with the Addition of a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching 
Model? 
Results for the impacts of teachers and administrator’s perception of science 
education as a shared responsibility are displayed and based on data analyzed from 
teacher and administrator interviews. A sense of shared responsibility for science 
education is determined by teachers and administrators understanding of the role in 
science education for the teacher, the STEM specialist, and administrator. Data is 
displayed for each role from both the BOY and EOY to compare understanding.  
Table 4.36 illustrates the teacher’s role in science education. At the BOY and 
EOY, 55% of teachers said their role was to “provide and facilitate science instruction”. 
At the EOY, 45% also expressed that “all teachers are responsible for teaching science”. 
Teacher Seven (2020) said “my role is obviously to teach the content and then to verify 
that the students are learning the content”. Teacher Five (2020) explains further, saying,  
each classroom teacher is responsible for [science] because it's impossible for you 
to go around to teach it adequately to every single class, and it’s impossible for 
admin to make sure that it's always being taught, so I think it's the teacher's 
responsibility to make sure they're following through with all the expectations 
given and the support given to them. 
At the BOY, 50% of administrators said “all teachers were responsible for teaching 
science” and it was their role to “be prepared to teach science”, but by the EOY, they 
agreed the teacher’s role is to “provide and facilitate science instruction” and “be 
prepared to teach science”. Administrator Two (2020) said, teacher’s role “is to know the 
information and to be able to implement the content in the classroom”. 
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Table 4.36 
Shared Responsibility-Teacher Role in Science Education 
 BOY Teacher Role in Science Education EOY Teacher Role in Science Education 
 
Teacher 
One 
Conducive learning environment Provide and Facilitate science instruction,  
Be prepared to teach science,  
Verify student science learning,  
All teachers are responsible,  
Conducive learning environment 
 
Teacher 
Two 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction All teachers are responsible 
Teacher 
Three 
All teachers are responsible,  
Did not understand responsibility in past 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction 
Teacher 
Four 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction,  
All teachers are responsible,  
Be prepared to teach science,  
Did not understand responsibility in past 
 
All teachers are responsible 
Teacher 
Five 
 
No answer No answer 
Teacher 
Six 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction Provide and Facilitate science instruction 
Teacher 
Seven 
All teachers are responsible Provide and Facilitate science instruction, 
Verify student science learning,  
All teachers are responsible 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction Provide and Facilitate science instruction 
Teacher 
Nine 
 
Be prepared to teach science 
 
No answer 
Teacher 
Ten 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction, 
Be prepared to teach science 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction,  
Be prepared to teach science, 
Verify student science learning 
 
 
Teacher 
Eleven 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction,  
All teachers are responsible 
Verify student science learning,  
All teachers are responsible 
 
Admin 
One 
Be prepared to teach science 
 
Provide and Facilitate science instruction,  
Be prepared to teach science 
 
Admin 
Two 
All teachers are responsible Provide and Facilitate science instruction, 
Be prepared to teach science 
 
It is clear the role of the teacher in science education is understood by both the 
teachers and administrators. Teachers show they are taking the weight of the 
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responsibility by realizing all teachers are responsible for teaching science instead of one 
grade level or one person. Teachers also show a better understanding of their role by 
explaining more details of their role at the EOY compared to the BOY. This concludes 
teachers and administrators understand that teachers share a role in science education. 
Table 4.37 presents teachers and administrators interpretation of the STEM 
specialist’s role in science education. At the BOY, 45% of teachers and 100% of 
administrators said it was the STEM specialist’s role to “help, support, and work with 
teachers on science instruction”. Teacher Seven (2020) explained the STEM specialist’s 
role was to “support us and support the students in that process”. Teacher Two (2020) 
also stated, “it's important for you to step in through pushing in for the weekly lessons 
just because you bring different perspective than I do and I feel like the kids responded to 
that in such a positive way”. At the EOY, 82% of teachers and 100% of administrators 
still acknowledged the STEM specialist’s role is to “help, support, and work with 
teachers”. Administrator One (2020) said, “your role is providing teachers the capacity to 
teach science. Your role has allowed them to feel confident in the process and 
instructional practice while also helping them learn the curriculum”. Administrator Two 
(2020) agreed, explaining the STEM specialist role as, 
being able to coach them through, working through the lessons, and the standard, 
and then helping them with whatever they need in planning purposes, but then 
also being there to co-teach with them once a week. But I think also being just a 
sounding board if they don't understand something, I would hope that they would 
reach out to you and say you know I don't understand this or can you explain this 
some more. 
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Table 4.37 
Shared Responsibility-STEM Specialist Role in Science Education 
 BOY STEM Specialist Role in Science Education EOY STEM Specialist Role in Science Education 
 
Teacher 
One 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Support student learning 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning,  
Accountability,  
Worked beyond role 
 
Teacher 
Two 
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Accountability 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base 
 
Teacher 
Three 
No answer Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning 
Teacher 
Four 
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Clarification for teachers,  
Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning 
 
Worked beyond role 
Teacher 
Five 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning,  
Support student learning,  
Accountability 
 
Teacher 
Six 
No answer Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Clarification for teachers 
 
Teacher 
Seven 
No answer Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Support student learning 
 
Teacher 
Eight 
Help, support, work with teachers Help, support, work with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base,  
Accountability 
 
Teacher 
Nine 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base,  
Clarification for teachers 
 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Clarification for teachers,  
Worked beyond role 
Teacher 
Ten 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Promote science education throughout the school,  
Worked beyond role 
 
Teacher 
Eleven 
Promote science education throughout the school Help, support, work with teachers,  
Promote science education throughout the school 
 
Admin 
One 
Help, support, work with teachers Help, support, work with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base,  
Clarification for teachers,  
Accountability,  
Promote science education throughout the school,  
Worked beyond role 
 
Admin 
Two 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Add new perspective and knowledge base 
Help, support, work with teachers,  
Co-teaching science with teachers,  
Clarification for teachers,  
Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning 
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At the BOY, less than half the teachers thought the STEM specialist’s role was to 
help, support, and work with teachers, however by the EOY, almost all teachers realized 
the role of the STEM specialist. Many even stated it was not the STEM specialist’s role 
to teach all kids, but instead to support both teacher and students in science instruction. 
Coming to the realization of the STEM specialist not being able to teach all students 
science, and the real role and impact came from supporting teachers, makes it clear both 
teachers and administrators understand the role of the STEM specialist. Understanding 
that role makes it clear one person cannot be responsible for all science education in one 
building. The addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model instead takes all the 
responsibility, which was once felt by one person, and creates a sense of shared 
responsibility throughout the building. 
Table 4.38 displays administrator’s role in science education. At the BOY and 
EOY, 27% of teachers believed “accountability for science education” was their role. At 
the EOY, teachers stated administrations role as, “following through to make sure 
expectations are being met” (Teacher Five, 2020), “help us figure out where [science] 
fits” (Teacher Seven, 2020), “continue making sure that [the STEM specialist is] 
available to us and that she also has the time to work on the program as well” (Teacher 
Eight, 2020), and to “be on board, like you got to realize that this is important and I want 
you to support me” (Teacher Eleven, 2020). This makes it evident teachers want 
administration to support science and them teaching it in their classrooms. In this case, by 
stating their role, they are asking administration to be “on board” for science instruction. 
Teacher Four (2020) states this well by saying, “I feel like [responsibility] should lay 
with administration because I feel like they should push it more than they do… I think 
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[responsibility] should lie more with administration, I feel like they should encourage it 
more”. Clearly teachers want the support and encouragement for science instruction. 
Table 4.38 
Shared Responsibility-Administrator Role in Science Education 
 BOY Administrator Role in Science Education EOY Administrator Role in Science Education 
 
Teacher 
One 
Accountability,  
Emphasize science importance,  
I do not know 
 
I do not know 
Teacher 
Two 
 
Accountability No answer 
Teacher 
Three 
 
No answer Accountability 
Teacher 
Four 
Accountability,  
Emphasize science importance 
Emphasize science importance, 
Start of responsibility,  
Should encourage more 
 
Teacher 
Five 
 
No answer Accountability 
Teacher 
Six 
 
No answer No answer 
Teacher 
Seven 
 
No answer Provide a science block in grade level schedules 
Teacher 
Eight 
 
No answer Accountability 
Teacher 
Nine 
 
Provide STEM specialist Support science education 
Teacher 
Ten 
 
I do not know I do not know 
Teacher 
Eleven 
 
No answer Support science education 
Admin 
One 
Accountability,  
Provide STEM specialist,  
Support science education 
 
Accountability,  
Provide a science block in grade level schedules 
Admin 
Two 
Provide STEM specialist Accountability 
 
Unfortunately, many teachers did not give an answer for this question in the 
interview, so the data is tough to interpret. With that said, some teachers did not answer 
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because they did not know what to answer. Other simply stated, “I don’t know” as their 
answer. Teacher Three (2020) even said, “I mean, administration, I don’t think really has 
a role in the teaching other than tell me I should plan it”. This makes it evident the 
administrator’s role is not quite understood by teachers and is an area that still needs to be 
addressed. 
At the BOY, both administrators thought their role was to “provide a STEM 
specialist”, but by the EOY, they said it was to provide teachers “accountability for 
science education”. Administrator One (2020) explained, “my role assures that the 
teachers have the time to teach science, have the resources to teach science, and are held 
accountable for teaching science”. It is apparent here that even the administrators were 
unclear of their role in science education at the BOY other than to provide teachers the 
support of a STEM specialist. However, by the EOY, both administrators realized they 
need to be the ones who hold teachers accountable for teaching science. To conclude, the 
addition of a STEM specialist model did allow administrators to realize they have a 
shared responsibility for science education, but teachers did not see administrator’s role 
as evident yet. 
Unit Assessment Data 
The last piece of data which was collected includes end of unit assessment data 
from third, fourth, and fifth grades. An end of unit assessment was given to each of the 
grade levels over the span of the 2019-2020 school year. Assessment one was given to 
students in October 2019, assessment two in December 2019, and assessment three in 
March of 2020 just days before moving to online schooling. Therefore, the unit data 
presented was not impacted by COVID-19. However, the last unit assessment which was 
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due to be taken in May of 2020 was not given to students and data was not collected 
because school was moved to virtual instruction during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
It is important to note this assessment is not like any other assessment the students 
have taken before because it involves making an argument to answer a question using 
claim and evidence. There was no multiple choice, but students could use any piece of 
evidence which they used throughout the unit, to help them answer the question. These 
include notes from investigations and discussions, informational books which were read 
over the course of the unit, simulations, models, and information which they recorded in 
their science notebook. 
Table 4.39 shows data collected for assessment one. 24% of third grade students 
17% of fourth grade students, and 31% of fifth grade students scored either proficient or 
distinguished on assessment one. When all students in third, fourth, and fifth grade are 
totaled, a total of 24% of third through fifth grade students scored either proficient or 
distinguished on assessment one.   
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Table 4.39 
Assessment One-October 2019 
Grade 
Level 
Novice  
 
#             % 
Apprentice 
 
#             % 
Proficient  
 
#             % 
Distinguished  
 
#             % 
Total Students  
 
#             % 
Total Students 
proficient/distinguished  
#                         % 
3rd 19 24% 42 53% 16 20% 3 4% 80 100% 19 24% 
4th 15 22% 42 61% 10 15% 2 3% 69 100% 12 17% 
5th 19 22% 42 48% 17 19% 10 11% 88 100% 27 31% 
Total 53 22% 126 54% 43 18% 15 6% 237 100% 58 24% 
 
Table 4.40 displays data collected for assessment two. 14% of third grade students 51% of fourth grade students, and 41% of 
fifth grade students scored either proficient or distinguished on assessment two. When all students in third, fourth, and fifth grade are 
totaled, a total of 35% of third through fifth grade students scored either proficient or distinguished on assessment two. The third-
grade students did drop significantly from assessment one, but both fourth and fifth grade scores increased, therefore when combined, 
the overall third through fifth grade total proficient or distinguished, increased. Third grade teachers realized they needed to model 
what a scientific argument should look like before the next unit assessment. 
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Table 4.40 
Assessment Two-December 2019 
Grade 
Level 
Novice  
 
#             % 
Apprentice 
 
#             % 
Proficient  
 
#             % 
Distinguished  
 
#             % 
Total Students  
 
#             % 
Total Students 
proficient/distinguished  
#                         % 
3rd 14 18% 51 67% 10 13% 1 1% 76 100% 11 14% 
4th 17 23% 20 27% 18 24% 20 27% 75 100% 38 51% 
5th 4 5% 45 54% 22 27% 12 14% 83 100% 34 41% 
Total 35 15% 116 49% 50 21% 33 14% 234 100% 83 35% 
 
Table 4.41 presents data collected for assessment three. 28% of third grade students 33% of fourth grade students, and 53% of 
fifth grade students scored either proficient or distinguished on assessment three. When all students in third, fourth, and fifth grade are 
totaled, a total of 38% of third through fifth grade students scored either proficient or distinguished on assessment three. This time 
there is a drop in fourth grade scores and an increase in third and fifth, which again increases our total third through fifth grade 
students scoring either proficient or distinguished. 
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Table 4.41 
Assessment Three-March 2020 
Grade 
Level 
Novice  
 
#             % 
Apprentice 
 
#             % 
Proficient  
 
#             % 
Distinguished  
 
#             % 
Total Students  
 
#             % 
Total Students 
proficient/distinguished  
#                         % 
3rd 19 23% 39 48% 19 23% 4 5% 81 100% 23 28% 
4th 13 17% 38 50% 16 21% 9 12% 76 100% 25 33% 
5th 3 5% 28 42% 23 35% 12 18% 66 100% 35 53% 
Total 35 15% 105 47% 58 26% 25 12% 223 100% 83 38% 
 
Finally, figure 4.29 illustrates a graph of the total percentage of students in third through fifth grade scoring proficient or 
distinguished. As seen below, the total percentage of students in third through fifth grade grew over the course of the 2019-2020 
school year: 24% for assessment one, 35% for assessment two, and 38% for assessment three. This information is important to analyze 
separately because it gives indication to the overall performance of students within the school over the course of the school year while 
in person instruction was in place. This information illustrates the overall impact the addition of a STEM specialist model had on the 
school and students within. Teacher Five (2020) described the change in student’s ability to argue by saying, “from this August to 
now, they would write one sentence and I'll be like ok well this doesn't really explain anything, this is just you writing something, and 
then getting to the end and being to write a page of well this is my evidence, this is how I support it, you know that helps them in a lot 
of different areas not just science though”. 
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Figure 4.29. Graph of Total Percentage of Student Scoring Proficient/Distinguished 
COVID-19 Mentions in Interviews 
 Table 4.42 shows data for the total mentions of COVID-19 in teacher and 
administrator interviews. The interviewer did not intentionally bring up COVID-19 in 
interviews, however it was noted when a teacher voluntarily mentioned how COVID-19 
impacted science instruction. Because COVID-19 Pandemic began in March of 2020, 
only data for EOY interviews was available and analyzed. As seen below, Administrators 
did not mention COVID-19 in their interviews. 55% of teachers said COVID-19 
negatively impacted science education in some way, while no teachers said it had a 
positive impact. 36% of teachers said COVID-19 impacted the time which was allowed 
for science instruction and 45% did not mention COVID-19 in their interview. Teachers 
mentioned COVID-19 when speaking about how often they teach science by saying, “we 
used to teach it every day, before COVID” (Teacher Eight, 2020), and “well we did teach 
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it every day for 45 minutes... Now its everyday they get new content in science still so” 
(Teacher Four, 2020).  
Table 4.42 
Total Mentions of COVID-19 in Interviews 
 EOY Teacher Total 
#                   % 
EOY Admin Total 
#                   % 
No COVID-19 mention 5 45% 0 0% 
COVID-19 impacted time for science 4 36% 0 0% 
COVID-19 negatively impacted science 
education 
6 55% 0 0% 
 
Conclusions 
 This chapter has illustrated in detail the results from data collected and analyzed 
within this research study. This data includes interviews, student surveys, and unit 
assessments. Results are displayed in a way to help make conclusions and understand the 
impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. 
Results are displayed with numbers and percentages in order to see the whole picture. 
The results are also detailed in order to be as transparent as possible.  
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Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusions 
This case study is focused on elementary science teaching and learning with 
support of a STEM specialist because science tends to be nearly absent from self-
contained classrooms in the primary grades. Science is often not taught in elementary 
school because teachers possess inadequate content knowledge, have insufficient 
materials and facilities, lack professional development (Banilower et al., 2018; Schwartz 
& Gess-Newsome, 2008, p. 29; Shernoff, Sinha, Bresslar, & Ginsburg, 2017), are caught 
by competing curricular priorities, lack time and school/administrative support, and 
exhibit a minimal sense of self-efficacy to teach science (Banilower et al., 2018; Gess-
Newsome, 1999; Schwartz, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000). This study categorizes 
the absence of science teaching and learning in elementary schools into three research 
topics: teachers, administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s 
confidence in science instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science 
teaching as a shared responsibility.  
 The final chapter of this case study report is a summary of what has been done to 
try to get answers, what assertions can be made with confidence, and what more needs to 
be studied (Stake, 2006). The researcher organized what she has learned and how she 
made sense of her involvement in the STEM specialist co-teaching model case study. The 
chapter starts with a statement of experience in which the researcher tells her experience 
from her point of view and pulls from weekly reflection journal data which the researcher 
kept in her dual role as the STEM specialist. The researcher then discusses why results 
turned out as they did, what affected the results, and the meaning of the findings. 
Interpretations are also related to previous literature. These interpretations discuss how 
this case is different from previous investigations of a comparable intervention, extending 
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and expanding the significance of the results. Next, limitations of the study are discussed. 
These limitations also include an interpretation of how COVID-19 impacted science 
education at the research site and the overall study. Finally, conclusions are stated and 
recommendations and implications for further studies are offered.  
Statement of Experience 
 The statement of experience section is written in first person point of view. I will 
refer to myself as “I” and tell my experience from the perspective of the STEM specialist. 
To write this statement, I have reviewed data from a weekly participant journal which I 
kept throughout the school year to detail my experience, feelings, and personal 
perspective. This data is unique, but invaluable because of my dual role as researcher and 
STEM specialist at the school within this case study.  
It is important to note, before this school year, I had been the school’s STEM lab 
teacher for three years, and before that, a classroom teacher for five years. As the STEM 
lab teacher, I constantly questioned my position because I felt teachers were relying on 
me to teach science to every kid in the building. I taught each class only once a week for 
50 minutes, and when added up, I realized I only saw each student about a combined 30 
hours for the whole year. Which is why I rely on expansive learning as part of my 
theoretical framework for the study. I expressed these concerns of students only receiving 
30 hours of science instruction for the year to my administration, and after much research 
and discussion, the STEM specialist co-teaching model was developed to fit the needs of 
my school. Activity theory is used as my other part of the theoretical framework for this 
research because of the process of rapid change which everyone in my school 
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participated in. Similar research and discussion would be needed at any school which 
tries to implement a comparable role. 
Discussion of Results Through my Story  
Our school staff always meets on opening day to complete beginning of the year 
professional development. This year was different for me because I was no longer part of 
a team of teachers whose role was to teach students, but I was responsible for supporting 
everyone in the building—teachers, students, and even administration—with science and 
STEM instruction. Before this first day, my principal had me write a description of my 
role—which I summarized in my introduction chapter—so he could present to the staff. 
He helped teachers to understand they would now be responsible for science instruction 
in their own classrooms. He showed them where science was included in their daily 
schedules, told them I would be meeting with teams weekly during planning, and that I 
would be co-teaching once a week to support “their” science instruction. Basically, he 
made it clear I was not teaching science to every student anymore, and that that we would 
be teaching together, not me teaching for them. I was very grateful he presented this 
information on day one because it started a conversation for science, and it showed him 
having value and taking responsibility for science education. I feel it was the first big step 
our school needed in moving towards school-wide value for science education. It was 
also the first time I felt science education was a shared responsibility at our school. 
In my first week in the role of the STEM specialist, I spent most of the week 
digging into the new Amplify Science curriculum to gain as much knowledge as possible. 
I already had a decent understanding because of the summer professional development 
and my presence on the committee to choose the science curriculum for the district the 
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year before. However, I needed to understand where to find information and how to use it 
so I could help and support the classroom teachers with questions and concerns they 
would think of right away. I also met with our building coach and we created a schedule 
for me; this is also included in the introduction chapter. In the first week, I practiced my 
schedule, introduced myself and my role to each classroom, and met with grade level 
teachers during their planning. During our first team planning meeting, I wanted to make 
sure I did not overwhelm teachers. I realized they were already trying to wrap their heads 
around how to fit science into their daily schedules, use a new curriculum, and for many, 
teach a new subject. Therefore, the first thing I did with them was go over how I would 
support them during co-taught lessons and presented the lesson pacing for the new 
curriculum. I was able to map out the lessons for all grade level units and found K-2 
would need to teach two lessons over the course of a week and 3-5 would need to 
complete three. Teachers seemed relieved when I offered this document to them and I 
could already see their confidence growing. 
Next, I showed teachers the curriculum website and showed them how to navigate 
the lesson pages. Each teacher had also attended the summer professional development, 
so they had some knowledge of the curriculum. Amplify has lesson slides ready to go for 
teachers so with intentions of not overwhelming teachers, I simply advised them to open 
up the slides for lesson one and be open to teaching the lesson that next week. I told them 
if they needed my help not to hesitate to ask. My goal here was to get teachers to see how 
easy the curriculum made it for them to teach science.  
The next week came and co-teaching began. Overall, it went fairly well, however, 
there were some problems. When I walked into one classroom, the teacher asked what I 
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wanted to do that day. It was a bit awkward to remind her that she was the student’s 
science teacher now and I was there to co-teach and assist with wherever they were in the 
week’s lessons. This happened again several times during the week. Another teacher had 
somehow taught the whole week’s lessons in one day and was already trying to move 
onto the next week’s lessons which I had not prepared for. I realize I was going to have to 
speak with teams about being on the same page throughout the week, especially on days I 
co-teach with them. Of course, I expected these obstacles the first week, so I made some 
changes going into our next team planning sessions. 
Before the week’s planning meeting, I wrote out the lesson and activities within 
each lesson and how long each part would take. This way, together, we could plan out 
when we would teach each part. I asked the teachers to put their daily plans together, so I 
knew exactly what part of the lesson they were doing each day. This helped tremendously 
with co-teaching because I knew what to plan for and expect to assist with when I walked 
into each room. There were a few instances where teachers were ahead or on a different 
lesson and I could not help much because I did not prepare for those lessons. It took a 
few weeks for teachers to realize they had to keep me in the loop on where they were in 
their week’s plans. I asked teachers to do their best to either stay on track with the lesson 
plans or let me know where they were the morning of our co-teaching day. After some 
time, I could look at their plans and pull up the days lesson in advanced so I could be 
prepared to help and teach with them.  
Eventually, I also started adding material review to each planning meeting so we 
could go over what materials were needed for each lesson. There were a couple of 
instances where I found teachers were not prepared to teach their lesson because they did 
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not look ahead at the material preparation section of the lesson. I reminded teachers that 
science instruction did come with a lot of hands-on experiments and that they needed to 
make it a part of their daily lesson preparation so kids had the opportunity to explore with 
their own materials when necessary. Many teachers thanked me for this addition and 
expressed how helpful it was. 
By the fourth week in the STEM specialist role, my schedule had changed five 
times. I realized I had to be flexible to make the co-teaching model work for everyone. I 
did get three different shoutouts in this week’s instructional leadership team (ILT) 
meeting as well; a big “thank you”, “we appreciate your help”, and “teaching science is 
intimidating but you are making it way easier”. Again, I could tell teacher’s confidence 
was improving as they learned to use the Amplify curriculum and use my knowledge and 
perception. In the same week, I also attended a district PLC meeting. Not many teachers 
showed up throughout the district which was disappointing. We discussed successes and 
negatives about the Amplify curriculum so far. Most people said kids and teachers were 
loving it, but others told us their fifth-grade teachers were refusing to teach it. I realized I 
was lucky to have administration who is supportive of all subjects.  
When talking with our fifth-grade teachers they explained to me they were open 
to science time because every grade level had also added social studies to their days. 
They described it as the promise of every teacher teaching social studies will take some 
burden off fifth grade to teach all the social studies before it is tested, similar to science 
being tested in fourth grade. This made me realize the shared responsibility that was 
taking place throughout our building. It felt as though science was not just fourth grade’s 
responsibility and social studies was no longer just fifth grade’s responsibility. K-3rd 
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grade teachers were taking responsibility to teach not only science, but social studies as 
well. 
In week six, I received three more shout outs from teachers. I received one for 
helping a grade level with their science plans, another for putting on a great Stream Day, 
which is a school wide STEM event held at our local stream, and another from our 
building coach thanking me for taking this role on and doing a great job. This made me 
feel like all my work was not going unnoticed by the staff. A few weeks later, another 
staff member stopped me in the hall to tell me how lucky our school is to have the STEM 
specialist role because it will really help our school. The teacher said he could not wait to 
see how it affected our science scores in the next few years. This made me excited about 
our first unit assessment because I also had been thinking our kids were already more 
prepared than ever before. 
By the tenth week of school, our fifth-grade team had decided to try 
departmentalization. The next few weeks, they played around with different styles and 
continued to make changes. This affected my role because science time was now 
shortened, and I would only be working with two teachers instead of four. One teacher 
expressed he was upset because I would not be coming to his room anymore, but glad his 
class would still get the co-teaching experience. Of course, this also changed my schedule 
again, but we always found a way to make it work. To work around the reduced time for 
science, the reading teachers agreed to incorporate lessons when they were reading driven 
and the technology teacher said he would help with lessons when they were technology 
based. With this plan, I hoped we could stay on pace and provide our students the science 
they deserved, but of course, I was feeling pretty discouraged for the grade level as far as 
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science. To me, this felt like administration was putting science below other subjects 
again. However, seeing everyone step up and help make it work by teaching it in reading 
and technology when it applied, showed teachers sharing responsibility and having value 
for science education. 
It was also about this time when my principal emailed our staff about being more 
intentional with writing instruction. At our ILT meetings we had also discussed how all 
parts of writing (writing to learn, writing to present, etc.) can take place in all subjects. 
Many teachers came to the realization that students can develop writing skills in all areas, 
and it does not have to be a separate subject area. Finally, teachers were seeing value for 
using science to integrate other subjects. I then put together a presentation showing the 
progressions of science writing skills over time. I realized there is a lot of writing within 
the Amplify curriculum and how our science program was helping to change our 
student’s writing skills. I shared with grade levels and they also saw when they helped 
their students in science writing, it would shape their writing and ideas for their future. It 
was a really good learning moment for all of us to see how science can improve student’s 
writing skills. I was excited, my administration was excited, and best of all the teachers 
were excited to use science to teach informational writing. 
A couple weeks later, I really started to notice a big difference in student’s writing 
and speaking skills during science lessons. Teachers were paying closer attention to 
student’s speaking and writing and using completing sentences with explanations and 
evidence to back up their claim. The word “it” was no longer acceptable to describe the 
subject and all answers both written and verbal had to be complete sentences. Teachers 
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had changed their expectations and science instruction had helped lead the change in 
writing and speaking.  
As our second assessment approached, teachers and I spent time going over the 
rubric, so they understood how to prepare the students for success. We also discussed 
showing kids the rubric, so they understood what was expected of them in their 
argument-based answers. We learned a lot from the first assessment and felt much more 
prepared for the second. At this time, I was feeling really excited to give our students 
their second assessment so we could see the results. I could really tell teacher’s value and 
confidence for science instruction was up from the beginning of the year already, which 
was resulting in students learning more and having more confidence for science as well. 
Teachers were also doing a better job keeping up with their science walls and updating 
the key concepts and vocabulary because they realized the importance of the scientific 
language and saw kids were using them in their writing.  
When the second semester started in January, I attended a district science meeting 
where others were very intrigued to hear about my role and how it was going. After 
explaining what I had been doing, another teacher expressed her jealousy for my role and 
how much science time the kids in my school were getting. Another teacher approached 
me later and said that not everyone was jealous because he “liked the corner he gets to 
stay in at his school”. This made me think about the STEM specialist position and how it 
would need to be filled by someone with leadership skills and the drive to help in 
whatever way needed to strive for daily science instruction. Later that week, someone 
from the district came to observe three teachers in my building. She had many great 
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things to say and even said she wished there were more of me in the district. This made 
me feel like the STEM specialist role had so much value for my teachers and students. 
It was about this time I also did some reflecting on how much science I observed 
being taught in each grade level. The following table shows the number of days per week 
each grade level was teaching science, minutes per day they were teaching science, and 
the total time each grade level was teaching science per week at that point in the year. 
Reflecting on this data midyear made me feel as though the STEM specialist role was 
already a success in just a short time period. With the exception of fifth grade, which 
administration played most of the role in their low science minutes, all grade levels were 
planning for and teaching science either daily or nearly daily. 
Table 5.1 
Mid-year Journal Reflection Data 
 Number of Days per Week 
Teaching Science 
Minutes per Day Teaching 
Science 
Total Minutes teaching 
science per Week 
Kindergarten 4 30 120 
First Grade 5 25 125 
Second Grade 3 60 180 
Third Grade 5 40 200 
Fourth Grade 5 45 225 
Fifth Grade 3 2 at 30, 1 at 50 110 
 
 A few weeks later, at a grade level planning meeting, while the team created an 
improved assessment for our kids to be successful, a teacher spoke up and told me she 
had spoken to teachers at other schools and tells them all the time how she “does not 
know how they get science done without someone in the STEM specialist role”. She 
thanked me for helping with plans and getting assessments together and talked about how 
other schools were simply not doing science still. That week, I also handed out 
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permissions slips to students for a science explorers club after school, and kids were 
literally on their feet jumping for joy. I can tell the kids have really come to love and 
value science instruction. Another day that week, I was in a fifth-grade class where 
students could not wait to get started reading a science book because they wanted to 
know more about the topic they had begun exploring the day before. A different group 
started working on designs before we told them they were building anything, because 
they were already thinking about how they could invent something to help solve a 
problem. I could clearly see the students were excited and saw the value in learning 
science.  
 In early March, I was sent to an Amplify conference for my district. A big thing 
that hit me that weekend, was a group of teachers who I spoke to said they chose Amplify 
for their middle school but not elementary, because they could not dedicate much time to 
science instruction in elementary grades. Something we are realizing at our school is the 
time which is dedicated to science also consists of reading and writing instruction. I 
spoke to my assistant principal about the next year’s schedule and how we would make 
sure every grade level had an adequate amount of time, and she even expressed how 
much easier it will be to convince teachers to teach science now, because of all of the 
writing and reading involved within the Amplify curriculum. 
 Towards this time of the year there were also a few frustrations that came with the 
role. After being out a couple of days, I found out a teacher had decided not to teach 
science for three weeks, so I spent time getting her class back on track without skipping 
the hands-on parts she wanted to. I also realized another teacher had been skipping parts 
when I found her class was clueless about a book, I mentioned to them, which they 
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should have read. Another teacher began missing team planning meetings and I had to try 
and meet with her outside of the time scheduled. These struggles pushed me to support 
more and continue the fight to include science in every classroom’s daily schedule, but it 
made me realize I cannot change everything in one year.  
 Then the COVID-19 pandemic began. As plans began to be made for what 
became the rest of the year’s instruction occurring online, I took it upon myself to plan 
science instruction for all grade levels. This amount of planning and preparation became 
overwhelming, but I realized all teachers were exhausted trying to teach in a whole new 
way. I was really happy when making plans with the administration team and they 
decided to give every subject 15-30 minutes of instruction/work time per day. Obviously, 
we were making up the rules as we went as the rest of the world was, but finally science 
instruction was getting equal time as reading and math, and it was not shared time with 
social studies. I felt this was a big win for our school and students. Funny what happens 
when state testing is not a factor; subjects get equal time and teachers just teach. There is 
more on the impacts of COVID-19 on this case study in the limitations section below. 
 This experience has been life and career changing for me. I truly feel I have been 
able to spread my love and value for science instruction to the rest of my school. I saw 
students get excited to see me walk into their classroom because they knew it was time 
for science. I spotted student science work and projects in the hall and classrooms. 
Students rushed to show me what they created or tell me what they learned. Teachers 
even bragged on their lessons. I felt a confidence change in our teachers as they learned a 
new subject and curriculum. They asked questions when they did not know and sought 
help when they fell behind. Administration had conversations around science instruction 
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and held teachers accountable for daily plans and instruction. Best of all, I felt support in 
my role as the STEM specialist from all parts of my school. It truly felt like science 
became a shared responsibility and a weight had been lifted off of my shoulders and 
shared with everyone in the building. 
Discussion and Interpretations 
This portion of the research discusses the data presented in the results chapter. 
Also examined are the reason for results, meaningfulness of the study, and considerations 
are made for this case’s consistency with previous research regarding STEM specialists. 
Interpretations are related to previous studies and other literature. This is important 
because it places the results more directly and explicitly in the context of other research, 
thereby enhancing the contribution of the new research to a recognized body of 
knowledge (McMillan, 2012). The research questions are attempted to be answered based 
on the analyzed data for a qualitative, single, case study that examines the impacts of a 
STEM specialist’s role on an elementary school’s daily science instruction. “Impact” 
refers to teachers, administrators, and student’s value in science education, teacher’s 
confidence in science instruction, and teachers and administrator’s perception of science 
teaching as a shared responsibility. Specific questions to be answered are as follows: 
• How are teachers, administrators, and student’s value towards science education 
impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
• How are teacher’s confidence for teaching science impacted with the addition of a 
STEM specialist co-teaching model? 
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• How are teachers and administrator’s perception of science education as a shared 
responsibility impacted with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching 
model? 
The research questions have guided the search for understanding; therefore, the 
discussion and interpretation sections are structured by the research questions (Stake, 
2006).  
How are Teachers, Administrators, and Student’s Value Towards Science 
Education Impacted with the Addition of a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching Model? 
The impacts of teachers, administrators, and student value towards science 
education is discussed and based on results analyzed from teacher and administrator 
interviews. Student value is also assessed through student surveys. Interview and survey 
data was collected at the BOY and EOY. Differences are discussed to understand 
teachers, administrators, and students change in value towards science education with the 
addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model in this situated-learning environment. 
Teacher Value. Teachers discussed what science education meant to them. At the 
BOY, most said it meant “discovery of the world”. By the EOY, teachers had a broader 
understanding of science education meaning “discovery of the world”, “exploration”, 
“real world”, “how things work”, and an “opportunity for students to learn”. When 
directly asked if they valued science education, all teachers said they did. Some teachers 
also said this importance has changed that school year. Teachers were also asked what 
they liked about teaching science. At the BOY, most teachers enjoyed “discovering new 
ideas”. By the EOY, teachers also liked that science is “real world” and that “kids enjoy 
science instruction”.  
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“Data suggests a balance between investing in science and valuing science, but 
together they can accomplish more than one would think” (Levy et al., 2106 p. 20). 
Teacher value in this research can also be measured by how often teachers teach science 
or time invested in science as stated by Levy et al (2016). In past years, teachers said they 
“did not teach science” or “only taught it some or one day a week” because they shared 
the time with social studies. Not one teacher shared they taught science most or every day 
in the past. However, in the 2020-2021 school year, 64% at the BOY and 82% at the 
EOY were teaching science every day. The other 18% at the EOY said they taught it 
most days a week. This is a big indicator for teacher value for science education. 
Administration was also asked about their beliefs of teacher value. For the most 
part, administrator’s answers were aligned with teachers. Administrators thought science 
was taught every day in the 2019-2020 school year and believed their teachers valued 
science education. This data led the researcher to conclude teachers do value science 
education with the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model. With this said, it is 
known, the Amplify curriculum also played a role in teacher’s value in science education. 
However, it is important to note the STEM specialist co-teaching model was put in place 
to support the Amplify curriculum.  
The findings in this research agree with Levy et al. (2016) who reported schools 
with classroom teachers teaching science had higher scores for value of science. Their 
data showed schools using classroom teachers to teach science shared a higher 
commitment to science than schools with student-oriented science specialists. Their 
findings suggest the student-oriented model had a negative effect on teacher value, 
however the present study differs because of its focus on a co-teaching model which is 
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both student and adult oriented. Similar to this research’s findings, Schwartz and Gess-
Newsome (2008) found science specialists who function as a coach may serve as a 
valuable resource because science instruction takes place in the regular classroom and 
can help contribute to the overall development of teacher expertise in science teaching.  
Administrator Value. Data for administrator value for science education is also 
positive. When asked what science education meant to them, at the BOY, they explained 
science to be “real world”, “how things work”, “applicable”, and an “opportunity for 
students to learn”. At the EOY, they added science is “discovery of the world” and is 
“important”. When asked if they valued science education, they agreed they did. Most 
teachers agreed with this statement as well, and at the EOY most teachers also said 
administrators valued science education “more this year than in the past”. 
Administration’s value for science education is also assessed through the supports they 
give science education. According to administrators and some teachers, “embedding 
science into the daily schedule” was a big way they supported science education. “Hiring 
a STEM specialist” is another support both administrators and almost half the teachers 
pointed out. This concludes administrators also value science education with the addition 
of a STEM specialist co-teaching model.  
A study by Levy et al. (2016) defined similar principal support for science as the 
instructional support provided by administration in activities such as observing science 
lessons and making time in the schedule to allow teachers time to meet. Through data 
analysis, they found principal support to account for 10% of the variance in the pass rate 
on the state test, suggesting principal efforts to support science make a positive impact on 
student achievement. Similarly, Schwartz and Gess-Newsome’s (2008) study found 
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several teachers mentioned the value principals put on science instruction will reflect to 
the school staff.  
Student Value. Student value is assessed through both teacher and administrator 
input, as well as student surveys. According to the interview data, all administrators and 
almost all teachers explained they knew kids value science education because they “enjoy 
learning science”. They also expressed how “excited students were about daily science” 
in their classrooms. By the EOY, many teachers also said students were “making 
connections to science topics”, “interested in learning new concepts”, “excited about 
using materials”, and “engaged in science learning”. Based on the data from teacher and 
administrator interviews, it was found that students do value science education. 
Student value is also evaluated from student survey data gained from the TDSAS. 
This survey measures three dimensions: whether students are affectively connected to 
science, whether students are involved in real science learning behaviors, and whether 
students appreciate the importance of science and scientific inquiry to the society. The 
first dimension connects the best to value in this case, but it is important to note each of 
the dimensions in the survey because each of these plays a role in student value for 
science education. 
According to the survey and student’s affective feelings about science, most 
students think it is very important to learn science. In fact, compared to the BOY, at the 
EOY, more students agreed it is important to learn science, learning science is fun, 
science is important to our life, they like to find out why something happens by doing 
experiments rather than by being told, science is relevant to our lives, they would be 
happy if they could solve real world problems by using science knowledge they learned 
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in school, are curious about the natural world around them, and want to know more about 
the natural world. That is eight out of ten questions for student’s affective feelings about 
science which more students agreed with at the EOY compared to the BOY. 
As for student behavioral tendencies in learning science, students only agreed 
more at the EOY on two of the eleven questions. More students agree they like watching 
the TV shows of science and would try different ways to know more about science. When 
seeing results for student cognitive judgement of science compared the BOY, students 
agreed more with five of seven questions at the EOY. They agreed the most important 
thing in learning science is to remember scientific concepts and theories, sometimes there 
are multiple answers for one science question, learning science will help them learn other 
subjects, teamwork is often needed for solving hard science problems, and the primary 
purpose to learn science is to try to solve the real-world problems. 
As discussed in the results chapter of this research, the EOY survey was given to 
students in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic which is thought to have impacted the 
survey results. With this said, the survey is meant to discover different dimensions of 
students and science. Because the first dimension of student’s affective feelings about 
science most closely connects to student value, this positive data has been used to 
interpret students do have value for science education with the addition of a STEM 
specialist co-teaching model. This is triangulated with teacher and administrator 
interview data which also finds students value science education. 
How are Teacher’s Confidence for Teaching Science Impacted with the Addition of 
a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching Model? 
 Teacher’s confidence for teaching science was positively impacted with the 
addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model. Learning communities were also 
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formed as teachers met weekly to plan for science and learn to use the Amplify 
curriculum with help from the STEM specialist. Only one teacher expressed not being 
confident in science instruction throughout the year. At the BOY, some teachers said they 
were either “not confident in all parts” or only “somewhat confident in teaching science”. 
By the EOY, less teachers answered this way and more said, “yes”, they were confident 
in teaching science. Many teachers also expressed their confidence changed this school 
year. Administrators agreed they saw confidence changes in their teachers and went from 
feeling as though their teachers were not confident in all parts to answering, “yes”, the 
teachers are confident in teaching science. When teachers were asked what caused this 
confidence change, almost all stated either the Amplify program or STEM specialist 
helped with their confidence level. Administration agreed these both supported their 
teacher’s confidence.  
 The current study’s findings agree with Kesselheim (1998), who found teachers 
valued the professional growth which resulted from a specialist’s assistance and they 
appreciated their own improvement in their confidence, knowledge of content, and 
awareness of standards. Teachers in the study also reported to spend more time on 
science as a result of their specialist’s assistance and even experienced shifts in their 
science teaching philosophy and preferences. Another study by Frazier et al.’s (2010), 
also highlighted the positive impact professional development and specialist’s assistance 
had on teacher’s confidence for teaching science, the content knowledge of both teachers 
and students, and the quantity and quality of science instruction in the classroom.  
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How are Teachers and Administrator’s Perception of Science Education as a Shared 
Responsibility Impacted with the Addition of a STEM Specialist Co-Teaching 
Model? 
 One indicator of importance of science is the shared responsibility of science 
instruction (Levy et al., 2016). Teacher’s and administrator’s perception of science 
education as a shared responsibility was positively impacted within this community of 
practice. The addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model connected individuals 
who were learning and growing their confidence throughout the 2019-2020 school year 
towards the same goal of daily science instruction. Teachers and administrators were both 
asked what teachers, the STEM specialist, and administrator’s role is in science education 
in order to understand their perception on where responsibility for teaching science lays. 
Most teachers realized their role is to “provide and facilitate science instruction”. By the 
EOY more teachers also said, “all teachers are responsible for teaching science” and it is 
also their job to “verify student science learning”. Administrators agreed with teachers 
and also added they should “be prepared to teach science daily”.  
 Teachers and administrators were asked about the role of the STEM specialist. At 
the BOY, teachers answers were not very broad, but said the STEM specialist’s role was 
to “help, support, and work with teachers”, “co-teaching science with teachers”, “add 
new perspective and knowledge base”, “assist with pacing guides and lesson”, “support 
student learning”, “accountability”, and “promote science education throughout the 
school”. By the EOY, more teachers responded in all of the categories showing teachers 
better understood the role. At the EOY, administrators said the STEM specialist 
“provided clarification for teachers”. Administration and most teachers also agreed the 
STEM specialist’s role is to “help, support, and work with teachers”. They also added the 
current STEM specialist “worked beyond what the role should be”. Multiple studies have 
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completed and found comparable results as far as the role a STEM specialist undertakes. 
Examples include providing professional development to teachers (Schwartz et al., 2000; 
Levy et al., 2106), collaborating with classroom teachers to plan and implement effective 
lessons, serving as a resource for science instruction, and assisting in developing 
classroom teachers’ science content knowledge and pedagogy (Schwartz et al., 2000; 
Campbell & Chittleborough, 2014). 
 Teachers and administrators were asked about administrations role in science 
education. At the BOY, not many teachers responded, but administration said their role 
was to “provide teachers with a STEM specialist”, “support science education”, and 
“hold teachers accountable”. At the EOY, teachers were varied in their responses. Some 
teachers said “accountability”, “support science education”, and that they “did not know”. 
Administrators said they “provide accountability” and “provide a block of time for 
science at each grade level”. Similarly, Schoeneberger and Russell, (1986) found without 
science leadership, the lack of science teaching was not a concern throughout the school. 
Levy et al. (2008) noted specialist models often changed their design because of a new 
principal or district leader. Marco-Bujosa and Levy (2016) also found when the principal 
was directly involved with providing leadership for science, more resources were used 
for science teaching, teachers shared responsibility for science teaching, and external 
pressures were prioritized.  
 Overall, teachers and administrators seem to be clear about the roles of teachers 
and the STEM specialist. The role of the administrator still seems imprecise in this case. 
With this said, it can be stated that most of the school now sees science education as a 
shared responsibility. With both administrators and teachers realizing all teachers need to 
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provide and facilitate science instruction, the responsibility no longer falls on one 
specialized teacher who sees students for less than 30 hours a year. These results are 
similar to a study by Schwartz and Gess-Newsome, (2008) where one specialist described 
a similar pull out model to the one the current study’s school had in the past. This 
specialist discouraged the use of the model because students only received 40-50 minutes 
of science instruction per week and there was no room for meaningful experiences to 
develop learning over time. In the same study, the classroom teachers in the building 
described their class as having science covered and used it as an excuse to not teach 
science in their own classrooms. Specialists in Markworth et al.’s (2016) study also 
indicated being the sole person responsible for a content area can be challenging because 
of lack of collaboration with teachers. The co-teaching model within this study relies on 
teachers, the STEM specialist, and administration working together to create a shared 
responsibility of science education. 
Limitations 
This case study has several limitations. Therefore, these limitations should be 
considered when results are interpreted. First of all, because of the nature of the 
methodology, this study was conducted almost completely independently by the 
researcher who was also a part of the research study. Although member checking, peer 
debriefing, and an outsider examiner were used, it does not change the fact that most of 
the research completed was done so individually. Data is also limited to the specific 
STEM specialist co-teaching model. However, transferability for the model is used and 
the role is described in a way that could be recreated elsewhere. With this said, there will 
still be limitations based on the specific characteristics of the STEM specialist based on 
leadership skills and knowledge of STEM education. This research agrees with Campbell 
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and Chittleborough’s (2014), in that specialists will need to take on a role that works for 
their school since there was no one set way of using a STEM specialist. There are also 
limitations on the word impact, which is why impact is defined early in the study and sub 
questions were formed to assist in answering the overall question of the impact a STEM 
specialist co-teaching model had on the school’s daily science instruction. 
This case study is limited in the use of interviews and surveys to supply a large 
portion of the data which was analyzed. Interviews have limitations because they do not 
represent a natural setting and the researcher’s presence may bias responses (Creswell, 
2014). Also, some people may not have told the truth; I cannot control this, but the 
possibility exists that some respondents did not tell the truth and there is nothing I can do 
about it. Therefore, for the analysis of this research, it is assumed all participants have 
told the truth in their interviews. It is assumed respondents have provided accurate 
information on their surveys as well. It is also important to consider population validity. 
This study is limited to teachers who share similar characteristics to those in the study 
(McMillan, 2012). Because of the population of teachers at the school and voluntary 
response for interviews, this study is limited to young, white, female teachers.  
Finally, ecological validity should be noted because this study has focused on a 
single urban school (McMillan, 2012). While there are many advantages to evaluating a 
population of students within a single, urban school, it is possible that different results 
and interpretations may be found on other schools of varying urbanicity. The results thus 
could be compared to those using data from additional urban schools in order to arrive at 
multi-school conclusions. With this said, the school setting is described well, so if a 
situation is similar in most respects, the findings may be useful. On the other hand, if 
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your situation is quite different, the results may not be useful. It is also known there are 
limitations which arose because of COVID-19. These are noted and described in detail in 
the next section. 
How COVID-19 Changed this Study 
 There are many limitations and factors that can influence a research study. One 
that was certainly not anticipated for the current research, is the COVID-19 pandemic. 
COVID-19 abruptly pushed most people to work and attend school in an online setting. 
This section describes how the COVID-19 pandemic influenced the current research. 
 First of all, data collection was affected because interviews and surveys could not 
be conducted in person. Therefore, EOY interviews were completed over zoom and 
surveys were taken from paper-pencil version to a Google Form. This should not impact 
the data too much because the same interview protocols were followed for interviews and 
the same survey questions were read to students. The interviewer did not specifically ask 
any questions that would initiate teachers or administrators to provide information about 
COVID-19 because the questions were the same as in the BOY. With this said, many 
teachers did mention COVID-19 in their interviews. Only five teachers and both 
administrators did not mention COVID-19. Four teachers mentioned COVID-19 
impacted time for science instruction and six said COVID-19 had a negative impact on 
science education. The research has to take into consideration that COVID-19 did in fact 
impact this research study since more than half the teachers interviewed mentioned its 
negative effects.  
 Assessment data was also impacted by COVID-19. The end of the year, KPREP 
scores were supposed to be used to compare the school’s 2019-2020 science score with 
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the 2018-2019 school year score. KPREP was canceled for 2020 and unit assessment 
scores were used from grades three through five instead. Only fourth grade students take 
the science KPREP test, therefore, taking scores from three grade levels would not allow 
the researcher to compare the scores to any test in the past. Also, unit assessments are not 
comparable to the KPREP tests, so only scores from the BOY to the EOY were analyzed 
within this research. The last unit assessment was also not completed by any grade level 
because of the online nature of the last part of the school year. However, unit 3 
assessment was given the week before COVID-19 became an issue, so three, unit 
assessments were able to be given throughout the year. 
 Finally, the role of the STEM specialist was unfortunately changed when the 
COVID-19 pandemic began. When the decision was made to remain online for the rest of 
the school year, teachers and schools had little direction on what their instruction was 
supposed to look like. Schools were learning to teach with an unfamiliar approach and 
students were learning with new styles. The STEM-specialist role was no longer a co-
teaching model because most of the schooling took place asynchronously. Teachers only 
“taught” their students for about thirty minutes a day so there was no time for the 
classroom teachers and STEM specialist to co-teach science when online schooling 
began. The STEM specialist still met weekly with teams via zoom, but most of the 
planning had fallen to the STEM specialist because teachers were so overwhelmed with 
the new nature of their job. Everything was being created from scratch.  
Even though COVID-19 changes caused the role to change for the remainder of 
the year, this study is still valid because most of the 2019-2020 school year was attended 
in person. Ultimately, the STEM specialist role has no specific obligations and is meant 
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to be a flexible position which may change at times when needed. Changes may occur 
from year to year, or in the middle of the year as represented in this research.  
Conclusions  
 It is important to note the overall impacts of a STEM specialist co-teaching model 
had on an elementary school’s daily science instruction because so many teaches gave 
answers surrounding supports for science instruction, science instruction at the school, 
teachers, and students. Also discussed in this section are scores for unit assessments for 
grades three through five. This provides insight on the positive impacts for science 
education at the elementary school.  
 Teachers discussed supports which were given to them regarding science 
education for the 2019-2020 school year. All teachers and administrators specified both 
the Amplify Science Curriculum and the STEM specialist as major supports. Teachers 
said the Amplify program is a good program because it is “easy to use”, “helpful for 
teachers”, and “ensures standards-based instruction”. Administrators added “teachers and 
kids enjoy it” and “it helped to grow teacher confidence and motivation”. Teachers and 
administrators described the STEM specialist to “support and help teachers”, “bring 
science knowledge base and perspective”, “provide weekly team planning”, and “provide 
teachers with accountability”. Teachers also said she “helped with science pacing for the 
school” and “made teaching science easy for teachers”. Many teachers and administrators 
also noted the “STEM specialist was a hard worker”, “became the science leader in the 
building”, and “was essential to the positive changes for science education”. 
Administrator One (2020) expressed,  
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I was told once that a true leader finds people smarter than them and more 
passionate about something that they don't really care that much about. That can 
change the dynamic of everything, and I think when we talk about science in our 
building, I was able to grab a hold of you and then you really just took it and went 
with it. This whole process brought about the change in this building and is going 
to go beyond test scores and you know you literally you’ve created trajectory 
changes by giving kids ideas and other employable skills that they can have or 
other careers that they can have.  
 As for overall impacts for science education at the elementary school being 
studied, teachers and administrators agreed the STEM specialist co-teaching model 
provided a consistent time for daily science instruction. Teachers said, “science was now 
expected to be taught daily” and “the specialist brought an emphasis and presence for 
science education”. By the EOY, teachers said the STEM specialist impacted them by 
“bringing vertical support and structure for science education” and “motivated them to 
teach science”. Unit assessment data for third, fourth, and fifth grade also illustrates the 
positive impacts of the STEM specialist co-teaching model. The total percent of 
combined third through fifth grade students who gained a score of proficiency on the end 
of the unit assessment, grew from unit one to unit three. Thus, providing evidence of 
positive impacts of the STEM specialist co-teaching model on the elementary school’s 
science instruction. Nelson and Landel (2007) also found one school’s test score 
improvements to be much higher at a school where they used a collaborative specialist 
model. Similarly, respondents from Schwartz & Gess-Newsome (2008, p. 29) study said 
teachers, “felt fortunate to have a science specialist in the building, schools have more 
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consistent use of science curriculum, a better understanding of inquiry, and gains in 
scores”. 
Administrators also said the specialist “held teachers accountable” and “improved 
teacher confidence and comfort for science instruction”. Finally, many teachers said 
students were positively impacted by the STEM specialist because they were “now 
exposed to daily science instruction, STEM careers, and real-world skills”. They thought 
students now “realized science instruction was important” and they seemed to “gain 
confidence in science skills”. Teacher Two (2020) said, “[students] viewed [science] as a 
special area and now I think that they view it as completely different”. Teacher Eleven 
(2020) explained it as,  
science became a thing this year. STEM was a special and [students] did it once a 
week and they were like, yeah STEM is fun, or not fun, or whatever they thought, 
but it was just one class that they went to once a week and that is all they thought 
about it. Whereas this year, it became part of their content that they were learning 
and expecting to do in the classroom all the time. 
 Through the use of activity theory and expansive learning, science education has 
been transformed at the site studied in this case study. Teacher One (2020) said it best, “I 
think you changed it. You did it. You made it happen”. This case study research found 
the addition of a STEM specialist co-teaching model did positively impact science 
instruction in the elementary classroom and made strides towards daily science teaching 
and learning after the Amplify Science curriculum was adopted. Administrator One 
(2020) explained “you can give someone a program but give them the specialist to make 
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sure the program is effective and creates peace of mind”. By the end of the school year, 
teachers, administrator, and students saw value in science education. Teacher’s 
confidence grew throughout the year and was evident to both teachers and administration. 
Finally, teachers and administrators realized they share a role in science education, and it 
needs to be a shared responsibility. All this is impacted by the addition of a STEM 
specialist co-teaching model in the school being studied in this particular case. 
Conclusions are supported by results from teacher and administrator interviews, student 
surveys, assessment data, and a participant journal. Some assertions are made that 
partially answer the research questions within the current case study, however, ways the 
questions, methods, and sampling need to be improved has become apparent. New 
questions needing to be asked have also become clear. 
Recommendations and Implications for Further Study 
 This research study is of a single case study, therefore, changes to methods and 
sampling for future studies is recommended. This study is limited to the views of a single 
school which implemented the STEM specialist co-teaching model. The STEM specialist 
was an additional support for teachers on top of the new Amplify Science curriculum. 
This study’s methods could be differentiated by completing a multi-case study. This 
could be achieved by studying multiple schools who are all implementing the STEM 
specialist co-teaching model or by comparing schools who are and are not implementing 
the model. This study could also be modified to use the STEM specialist co-teaching 
model without the addition of the Amplify Science or any science curriculum for that 
matter. 
This study focuses on the co-teaching model which is a mix between student and 
adult oriented models. It is known there are many different ways to use a STEM 
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specialist in elementary schools. Other case studies are needed to profoundly describe the 
use, implementation, and experience of STEM specialist models which are student and 
adult oriented. Questions could be researched as to which model improves the value and 
amount of time for science instruction the most. 
Finally, in this case study, the researcher plays a dual role as she also serves as the 
school’s STEM specialist. Further studies are needed where the researcher is not involved 
in the school being studied and does not hold previous relationships with the staff and 
students. This information could be compared to this case to further the significance of 
this research. This type of study could also lead to a new research question involving the 
role the STEM specialist plays within an elementary school. Either way, further research 
is needed to understand the role a STEM specialist plays on elementary school’s daily 
science instruction.  
Science instruction is needed at the elementary level, if a STEM specialist can 
help make this happen, more research needs to be conducted to prove this and make it 
happen for students in the future. “If we can solve this problem, we have a moral 
responsibility to do so. If we cannot, then we have an ethical responsibility to publicly 
acknowledge these shortcomings, rather than raise false hopes that academic success for 
all is imminent. Schools and those who operate them must make changes in elementary 
school mathematics and science in order to do what is best for students” (Nelson & 
Landel, 2007, p. 72). 
 
Copyright © Kristen Lynn Witt 2020 
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Appendix A: Case Study Timeline 
 
Task Projected Date 
Obtain research site approval Spring 2019 
Obtain IRB approval Summer 2019 
Start co-teaching model Fall 2019 
Dissertation proposal May 2020 
Collect and organize data Fall 2019-Spring 2020 
Analyze Data Summer 2020 
Results and conclusion Fall 2020 
Defend Dissertation November 2020 
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol 
Date________ Place_______ Interviewer________________ Interviewee________________  
Instructions: This is a semi-structured interview. Please ask all questions and probes on the interview 
protocol but feel free to ask other questions that may help the researcher with analyzing data. 
1. What does science education mean to you? 
2. How often do you teach science? 
a. What barriers (if any) keep you from teaching science daily? 
b. What supports have encouraged you to teach science daily (or more)? 
c. How often did you teach science in past years? 
3. What do you like about teaching science? 
a. What do you dislike? 
b. How do your students feel about learning science? 
 
4. Do you believe daily science instruction is important? 
a. Do you think your students care about science instruction? 
i. What makes you think that? 
b. Does your administration value science education? 
i. What makes you believe that? 
c. Has this thinking changed since collaborating with a STEM specialist? 
 
5. Does your administration support science education? 
a. How do you know they do or do not support science instruction? 
b. In what ways do they support you in teaching science? 
c. Do you think this has this changed from years in the past? 
 
6. Do you feel confident in teaching science? 
a. Do you feel your confidence level has changed after collaborating with a STEM 
specialist? 
i. Why? 
b. What has played the biggest role in your confidence level change if any? 
 
7. Who do you feel is responsible for teaching science? 
a. What is your role in science instruction? 
b. What is the STEM specialist’s role in science teaching and learning? 
c. What is administrations role in science teaching and learning? 
 
8. What do you think is the most valuable support for teaching science? 
a. What is needed to effectively teach science? 
 
9. How do you feel the STEM specialist co-teaching role has impacted the school’s daily science 
instruction? 
a. How do you feel the STEM specialist has impacted your daily science instruction? 
b. How do you feel the STEM specialist role has impacted your student’s daily science 
instruction? 
 
10. Is there anything else you would like to say or share about science teaching and learning or the 
STEM specialist model? 
Thank you for taking the time to let me interview you. If I have any additional questions or need 
clarifications, I will contact you. 
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Appendix C: Administration Interview Protocol  
 
Date________ Place_______ Interviewer________________ Interviewee________________  
Instructions: This is a semi-structured interview. Please ask all questions and probes on the interview 
protocol but feel free to ask other questions that may help the researcher with analyzing data. 
1. What does science education mean to you?  
  
2. How often do your teachers teach science?  
a. What barriers (if any) keep your teachers from teaching science daily?  
b. What supports have encouraged your teachers to teach science daily (or more)?  
c. How often did your teachers teach science in past years?  
  
3. What do your teachers like about teaching science?  
a. What do your teachers dislike?  
b. How do the students feel about learning science?  
  
4. Do you believe daily science instruction is important?  
a. Do you think students care about science instruction?  
i.What makes you think that?  
b. Does your teachers value science education?  
i.What makes you believe that?  
c. Has this thinking changed since the addition of a STEM specialist?  
  
5. Do you support science education?  
a. In what ways do you support science instruction?  
b. How do your teachers know you support science instruction?  
c. Do you think this has this changed from years in the past?  
  
6. Do your teachers feel confident in teaching science?  
a. Do you feel your teacher’s confidence level has changed after collaborating with a STEM 
specialist?  
i.Why?  
b. What has played the biggest role in your teacher’s confidence level change if any?  
  
7. Who do you feel is responsible for teaching science?  
a. What is your role in science instruction?  
b. What is the STEM specialist’s role in science teaching and learning?  
c. What are your classroom teacher’s role in science teaching and learning?  
  
8. What do you think is the most valuable support for teaching science?  
a. What is needed to effectively teach science?  
  
9. How do you feel the STEM specialist co-teaching role has impacted the school’s daily science 
instruction?  
a. How do you feel the STEM specialist has impacted your teacher’s daily science 
instruction?  
b. How do you feel the STEM specialist role has impacted student’s daily science 
instruction?  
  
10. Is there anything else you would like to say or share about science teaching and learning or the 
STEM specialist co-teaching model?  
  
Thank you for taking the time to let me interview you. If I have any additional questions or need 
clarifications, I will contact you.  
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Appendix D: Participant Consent Form 
 
To Interviewee,  
 
You are being invited to participate in a research study on how a STEM specialist’s role impacts a school’s 
daily science instruction because you are a teacher/administrator at the research site. 
 
The question/topic I plan to explore in my research study is, “HOW DOES A STEM SPECIALIST’S 
ROLE IMPACT A SCHOOL’S DAILY SCIENCE INSTRUCTION”? I will combine my participation 
observations, interview and survey data, and document collection to compile a dissertation case study that 
will be useful to current and future STEM educators. 
 
The purpose of this study will be to discover the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary 
school’s daily science instruction. At this stage in the research “impact” will be defined as teachers, 
administrators, and student’s valuing science education and perceiving science teaching as a shared 
responsibility. 
 
You will be asked to participate in a pre and post survey (beginning and end of school year). The 
interviews will take about 30-45 minutes each to complete. I hope to interview as many teachers as possible 
and all administrators, so your answers are important to me. You will also be asked to allow the researcher 
to make observations in your classroom and in team meetings. Your responses to the interviews and 
observation data may help me understand more about how STEM specialist’s role impact a school’s daily 
science instruction. 
 
There are no known risks to participating in this study. Participation is voluntary, and individuals will not 
lose any rights or benefits if they do not participate. If you do participate, you are free to skip any interview 
questions or discontinue at any time. If you choose not to participate in the study, the only other alternative 
is to not participate in the study. The only benefit of participation is for the researcher who will receive 
more data for her study. 
 
Your response to the survey will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by law. Your name will not be 
attached to these interview answers and will not be reported to anyone except the researcher to be used 
within the data analysis. Interviews will be recorded and transcribed by the researcher at a later date. 
 
If you have questions about the study, please feel free to ask; my contact information is provided below. If 
you have complaints, suggestions, or questions about your rights as a research volunteer, contact the staff in 
the University of Kentucky Office of Research Integrity at 859- 257-9428 or toll-free at 1-866-400-9428.  
 
Thank you in advance for your assistance with this important dissertation research study.  
 
Sincerely,  
Kristen Witt, PhD Candidate STEM Coach, The Academy for Leadership at Millcreek  
Elementary STEM Education, University of Kentucky  
Advisor: Dr. Margaret Mohr Schroeder  
630-229-2636 klmulc2@g.uky.edu  
 
Please sign if you agree to be interviewed and your responses used within the study  
 
Participant Name___________________________Signature__________________________Date______ 
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Appendix E: Student Survey 
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Appendix F: Assent Script 
 
Students, 
 
You are invited to be in a research study being done by Mrs. Witt from the University of 
Kentucky. You are invited because you are students within the research site.  
 
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to complete a survey which will take 
about 10 minutes to complete.  
 
Your family will know that you are in the study. If anyone else is given information 
about you, they will not know your name. A number or initials will be used instead of 
your name.  
 
If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, please tell Mrs. Witt or your 
teacher. If at any time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever you 
want.  
 
You can ask Mrs. Witt questions any time about anything in this study. You can also ask 
your parents any questions you might have about this study.  
 
Completing the survey means that I have read this to you and that you want to be in the 
study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not complete the survey. Being in the 
study is up to you, and no one will be mad if you do not complete the survey or change 
your mind later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being 
done and what to do. 
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Appendix G: Parental Permission Form  
 
To Student and Guardian,  
 
I am requesting your consent in using survey data to be completed by your child. All students are invited to 
complete the survey; however, I am asking permission to use your child’s data. 
 
The question/topic I plan to explore in my research study is, “HOW DOES A STEM SPECIALIST’S 
ROLE IMPACT A SCHOOL’S DAILY SCIENCE INSTRUCTION”? I will combine my participation 
observations, interview and survey data, and document collection to compile a dissertation case study that 
will be useful to current and future STEM educators. 
 
The purpose of this study will be to discover the impacts of a STEM specialist’s role on an elementary 
school’s daily science instruction. At this stage in the research “impact” will be defined as teachers, 
administrators, and student’s valuing science education and perceiving science teaching as a shared 
responsibility. 
 
Your child’s responses to this interview may help me understand more about how STEM specialist’s role 
impact a school’s daily science instruction. I hope to gather as much student data as possible, so your 
child’s answers are important to me. Students are invited to complete a pre and post survey to be completed 
over two separate days (beginning and end of school year). Each survey will take about 10 minutes to 
complete. 
 
There are no known risks to participating in this study. Participation is voluntary and your student will not 
lose any rights or benefits if they do not participate. Participation status will not affect their grade or 
academic standing. If they do participate, they are free to skip any questions or discontinue at any time. If 
you choose not to allow your child’s survey data to be used within the study, the only other alternative is to 
not participate in the study. The only benefit of participation is for the researcher who will receive more 
data for her study 
 
Your child’s response to the survey will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by law. Your child’s 
name will not be attached to the survey answers and will not be reported to anyone except the researcher to 
be used within the data analysis. 
 
If you have questions about the study, please feel free to ask; my contact information is provided below. If 
you have complaints, suggestions, or questions about your rights as a research volunteer, contact the staff in 
the University of Kentucky Office of Research Integrity at 859-257-9428 or toll-free at 1-866- 400-9428. 
 
Thank you in advance for your assistance with this important dissertation research study.  
 
Sincerely,  
Kristen Witt, PhD Candidate STEM Coach, The Academy for Leadership at Millcreek  
Elementary STEM Education, University of Kentucky  
Advisor: Dr. Margaret Mohr Schroeder  
630-229-2636 klmulc2@g.uky.edu 
Please sign if you agree for your child to be surveyed and their responses used within the study 
 
Parent Name________________________________ Student Name______________________________ 
Parent_______________________________ Student________________________________ 
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Appendix H: Interview Summaries 
Teacher and administrator interview summaries are included within the results 
section of this research study to provide readers with a deeper understanding of each 
teacher and administrator based on their individual answers. It is important to include this 
information because it sets the reader up for a better understanding of the results. These 
summaries ensure the reader fully comprehends and gains an overall understanding for 
where each individual interviewee stands as far as value for science education, 
confidence in teaching science, perception of science teaching as a shared responsibility, 
and overall impact on science, teachers, and students. The summaries tie into each of the 
research questions based on the topic of discussion. These summaries are not based on 
codes which were developed by the researcher, instead each interview was summarized 
on how the interviewee responded to the interview questions. The beginning of year 
(BOY) and end of year (EOY) interviews have been combined to display each 
individual’s similarities and changes in their answers. Each interview was between 10 to 
45 minutes. 
Teacher One 
At the BOY teacher one felt science education meant hands on exploration and 
discovery of the world. At the EOY, she added that science education had application to 
daily life. This school year, teacher one taught science everyday but only taught it once a 
week in past years. At the BOY, she liked teaching science because it was engaging and 
applicable to her own life. By the EOY, science was her favorite subject. She liked 
teaching science because it was a universal subject, accessible to all kids, and students 
were able to question and find answers together. She believed daily science instruction 
was important but said it was hard to plan for in past years because teachers did not think 
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they had to teach science. There was nothing teacher one disliked about teaching science, 
but she indicated it was hard to assess and obtain data on students. At the BOY, she said 
material prep and students needing more time for science learning were her biggest 
barriers, but by the EOY, she had no barriers keeping her from teaching science.  
At the BOY, when asked about administrator’s value for science, teacher one 
believed they probably valued it and that there was a bigger push this year because of 
science KPREP scores. By the EOY, she believed her administrators did value science 
because it was emphasized in all grade levels. She stated administration gave support for 
science through a financial standpoint by hiring a STEM specialist, supporting STEM 
clubs, and holding high expectations of teachers. At the BOY, teacher one expressed how 
students loved science and wanted to keep learning. At the EOY, she said her students 
loved, were excited for, and were interested in learning science. She felt the students 
liked using materials, applying what they learned to their own lives, engaging in science, 
and asking relatable questions.  
Teachers one stated she felt confident in teaching science. She did feel her 
confidence changed because last year she was unclear of the science standards and 
expectations of students. At the EOY she spoke about always having value for science 
but was unclear of how to get there in the past. She now understands how to meet the 
high expectations, is more comfortable with science than other subjects, and feels 
comfortable asking for help. 
When asked about the role of teachers, the STEM specialist, and administrators at 
the BOY, teacher one showed an understanding for teachers structuring a learning 
environment for students. By the EOY, she understood the teacher's role was to plan, 
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prep materials, differentiate instruction, and promote participation in science. She felt 
teachers were responsible for teaching science as well as for their student’s scores and 
education. At the BOY, she articulated the STEM specialist’s role as helping with 
effectiveness and a good learning environment for students. At the EOY she felt the 
STEM specialist had worked beyond her role by bringing accountability to teachers, 
helping with pacing, and assuring teachers felt prepared. At the BOY, teacher one did not 
know what administration's role was with science education other than emphasizing 
science and holding teachers accountable. By the EOY, she was still unsure of the 
administration's role. 
Teacher one believed both Amplify and the STEM specialist supported science 
education. At the BOY, she said the Amplify materials were helpful and the STEM 
specialist made science teaching easy and accessible. By the EOY, she added how easy 
the Amplify curriculum was to follow and implement and discussed the phenomenal 
work the STEM specialist had done and added that the school could not have done it 
without her. She appreciated the STEM specialist’s hard work as she sifted through and 
organized materials in the curriculum, attended team planning to go over the next weeks 
material, and helped the team understand the curriculum. She also liked the 
accountability and encouragement the STEM specialist gave her. She felt the STEM 
specialist set a high bar but gave teachers steps to reach it. 
When speaking about the overall impact the STEM specialist had on the school, 
teacher one stated, “I think [the STEM specialist] changed it, [the STEM specialist] did 
it. [The STEM specialist] made it happen”. Specifically, at the BOY she said the STEM 
specialist brought emphasis and attention to daily science instruction. She believed 
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teachers liked knowing they had vertical structure and support as well as having a co-
teacher to teach science with. She also said students would be more prepared for each 
grade level. At the EOY, she claimed science felt like a school-wide initiative and the 
expectation was now to teach science daily. Teachers no longer resisted, but instead felt 
support and success knowing their students would come into their classes prepared with 
basic science knowledge and vocabulary. Finally, she felt students were beginning to 
understand the world around them and were working together as a classroom community 
to solve a common goal. She also said students were getting exposure to STEM fields and 
careers which ignited their scientific mindset and allowed them to think of their futures 
and make goals. 
Teacher Two 
Teacher two found it hard to express what science education meant to her. At the 
BOY, she believed it to be an investigation of the world around them and how things 
work. At the EOY, she added exploration and the scientific process as part of this belief. 
This school year, she taught science every day, but in the past only taught it on average 
one or two times a week. She described science as being taught differently depending on 
the grade level and explained that when teaching fourth grade she taught it every other 
week, while in kindergarten it was embedded into reading, and she did not teach it at all 
in second grade. Teacher two agreed daily science was important and liked discovering 
and learning new things in science, but at the BOY described it as feeling like a bonus 
subject in the past. At the EOY, she expressed liking science because students got to 
experience things for the first time and said daily science was important because students 
got to explore, investigate, and discover new things about the world. At the BOY, she did 
not dislike teaching science, but spoke about unfamiliar concepts being a barrier to 
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teaching science. At the EOY, she said there were no barriers to teaching science but 
continued to dislike unfamiliar concepts. 
 At the BOY, teacher two indicated she believed administration supported science 
education. She felt this was evidenced by the fact that science education was not pushed 
in the past but was now mandatory to teach and given a set time in the schedule. At the 
EOY, she felt administration had been more devoted to science than in years past. She 
felt they showed this support by giving teachers the STEM specialist as a resource and 
being open to the Amplify program. At the BOY, teacher two thought the majority of 
students cared about learning science because they were engaged and “cheered” when it 
was time to switch to science. At the EOY, she added that the students loved science and 
no longer saw it as a special area class. 
 At the BOY, teacher two only felt confident in teaching science occasionally. She 
felt there were concepts that were unfamiliar to her and she would be lost without the 
Amplify program. At the EOY she was surprised to say she now felt confident in 
teaching science, primarily because it had become routine, but that there were still a few 
unfamiliar concepts. Along with repetition, she felt the Amplify program and the 
availability of resources had helped to increase her confidence in science teaching. 
 When asked about the role of teachers, the STEM specialist, and administrators at 
the BOY, teacher two felt the teachers role was to facilitate science instruction and 
student conversation, the STEM specialist’s role was to co-teach and make sure teachers 
did their job, and the administrator’s job was to create accountability for building wide 
science implementation. At the EOY, her understanding was that all teachers and grade 
levels had the responsibility of teaching science and it was not fair to leave it to one 
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tested grade level. She believed the STEM specialist’s role was to help teachers when 
needed, co-teach, and bring a different perspective to science instruction. She did not 
state the administration's role. 
 Teacher two believed that both the Amplify program and the STEM specialist 
were to be supports for science instruction. At the BOY, she loved the Amplify program 
because it was easy to use, it helped kids understand science concepts, and was a valuable 
resource. Additionally, she loved co-teaching and felt the STEM specialist was doing a 
great job being prepared for co-teaching, bringing a new perspective, and holding 
teachers accountable for teaching science. She also felt like her grade level team held her 
accountable. At the EOY, she believed Amplify to be a good tool because it helped get 
rid of barriers to teaching science and motivated teachers. She also felt the STEM 
specialist to be a great resource and co-teacher and that support from her included being 
flexible by helping with anything, anytime, answering teacher questions, bringing a new 
perspective, and preparing teachers for the next week’s lessons in weekly planning 
meetings. Teacher two additionally felt the STEM specialist did an incredible job and 
helped to give teachers co-teaching experience.  
 When asked about the overall impact at the BOY, teacher two said students 
gained a new perspective, saw science in everyday life, and realized its importance. She 
also said there was accountability for teachers. By the EOY, teacher two spoke about the 
consistency the STEM specialist brought for science instruction. She felt teachers were 
motivated to teach science, to stay on pace with the curriculum, and that students enjoyed 
having two teachers to help teach science. Teacher two stated, “I think [students] viewed 
[science] as a special area and now I think that they view it as completely different”. 
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Teacher Three 
At the BOY, teacher three said science education meant observable science 
relating to real life and that she felt students needed it. At the EOY, she said science 
education meant exploring and learning about the world around you and why things are 
the way they are. She taught science 3 days a week this year but taught it for an hour each 
day instead of the recommended 30 minutes daily, therefore, it came out to the same 
amount or more time for science instruction. In the past, she stated she taught it two days 
a week if lucky or they alternated weeks with social studies. At the BOY, she had always 
liked science because the students got excited to learn it. At the EOY, she noted the 
student’s excitement for experiments and seeing their eyes light up when they discovered 
something new. She agreed that daily science instruction was important. At both the 
BOY and EOY, teacher three said she disliked the time it took for science material prep, 
but added that at the EOY, that there was nothing to dislike about the subject. Barriers for 
teaching science for her were based on not having enough time. At the BOY she said they 
had to share the time for science with social studies and at the EOY, reading and math 
were just stressed more.  
 Teacher three said the administrator’s do value science education because they 
hired a STEM specialist and they required teachers to teach and turn in their plans for 
science. At the BOY, she thought students liked and cared about learning science because 
they often asked about it if it were skipped and they were excited to discover new things. 
At the EOY, she believed students liked science because they got excited about 
experiments and their eyes would light up when discovering new things. Teacher three 
said she was confident in teaching science because she had taught strictly science some 
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years in the past. However, at the BOY, she was not confident in the new assessments but 
felt that Amplify made it easy to teach science by following their curriculum.  
 When asked about the role in science education for teachers, the STEM specialist, 
and administrators at the BOY, teacher three felt science teaching responsibility was 
supposed to fall on the teacher, but they were unclear of their role in the past and had 
relied on the STEM lab teacher to teach science. At the EOY, it was clear to her that the 
teacher's role was to implement science in the classroom. She also stated that she had not 
worked with a STEM specialist before, so she was not clear on the exact role, but that the 
STEM specialist helped with science planning and keeping the teachers on pace with 
instruction. She felt that administration had no role in teaching science, but rather that 
their role was to require teachers to plan for science instruction. 
 At the BOY, teacher three said the biggest supports for science education were the 
Amplify program, the STEM specialist, and the county having deadlines to turn in 
common assessments. She mentioned Amplify being easy to follow and the STEM 
specialist supporting by holding teachers accountable and keeping them on pace. At the 
EOY, she stated the biggest support was having materials for experiments, the Amplify 
program, and the STEM specialist. She felt the boxes of Amplify material had been 
helpful as well as the STEM coach checking in, holding weekly meetings, holding 
teachers accountable, and being supportive.  
 When asked about the overall impact the STEM specialist had, at the BOY, 
teacher three said it forced teachers to teach science and created a consistency for 
teaching science within the building. At the EOY, she felt the overall impact included 
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teachers having pacing guidelines for science, students having more science instruction, 
and the overall value for science changing for the better. 
Teacher Four 
At the BOY, teacher four believed science education meant preparing kids for 
problem solving, figuring things out, investigation, and exploring. At the EOY, she 
described it as students learning new things by exploring and investigating with hands on, 
student centered learning. She taught science every day for 45 minutes, but in the past 
science had to be switched off with social studies and therefore got about an hour a week. 
At the BOY, teacher four said she liked science because the students were learning and 
applying what they knew through hands on approaches. She liked when student’s faces 
would light up when they figure things out and that science was changing their schema. 
At the EOY, she liked science because the kids loved it, it was engaging, and they got to 
figure out real world concepts. She felt that daily science instruction was important and 
by the EOY said science had become more intentional, that there had been a shift in 
importance, and she realized that STEM and science were more than a special area class. 
At the BOY, she disliked when concepts were unfamiliar to her and prepping materials. 
At the EOY, she added a dislike for the district putting less emphasis on science. Barriers 
she spoke about at the BOY included the block of time for science in their schedule being 
a problem, library and second steps class taking away from science instruction, and that 
science was not tested so was not seen as important. At the EOY, she said barriers for 
teaching science were time to plan hands on lessons and reiterated that science was not 
tested and therefore was not seen as important. 
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 When teacher four was asked about the administration's value for science 
education, at the BOY, she gave their value a five or six out of ten. She said science used 
to be a second thought and it is improving this year, but that science was not seen as a 
normal everyday thing that should be learned like reading and math because it was not 
tested in all grade levels. At the EOY she said she did not know if they valued science 
education. She said support was not evident and they should push and encourage teachers 
to teach science more, but instead they still put science and social studies in the same 
category. As far as student value, at the BOY, teacher four said students loved science, 
they were motivated to try new things, their faces lit up when they discovered new things, 
and they did not want their science time taken away. At the EOY, she said students loved 
and were engaged with science instruction, enjoyed talking with peers and discussing 
their learning, and that they noticed when they did not do science. She said they loved the 
co-teaching experience and saw the STEM specialist as passionate. They noticed science 
was not being taught once a week as a special anymore and realized the importance of 
learning it every day. 
 Teacher four said she was a nine out of ten on confidence level for teaching 
science at the BOY. She said there were concepts she was unfamiliar with, but the STEM 
specialist helped with her confidence level. She realized she was teaching the standards 
wrong initially, but they were now explained better than before. At the EOY, she said she 
was confident in teaching science and that both Amplify, and the STEM specialist helped 
with changing her confidence level. She now knows what to teach, understands science 
concepts and standards better, realizes it is not just teaching facts and even thinks she 
could come up with her own activities. 
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 When asked about the roles for teachers, STEM specialist, and administration for 
science education at the BOY, she said teachers did not know their role in the past. They 
thought students would get science at another time or figure it out on their own. She said 
teachers were now intentionally teaching science. She explained teacher’s role was to 
give materials and facilitate student-centered learning. She also said science teaching fell 
on every teacher in some capacity. At the EOY, she believed the responsibility of science 
instruction fell to teachers. At the BOY, she said the STEM specialist’s role was to 
clarify activities, explain the curriculum, plan lessons, and co-teach. At the EOY, she 
explained how the STEM specialist had created a shift to take on the responsibility for 
science education for the school. Teacher four believed administration’s role at the BOY 
was to require teachers to teach science and realize one grade could not do all the work. 
She explained their role was to recognize K-3 must teach science so fourth grade students 
would be prepared. At the EOY, she said the responsibility for science education should 
start with administration and they should push and encourage it more. 
 When noting supports for science education, at the BOY, teacher four included 
district expectations, the Amplify program, and the STEM specialist. She felt the 
Amplify program was helpful and easy to follow, the students loved it, the material was 
planned, explained, was easy to prepare, and the standards were covered. She said the 
STEM specialist made teachers teach science, was helpful, gave another type of 
instruction for kids through co-teaching, and did a great job. At the EOY, teacher four 
said Amplify and the STEM specialist were both supports for science. The Amplify 
program made science attainable and reasonable for teachers and was easy to use because 
it was planned for her. The STEM specialist helped with the planning process which 
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encouraged teachers and helped them feel confident. The STEM specialist also had a 
passion for science which teachers fed off of. Teacher four liked the co-teaching 
experience and said it would be needed again the next year because it made teachers lives 
easier. 
 As for overall impact, teacher four said the STEM specialist co-teaching model 
ensured all classrooms taught science. At the BOY, she said there was evidence of 
science teaching in classrooms, teachers were confident, and students were benefiting 
from learning science every day. She felt that students had grown in problem solving 
kills, investigative skills, and were more willing to figure out and try new things. At the 
EOY, she reported the teachers feeling inspired and now having a passion for teaching 
science. She said students now saw science as important and teachers were using science 
to introduce reading strategies as well. 
Teacher Five 
Teacher five saw science education as students learning science concepts and 
standards at the BOY. She also said students learned how the world worked and gained 
applications to their future and potential jobs. At the EOY, she saw it as giving students 
an opportunity to explore, discover, learn science, and be introduced to science concepts. 
Teacher five taught science everyday this year, but in the past only taught it two to three 
times a week for roughly 30 minutes because they switched off with social studies. At the 
BOY, she said she liked how student-centered and experimental science was and how 
students got excited and discovered for themselves. She believed daily science instruction 
was important and at the EOY, felt kids were interested, got job exposure, and paid 
attention because they were interested in careers or how it impacted their daily lives. At 
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the BOY she did not dislike anything about teaching science except having limited access 
to materials as they had experienced in the previous year. At the EOY, she disliked how 
broad the standards were and felt there were no barriers to teaching science except for 
small schedule changes. 
 At the BOY, teacher five believed administration did value science education and 
had supported it by blocking off time in grade level schedules for science instruction, 
hiring a STEM specialist and expressing the importance for science. At the EOY, she felt 
they valued science more than before and supported it by encouraging teachers, hiring an 
encouraging a STEM specialist, and looking for science evidence on their walkthrough 
checklists. She added that it was hard to enforce what you do not understand. When 
speaking about student’s value for learning science, at the BOY, she said students were 
excited for doing, figuring out, and discovering science. She felt they loved and were 
engaged in the subject because it was new to them and believed they cared about science 
instruction because they made connections to real life and could do science at home. At 
the EOY, she said students were engaged in science, excited to learn, looked forward to 
the science block, and saw it as important. She said they enjoyed problem solving, asked 
questions, enquired about science jobs, and made real world connections. 
 Teacher five stated she was confident in teaching science. At the BOY, she said 
the STEM specialist broke down student needs and clarified science standards. At the 
EOY however, she was still unclear of the standards but felt it was better than years in the 
past. She is more confident now because she knows what to teach and the STEM 
specialist could answer her questions. 
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 At the BOY, she believed the teacher’s role in science education to consist of the 
responsibility for teaching science. She explained that fourth grade usually had to cover 
five years of material, but now feels better about the future because grade levels will be 
staying on pace and receiving science content before fourth grade. She said the STEM 
specialist’s role was to guide teachers and keep them on pace but did not give a response 
for the administration's role. At the EOY, she explained classroom teachers were 
responsible for teaching science and that they were to follow through with expectations 
and use the supports given to them. She said the STEM specialists role was to know the 
content and student’s needs, check in with administration, pace the content, model for 
and prepare teachers, but that it was impossible for one person to teach all kids science. 
 At the BOY, teacher five said her grade level team and the STEM specialist were 
the biggest supports for science. She said her grade level team and STEM specialist kept 
her on pace, helped with materials, resources, teacher’s confidence, questionable content, 
and made teachers feel prepared. She said the STEM specialist supported the teams by 
co-teaching, knowing, and explaining the standards, and was ready at planning meetings. 
She confirmed science teaching would be more challenging without a STEM specialist 
because she did a great job and made it easier to plan. At the EOY, she felt the STEM 
specialist and Amplify program were supports for science instruction. She said the 
Amplify program supported grade level topics, while the STEM specialist answered 
teacher’s questions, co-taught, valued science education, paced the content, and prepared 
teachers. She added that the STEM specialist did a phenomenal job and was helpful, 
flexible, came with new ideas, and every school needed one. 
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 At the BOY, teacher five thought the STEM specialist co-teaching model had an 
overall impact on teachers because last year teachers had no science background. This 
year they were able to stay on pace and have accountability for science instruction. The 
students loved having a co-teacher as another adult to learn from and ask questions. At 
the EOY, she spoke about the big push towards science instruction resulting in more 
science instruction time especially compared to other schools. She felt more science was 
needed because students would get content faster, build knowledge year to year, become 
familiar with science practices, and be prepared for testing in fourth grade. Students also 
had exposure to STEM jobs and did not see science as a special area anymore because 
they knew it was in their everyday schedules. As a result, she now believes students have 
the ability to reason, have improved their information reading and writing, and have an 
opportunity to learn science. 
Teacher Six 
Teacher six did not know what science education meant to her at the BOY. She 
said it had to do with STEM and teaching students. By the EOY, she explained science 
education as providing a base to learn more and teaching students about the world around 
them. She teaches science every day, but only taught it once a week in the past. At the 
BOY, she said she liked science because the students liked it, it was hands on, concrete, 
and students discovered for themselves. At the EOY, she continued to like that it was 
hands on, and that kids could make connections to real life. She does think daily science 
is important because concepts build on each year. At the BOY, she said her thinking in 
this had changed this year. She disliked the time it took to prep materials and saw lack of 
preparation and the time of day their science block was in the schedule as barriers. 
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 Teacher six does believe administration values science education. At the BOY, 
she said they supported science by giving grade levels a block of time for science in their 
schedule because last year the time was split with social studies. At the EOY, she added 
that administration pushed classroom science instruction rather than having it be a special 
area class. She indicated that bringing in the Amplify program showed their support for 
science education. At the BOY, she said her students cared for and enjoyed science and 
got excited when they realized it was time for science. She felt the kids were engaged in 
instruction, loved to show the STEM specialist what they knew, and connected the 
vocabulary to other subjects. At the EOY, she expressed how some kids loved science, 
but some did not enjoy it as much. She said they all liked the hands-on experiments, 
made connections to real life, and discussed science ideas. Since this is a primary grade, 
some students still did not understand why they did not go to STEM for specials.  
 At the BOY, teacher six said she was confident in science instruction and claimed 
her confidence level had changed because the Amplify program had activities and 
materials planned. At the EOY, she added that the co-teaching experience helped her 
confidence. 
 When asked about the role of teachers, the STEM specialist, and administration at 
the BOY, teacher six indicated that teachers needed to teach science daily but did not 
give an answer for the other two roles. At the EOY, she said the teacher's role was to 
teach science and added that the STEM specialist role was to help teachers, answer 
questions, and co-teach science. 
 When asked about supports for science, teacher six listed having a set time in the 
schedule, Amplify, and the STEM specialist as the main supports for science. She said 
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Amplify helps teachers because it has planned activities, materials, books, and it is fun. 
She explained that the STEM specialist helped teachers stay on pace and the co-teaching 
was supportive. At the EOY, she added that the STEM specialist helped to answer 
questions, lead teachers in the right directions, helped with teacher accountability and 
pacing, and was crucial to science education. As for the overall impact of the STEM 
specialist, at the BOY, teacher six said the model was good for students. At the EOY, she 
said science was now daily instead of weekly, students were excited for co-teaching, and 
the teachers were pushed to teach every day. She also felt teachers saw connections to 
other subjects.  
Teacher Seven 
At the BOY, teacher seven said science education meant students experiencing 
the world around them, problem solving, and building vocabulary. At the EOY, she 
maintained that science education meant teaching kids about the world around them, why 
things are the way they are, and to be helpful, productive citizens. Teacher seven taught 
science three days a week for 30 minutes in its own block but spoke about how many 
times this changed throughout the year because of the administration's priorities. She said 
in the past, science instruction changed every year depending on administration. She 
referenced science taught in STEM specials and science integrated with reading as ways 
it had previously been taught and felt this was a huge disservice to our students, creating 
gaps in their science learning. At the BOY, teacher seven liked teaching science because 
it was engaging, active, you got to learn new things, and the students loved it. At the 
EOY, she maintained that it was engaging, inquisitive, encouraged questions and 
answers, kids got to learn about the world around them, and she liked learning new 
things. She reiterated the importance of daily science. At the BOY, she expressed how 
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kids need all subjects, not just what they were tested on. She wished she could teach it 
more because it connects to real world. At the EOY, she said she wants to teach it every 
day next year, but felt it made more sense to teach reading strategies through science 
content. The only thing she disliked about science instruction was dealing with material 
prep time, storage space required for materials, and the heavy tubs the materials were 
kept in. Barriers she spoke about at the EOY include their schedule changing three times, 
district pressures in other subjects, and because science is not tested in their grade, it was 
not seen as important. 
 At the BOY, teacher seven thought administration values science in some grade 
levels. At the EOY, she explained how administration had learned to value science 
towards the end of the year. She said they valued science education more than before 
because they realized we are teaching kids to be ready for life. At the BOY, teacher seven 
thought kids loved science because they get excited for science block and disappointed 
when they do not have it. The kids ask about science, love hands on activities, 
experiments, and enjoy the science books. At the EOY, she explained how some students 
struggle with a deeper understanding, but they did in all subjects. She said the students 
enjoyed and were fans of science, loved experiments, and used their background 
knowledge.  
 Teacher seven is confident in teaching science and said she had always enjoyed it. 
At the BOY, she said her confidence changed because of the co-teaching and it was nice 
to have an extra set of hands. At the EOY, she explained that she had had no training in 
the past, but now they have more resources and can go deeper into the subject rather than 
spending time looking for materials.  
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 At the BOY, teacher seven stated everyone should teach science including parents 
because it is related and interacts with the world. At the EOY, she said the teacher’s role 
was to teach the content and verify student learning. The STEM specialist role was to 
support teachers and students, collaborate with teachers, and provide hands-on 
experiments in the STEM lab. She explained that teachers who value science have pushed 
administration for science time in the schedule. She said it was their role to give teachers 
that time and that the district should build pacing guides to see interactions of other 
subjects.  
 When asked about supports for science, teacher seven stated having materials, a 
STEM lab, the Amplify program, and a STEM coach as essential. She felt the Amplify 
program had been amazing and connected well with other subjects. She said the STEM 
specialist was supportive in planning, had a science background, looked ahead in plans, 
reminded teachers of all parts of the curriculum, showed implementation for other 
subjects, and was supportive for teachers. At the EOY, she discussed the importance of 
having a STEM lab including having a space to do more than was possible in the regular 
classroom being helpful for students. She said Amplify had lessons ready, included 
experiments, involved writing, and was a great program for science teaching. She talked 
about the STEM specialist being essential and did an excellent job helping with plans, 
supporting with materials, and keeping teachers on pace. She said the STEM specialist 
brought accountability for assessments and for student access to the science program. She 
explained how flexible the STEM specialist was in helping them make science instruction 
work and that it was good to learn from an expert. 
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 As far as overall impacts for science, at the BOY, teacher seven expressed how 
everybody was doing science together now which showed students how important 
science is, that it helped with some student behaviors, enabled the students, and brought 
new perspectives for science. At the EOY, she explained that the STEM specialist co-
teaching model ensured science was taught, held teachers accountable, and supported 
teacher’s confidence. She also explained how some kids realized their gaps in science 
learning, but that it opened their eyes to science and engineering careers. She believed 
some students found themselves through science because they had found something they 
liked and even saw the world in a different way. 
Teacher Eight  
At the BOY, teacher eight thought science education meant learning about the 
world around you. At the EOY, she said it was exploration and exploring with kids. She 
taught science everyday but, in the past, said they had tried to bring science into reading 
class every other week but did not have to teach science. Teacher eight liked teaching 
science but did not state why at the BOY. At the EOY she said it was because she liked 
letting kids explore, seeing them make connections and discoveries, and enjoyed co-
teaching. She also believed daily science instruction was important. The only thing she 
disliked about science was how repetitive the Amplify program was with primary 
students. Teacher eight listed teaching science at the end of the day as her only barrier. 
She felt administrators did value science because they told teachers to teach it and 
held them accountable. At the BOY, she thought students did care about science learning 
because they asked when science was all day. At the EOY, she thought students enjoyed 
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science, because they were sad when the co-teacher did not come to class, asked when 
science was, made connections and liked new content. 
 Teacher eight was not confident in teaching science at the BOY. She felt she was 
learning a lot, still trying to figure out how to put things into kid terms, and not familiar 
with physical science. She did say her confidence was changing as the STEM specialist 
helped and modeled science teaching for her. At the EOY, she stated her confidence was 
better because of Amplify. 
 When asked about the role of teachers, the STEM specialist, and administration at 
the BOY, she indicated the teacher’s role was to facilitate learning, the STEM specialist’s 
role was to support teachers, but gave no answer for administration. At the EOY, she said 
the teacher’s role was to implement the science program, the STEM specialist’s role was 
accountability and to support teachers, and administrations role was to oversee teachers 
and specialists. 
 As for supports for science education, teacher eight noted Amplify and the STEM 
specialist as the main supports. At the BOY, she said Amplify was laid out easily and 
materials were ready and at the EOY, said it boosted confidence for teachers. At the 
BOY, she said the STEM specialist had a big impact on science within the school and 
was a model for teachers. At the EOY, she said the STEM specialist was a great support 
because she helped, planned, prepared teachers, and brought a new perspective during co-
teaching. At the EOY, teacher eight expressed her belief that the STEM specialist co-
teaching model changed science importance through teacher collaboration. 
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Teacher Nine 
At the BOY, teacher nine said science education meant teaching science 
standards, exploring scientific concepts, investigating, and asking questions. At the EOY, 
she believed science education was a foundational block because it went hand in hand 
with reading and other subjects. She expressed how overlooked science was and that too 
much emphasis was put on reading, writing, and math. Teacher nine taught science 
everyday but, in the past, it was every other week because they switched off with social 
studies. She expressed how it was not a big deal if it did not get done and that it was a 
barrier to seek out their own materials without Amplify. At the BOY, teacher nine spoke 
about her love for teaching science because she got to revisit concepts she had learned in 
school and could tie in her own background and experience. She enjoyed learning science 
concepts, seeing kids discover new things, and connect their learning. At the EOY, she 
liked how science was hands on, experimental, and connected to the real world. She 
believes daily science instruction is important. At the BOY, she did not like that she did 
not have enough time to teach science and at the EOY she disliked preparing materials. 
At the BOY, she said barriers to teaching science included schedule changes and not 
having enough time to go in depth during the science block. At the EOY, barriers she 
described were being unprepared and long prep time, however she said Amplify had cut 
down most barriers. 
 At the BOY, teacher nine thought administration valued science education. She 
said it had changed this year and that it seemed easier to value science with a program to 
help teachers. Supports from administration she pointed out included putting a block of 
time into grade level schedules for science, hiring a STEM specialist, and getting the 
Amplify program. At the EOY, she said administration valued science more this year 
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because of the low science test scores the year before. She also stated that they realized 
one grade level cannot teach it all and lateral science learning is important. Supports 
included hiring a STEM specialist and being on board with the Amplify program from 
the beginning. She knows students value science education because at the BOY, she said 
they would get mad if they started science late and they often made connections in other 
subjects. At the EOY, she said students loved science more than reading and writing. She 
explained that her students would remind her when science started if they were running 
late and that they had become intrinsically motivated with science learning.  
 Teacher nine said she was more confident in teaching science than in the past but 
was still getting there at the EOY. She expressed how she felt more confident in some 
areas than others and credited the Amplify success criteria as being a major part of her 
confidence change. At the EOY, she was confident in teaching science on some days but 
that it depended on the unit and her own personal interests. 
 Teacher nine explained the teacher’s role at the BOY was to review science 
standards, be prepared to teach lessons, understand the concepts, and end goal, and to 
predict misconceptions. She did not give an answer at the EOY. At the BOY, she 
believed the STEM specialist’s role was to support teachers, help them understand, co-
teach, and add a new perspective. At the EOY, she said the STEM specialist went above 
and beyond the role and felt bad for other schools that do not have the same experience. 
She said the STEM specialist helped and supported teachers understand the standards 
technically. As for administration, at the BOY, she said their role was to provide the 
STEM specialist time to work and be available to help teachers. At the EOY, she said 
their role was to support science and make sure teachers had supplies. 
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 At the BOY, teacher nine said her grade level teammates, Amplify, and the STEM 
specialist were the biggest supports for science education. She felt Amplify built 
confidence in teachers, made teaching science easier, and had materials ready. She loved 
the STEM specialist’s role and wanted it to keep happening. At the EOY, she said 
Amplify cut down the barriers for teaching science and was the reason it was taught 
every day. She also discussed the STEM specialist’s efficiency and encouragement of 
daily science and felt the school needed to keep the role and that other schools needed to 
adopt it. 
 For the overall impact of the STEM specialist co-teaching model, at the BOY, 
teacher nine said it created a protected time for science and it became respected as a 
content area like math and reading. She also felt they still needed more time to teach 
science, however it would be even less without a specialist. At the EOY, she stated the 
overall positive impact was the confidence change in science teaching and learning in 
teachers and students. 
Teacher Ten 
When asked what science education meant to her, at the BOY, teacher ten said it 
was exploring the world, investigating, hands on learning, understanding what and why 
things are, and helping kids understand the world around them. At the EOY, she 
maintained that it was helping kids understand the world around them and letting them 
discover how and why things worked. Teacher ten taught science four days a week, but in 
the past taught it every few weeks to switch off with social studies. At the BOY, she said 
she liked teaching science because she liked seeing students finding answers and figuring 
out what and why things happen. At the EOY, she said because the students liked 
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science, that made her teach it more. At the BOY, teacher ten agreed daily science was 
important, but it should be natural, and teachers should not be penalized if they could not 
make science teaching work. At the EOY, she said daily science was important in some 
capacity. She does not think they need to do a full 30-45-minute lesson in primary, but 
they can touch on it in other subjects, such as weather in calendar. The only barrier for 
science instruction she mentioned was time constraints. At the BOY, she explained she 
did not dislike anything with science teaching but there were a lot of materials to store 
and she did not like the time of the day their science block was in the schedule. At the 
EOY, she spoke about Amplify assessments being stressful and did not match her level of 
teaching. She also did not like the amount of material preparation and how they covered 
the same topics so many ways within the program. 
 At the BOY, teacher ten said administration valued science education and this 
was made apparent because they had hired a STEM specialist and provided the Amplify 
program. She did not give an answer for the EOY. When asked about student value, at 
the BOY, she said her students also did not like the time of the day their science block 
was placed but they loved doing hands on science. At the EOY, she said students were 
applying science learning to their everyday life but wished the STEM specialist came to 
co-teach more often. 
 Teacher ten said she was not 100% confident in teaching science at the BOY. She 
said she was at about 70% and that the program helped but they did not have enough time 
to prepare to use it before the school year started. She also mentioned Amplify’s 
assessment and rubrics helped her put more emphasis on science teaching. At the EOY, 
she stated she was not confident but was confident in general topics. She did not feel 
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confident with Amplify because they never had time to prepare to use it. She did talk 
about how teaching science changed her mindset but that she still felt like she was simply 
getting through the year rather than using the program correctly. 
 When asked about the role of the teacher, STEM specialist, and administration at 
the BOY teacher ten held that teachers were responsible for delivering science content, 
prepping lessons, and getting materials ready. She felt the STEM specialist’s role was to 
support and coach the teachers, co-teach, and help the teacher to think in new and 
different ways. She did not know what the administration's role was. At the EOY, she 
said the teacher’s role was to deliver science instructions, set up materials, and make sure 
students were meeting requirements. The STEM specialist’s role was more like an 
administrator’s role for science because she made sure teachers had materials, understood 
the content, and co-taught. She felt the administration did not have as much of a role as 
the STEM specialist. 
 When teacher ten was asked what supports were given for science, at the BOY, 
she listed her paraeducator, the Amplify program, and the STEM specialist as supportive. 
She said the Amplify program was easy to follow, supportive, helped with teacher 
confidence, and helped teachers keep pace. She said the STEM specialist’s co-teaching 
support and planning meetings were positive. At the EOY she said Amplify gave teachers 
direction and had good materials but covered the same thing in too many ways and 
provided stressful assessments. She said she enjoyed the STEM specialist’s role because 
it was her main support. She explained that the STEM specialist broke down content, 
held team meetings, helped teacher readiness and understanding, and assisted teachers in 
planning and getting materials ready. 
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 When asked about the overall impact, at the BOY, she said the only reason 
teachers were teaching science was because it was planned for them. She did say students 
were now getting continuous content, learning new ideas, and were excited for co-
teaching. At the EOY, she mentioned consistency as a big part of the impact for science. 
She spoke about the STEM specialist helping to make sure science instruction was not 
just another thing or pressure for teachers. She also said students now got science every 
day and this allowed science minded kids to shine. She talked about how some kids found 
their strengths in science and teachers were able to find which kids were interested and 
help them become successful. 
Teacher Eleven 
At the BOY, teacher eleven thought science education was a treat because it 
involved new topics and experiences for kids and allowed them to think in a different 
way. At the EOY, she believed science education was extremely important because of the 
foundational and life skills students would use in other parts of their lives for the rest of 
lives, adding investigating and problem solving as examples of those skills. In the past, 
teacher eleven did not teach science. This year, it changed a few times from 30 minutes 
daily to two days a week. At the BOY, she said she loved teaching science because it was 
new for her and the students, the students like it, it was interactive, related to daily life, 
and was like a break from other subjects. At the EOY, she added that kids liked it 
because it was a different way of learning. Students were not just learning from a book, 
instead they are figuring things out and it felt like a game. At the BOY, she felt daily 
science instruction was important, but was not realistically possible for her grade level 
every day. She thought it should be frequent and should become a priority because 
students were leaving with gaps in science learning. At the EOY, she talked about daily 
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science instruction depending more on the time allowance per day. She did not like 
having to squeeze in 30 minutes when they could have more time every other day. 
Teacher eleven did not dislike anything about the science subject, but at the BOY, said 
she sometimes stressed from material preparation. At the EOY, she expressed her wish to 
have science as a set time in the schedule daily and that she wanted to teach it more.  
When asked about the administration valuing science education, at the BOY, 
teacher eleven thought they did value science, but that it got pushed aside because other 
things were more important and needed to get done. She said it was good to see them 
having conversations about science instruction for the first time. At the EOY, she said, 
yes, but it also depended on what was important at the time. She explained, “There were 
conversations when administration was like yes-science science science, and then some 
conversations with administration where they said we do not have time for science.” She 
thought they knew science instruction was important deep down but felt the “day to day 
issues made it hard sometimes”. She believed teachers felt more confident teaching 
science when administration supported it. She also talked about how administration’s 
value changed as the STEM specialist pushed and showed them the value it held. As for 
students, at the BOY, teacher eleven said students loved science because it was new to 
them, fun, and they could relate it to daily life. She said they enjoyed the co-teaching 
model and noticed when they were not getting STEM instruction once a week anymore. 
At the EOY, she said,  
science became a thing this year. STEM was a special and [students] did it once a 
week and they were like, yeah STEM is fun, or not fun, or whatever they thought, 
but it was just one class that they went to once a week and that is all they thought 
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about it. Whereas this year, it became part of their content that they were learning 
and expecting to do in the classroom all the time. 
At the BOY, when asked about her confidence in teaching science, she said it 
depended on the topic and there were still moments she needed to ask for help. She 
explained that she would probably not be confident without Amplify because the material 
was laid out well to teach, but that she was also more confident with the STEM specialist 
helping. At the EOY, she said she was definitely confident with the STEM specialist’s 
help as well as the Amplify program because it made it easy to teach science. 
 At the BOY, teacher eleven said teachers should be responsible for teaching 
science because the classroom is the best place for kids to learn. She said the STEM 
specialist’s role was to be a “cheerleader” for science and gave no answer for 
administrator’s roles. At the EOY, she explained the teacher's role was tricky with 
departmentalization teaching, but when self-contained, everyone was responsible. She 
also felt teachers should know what students were being assessed on. She said the STEM 
specialist’s role was to coach, assist, and help teachers. She said it was not to instruct all 
kids but to be a “cheerleader” for science. She explained the administration's role was to 
support teachers, realize the importance in science instruction, and be on board for daily 
science. 
Teacher eleven felt Amplify and the STEM specialist were the biggest supports 
for teaching science. At the BOY, she said Amplify had great materials, interactive 
lessons, planned lessons, and she trusted the program. At the EOY, she said it was easy to 
use, helpful, laid out to assist teachers, and it made teachers feel confident in teaching 
science. She said the STEM specialist helped change her thinking because she worked 
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and fought for science time. She felt the STEM specialist should get 100% of the credit 
for the increased value for science in the building. At the EOY, she also said the STEM 
specialist coached and supported teachers, broke down, explained, and led teachers 
through Amplify. She added that the STEM specialist helped teachers to stay on pace, 
plan materials, and acted as another set of eyes for teaching science. She explained the 
STEM specialist helped teachers to have an easy transition into teaching science and 
helped with their confidence level. 
When asked about the overall impact, at the BOY, teacher eleven said the STEM 
specialist co-teaching model gave science a presence and importance. She explained how 
science did not exist the year before and that teachers would not be teaching it without 
the new model. Science had become a conversation and teachers devoted time to plan and 
teach it in all grade levels. At the EOY, she said science had become a thing this year. It 
was looked at as a special area class in the past but was now a part of everyday classroom 
content. She noted that science instruction felt successful and students learned more 
science this year than ever before. She further added that students expected to learn 
science now and it was a positive thing for them to have exposure to science content. She 
concluded that the STEM specialist had taken a lot off the teacher’s plate and made it less 
overwhelming to teach a new subject. 
Administrator One 
When asked what science education meant to him, at the BOY, administrator one 
answered that it was assuring student opportunity to learn science, kids gaining skills to 
impact the world, and a guiding point to employment. He added that science skills were 
needed for everything and his belief that “we have messed up in not providing our 
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students that opportunity”. He also expressed that we should use it as a tool to teach other 
subjects rather than vice versa. At the EOY, he said it was personally one of his favorite 
subjects but in education it had not been addressed adequately. He explained that it had 
been integrated with reading or seen as a special area and this hurts our school and 
country as far as advancing technology and economics. He thought it to be the core 
ingredient to industrial and environmental economic growth.  
 Administrator one explained that science was now taught every day but confessed 
there were some question marks in fifth grade at the end of the year. He said in the past, 
science was on the schedule, but teachers did not teach it, so some teachers were teaching 
science now for the first time. At the beginning of the year he believed teachers were 
loving teaching science because it was also helping with student writing. He thought they 
now valued daily science instruction and were starting to see how science impacted other 
things. He affirmed there was a clearer transition in the change, understanding, and 
positive impact than was seen in the past. At the EOY, administrator one said teachers 
liked teaching science because students were enjoying it and becoming better writers, and 
because the STEM specialist helped them to plan. He also expressed his belief that a high 
percentage of teachers in the building now felt or realized the value of science education. 
 At the BOY, he said there was nothing teachers did not like about science 
education, however they “feared taking the time to teach it” because they could be 
teaching something else at that time and they knew jobs were based on assessment 
scores. He said barriers for teaching science included pressures from state assessments 
because science was only tested in fourth grade. At the EOY, he felt teachers only 
disliked finding the time to fit science into the schedule. He added, “let’s just face it, 
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reading and math rules and you’ve been told that you have to take priority so you know 
it's just a matter of changing the mindset while also creating some things that are going to 
help our kids even as far as careers go down the road”. He then discussed the barriers 
being associated with state testing, time, and lack of instructional practices. He explained 
that teachers taught what was assessed because that was what was printed in the media 
and caused people to lose jobs. He admitted that administrators and district level people 
pushed science to the back burner because of the focus for math and reading. He also 
explained that science was different from other subjects because it was constantly 
evolving, and teachers fear what they do not know. When asked about student value 
towards science, at the BOY, he thought kids loved it. At the EOY, he added that students 
were excited about science and thought that more than half the students in the building 
would say science was their favorite subject. 
 When asked about his own value for science education, at the BOY, he said 
science was extremely important to teach daily. He admitted this was drastically different 
than his thoughts in the past and knew he was part of the problem because he had focused 
on reading and math. He explained that it was never that he did not want his teachers 
teaching science, but he could not find the time, and state assessments were a big stress. 
He now realized, “science can change test scores in other areas besides science”. He felt 
he showed support for science by allotting time in the schedule for science, was open to 
the Amplify curriculum, and had hired a STEM specialist. He explained,  
I was told once that a true leader finds people smarter than them and more 
passionate about something that they don't really care that much about. That can 
change the dynamic of everything, and I think when we talk about science in our 
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building, I was able to grab a hold of you and then you really just took it and went 
with it. This whole process brought about the change in this building and is going 
to go beyond test scores and you know you literally you’ve created trajectory 
changes by giving kids ideas and other employable skills that they can have or 
other careers that they can have.  
At the EOY, he said he had always had a high appreciation for science but now that he 
was older, he realized it was a national issue to teach students that could compete. He 
explained that our kids were not ready for engineering programs if they did not have the 
foundational skills. He admitted he had seen personal growth and a transition in 
supporting science and he saw it in a broader perspective that so many careers were based 
around science. He also said that science was hard to sustain and keep focused on 
progression if teachers did not teach it daily. He said ways he supported science came 
from a budgetary standpoint as in it cost the school a teacher to have a STEM specialist. 
He also said he provided time to ensure science was taught and made sure teachers had 
professional development as needed to grow.  
 At the BOY, administrator one thought teacher’s confidence in science instruction 
was growing and getting there, but initially they were very uncomfortable. He thought 
they understood the standards better and were more confident because they had a 
program to follow. At the EOY, he said his teachers were now confident in teaching 
science. He explained that the STEM specialist made all the difference because the staff 
trusted and had confidence in her. The STEM specialist showed them love and passion 
for science, which eased their fears.  
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 Administrator one explained the teacher's role at the BOY was to have plans and 
be prepared to teach science. He said the STEM specialist’s role was to support teachers 
and make sure they had tools, strategies, and the knowledge to be effective. He said 
administration's role was to facilitate opportunity, support science and the program at all 
levels, hold teachers accountable, and hire a STEM specialist that knows the standards. 
At the EOY, he explained the teacher's role was to plan, engage students, and provide 
meaningful, rigorous instruction. He said the STEM specialist’s role was to help teachers 
understand the curriculum, hold teachers accountable, keep science alive and alert, and 
provide STEM opportunities outside of the classroom. He also spoke about how the 
STEM specialist allowed teachers to feel confident in science instructional practices. He 
then expressed that his role was to assure teachers had the time and resources to teach and 
then hold them accountable. 
 Administrator one feels both the Amplify program and the STEM specialist are 
supports for science instruction. At the BOY, he also said having a knowledge base, 
accountability, time, and resources were big supports for science instruction. He pointed 
out that Amplify ensured the standards were taught and were helpful to grow teacher’s 
confidence. He said the STEM specialist showed hard work and gave full credit for 
science instruction to her. He said she supported the integration of other subjects, 
provided teachers with knowledge, supported and guided teachers through the standards, 
and held them accountable. He also said she helped them with co-teaching strategies and 
showed great knowledge, passion, desire, leadership, and strength. At the EOY, 
administrator one believed Amplify was a ‘legit’ program because teachers and students 
enjoyed it. He said it challenged kids and exposed them to research strategies early in 
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their life. He then talked about the supports given by the STEM specialist and said, “you 
can give someone a program but give them the specialist to make sure the program is 
effective and creates peace of mind”. He referred to the STEM specialist as the science 
lead and expressed the coaching process has been an “intangible force in teaching science 
and building capacity”. He said having a STEM specialist did not compare to having a 
STEM special area teacher because it changed teacher’s mindset that science would be 
taught during the STEM special area class. He explained that the STEM specialist helped 
teachers plan, understand details, bridged the level of understanding, guided teachers 
through the standards, and made teachers feel like they were not alone in teaching 
science. 
 At the BOY, administrator one spoke about the overall impacts of the STEM 
specialist co-teaching model and how it has had a huge impact on overall instruction, not 
just science. He said it pushed everyone in a new direction and created a culture that went 
beyond test scores. He spoke about teachers now loving science because of the STEM 
specialist and kids were gaining employable skills and new career opportunities. He also 
said the school might not see immediate impacts on test scores, but as the primary 
students continued to grow and learn, the school would see improvements. At the EOY, 
he said it made everyone grow together as a school. The model built love and consistency 
for science building wide. He called the STEM specialist a game changer because of the 
comfort level which was created building wide.  
Administrator Two 
When asked what science education meant to her, at the BOY, administrator two 
said kids can relate to it because it is hands on, everyday life, applicable, and the 
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understanding of why things happen. At the EOY, she believed science was phenomenon 
based. She said it could be integrated with other subjects, was applicable with life outside 
of school and helped students understand how things happen. At the BOY, administrator 
two said her teachers taught science every day and co-taught once a week. At the EOY, 
she said teachers taught science most every day, but they were still working on a few 
teachers. She said it helped having a STEM specialist to support and plan with teachers, 
but they were still learning the standards. In the past, teachers taught science when time 
allowed but it was not a priority. She explained it was taught through a STEM special 
areas class once a week and classroom teachers waited to teach it until tested years. She 
said some teachers incorporated it into reading, but it was not hands-on, or they alternated 
science and social studies. 
 At the BOY, administrator two said teachers liked teaching science because kids 
were engaged, made connections, were involved in their learning, got to do hands-on 
activities, and that it was fun to teach. At the EOY, she said teachers liked it because it 
was hands on, discussion based, could integrate writing, use questioning, and it was 
inquiry based. She explained at the BOY, that she thought teachers did value daily 
science instruction and they were coming around. At the EOY, she said most teachers 
valued science education, but were still learning. She explained that teachers had 
professional development at the BOY which broke down the standards and she felt that 
once teachers were aware of all components of the program, they would appreciate 
science. At the BOY, she said teachers disliked trying to fit science into their schedules, 
learning a new curriculum, and learning new standards. She said time was a barrier 
because they were trying to balance literacy and math which were their main subjects. At 
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the EOY, she added that teachers felt uncomfortable with what they did not know. She 
explained time was their biggest barrier, but in the past, it was not knowing the standards 
or what to do with them. She said the Amplify curriculum gave them no excuses not to 
teach science and they were beginning to learn to incorporate science into other subjects. 
 At the BOY, administrator two expressed value and importance in daily science 
instruction. She explained that administration supported science education by giving 
teachers a block of time in their schedules to teach science, a STEM specialist to support 
daily through collaboration planning and teaching, and by providing professional 
development and professional learning communities. At the EOY, she said she did value 
science education because kids were thinking critically, discussing, and completing non-
fiction writing. She said administration supported science by giving it a block of time 
dedicated for science in the schedules, setting expectations, and having conversations 
with teachers about teaching it. She felt like students loved science instruction. At the 
BOY, she said they loved the experiments, and that the primary students thought they 
were playing, that science was feeding their curiosity, and they wanted to know how 
things worked and why things happen. At the EOY, she said they were enjoying the 
hands-on parts, having fun, tapping into their natural love for science, loved discovering 
new things, and did not even realize they were learning. 
 When asked about teacher’s confidence in teaching science, at the BOY, 
administrator two said they were getting comfortable. She said they were learning just as 
much as the kids while they taught, and that the curriculum was a big help. She explained 
that teachers did not have science backgrounds, so the standards were hard to interpret by 
themselves. At the EOY, she still felt like their confidence level was getting there and 
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every year would get better as long as they continued to provide support and help them 
break down the standards. 
 At the BOY, administrator two said teachers held the bulk of responsibility but 
everyone played a role. She said teachers needed to realize science could not be taught in 
one year. She said the STEM specialist’s role was to be the support system, provide a 
knowledge base, and help with materials. She said administration's role was to allow the 
STEM specialist time to be involved and support teachers. At the EOY, she said the 
teacher's role was to know the information and implement the content in their classrooms. 
She said the STEM specialist’s role was to coach teachers through the curriculum, work 
with lessons and standards, co-teach, and be a sound board for misunderstandings. She 
said accountability was administration's role. 
 She stated Amplify and the STEM specialist as the main supports for science 
education. At the BOY, she said the kids loved Amplify and the STEM specialist 
supported co-teaching, intentional planning with teachers, and acted as the expert in the 
room. At the EOY, she said the Amplify program was a huge help in teacher’s 
confidence but did not know how other schools managed to teach science without a 
STEM specialist. She said the specialist held teachers accountable and thought every 
school should have one, or even two, positions. 
 When asked about the overall impact of the STEM specialist co-teaching model, 
at the BOY, she believed teachers were finally getting in and doing science because they 
realized students were enjoying it. She thought it had a big impact on kids learning 
because they loved going to STEM specials once a week in the past but seeing it in their 
classroom made the difference. At the EOY, she said science would not have been taught 
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consistently without the STEM specialist and feels the school will see big gains in tests 
scores in the future. She said teachers were “winging it” in the past and they would be 
lost without the STEM specialist’s support.  
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Appendix I: Interview Code Book  
(Includes codes, definitions/descriptions, and examples from interviews) 
 
 
How often science is taught (Past and Present) 
• Every day (Science instruction occurs daily for 30-45 minutes in its own block of 
time in its daily schedule.) 
o Everyday 
o Everyday 30/45 minutes 
o Has its own block (daily) 
o every day-NTI 
• Most days a week (Science instruction occurs three to four days a week for 30-45 
minutes in its own block of time in the daily schedule.) 
o 3 or 4 days a week 
o 3 days a week - 1 hour instead of 30 daily 
• Some days a week (Science instruction occurs two days a week for 30-45 minutes 
in its own block of time in the daily schedule.) 
o Changed a couple times, was 30 minutes a day, now an hour a week 
o 2 days a week 
• Once a week (Science instruction occurs one day a week for 30-45 minutes in its 
own block of time in the daily schedule.) 
o Hour a week 
o Once a week 
• Switched off with social studies (Science instruction shares a 30-45-minute block 
of time with social studies that occurs daily in the daily schedule.) 
o Every other week 
o Alternate weeks switched off with social studies 
o Depends on the unit 
• Integrated into other subjects (Science instruction does not have its own block of 
time in the daily schedule but topics are integrated into the reading block by 
reading and using science texts.) 
o Embedded in reading 
o Integrated with reading 
• Did not teach science (Science instruction does not have a block of time in the 
daily schedule.) 
o Science taught in STEM lab 
o We did not have to teach science 
o Did not have amplify program 
o Not a big deal if it did not get done 
• Depends on Administration (Science instruction priority in the daily schedule 
changes and depends on the administrator’s discrepancy.) 
o Changed every year 
o Administration plays a role 
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Barriers to teaching science 
• Materials (Science materials include items which aid in science instruction 
including, books, tools, and items needed for hands on activities and 
experiments.) 
o Material Prep 
o Barrier to seek own materials 
• Time (Instructional time in the daily instructional schedule.) 
o Not enough time 
o Time constraints 
o Having to share time with social studies 
o Time of day in schedule-after recess 
o Schedule changed three times 
o Time to plan 
• Unfamiliar concept (Science topics which teachers are not familiar with or do not 
understand.) 
o Unfamiliar concept 
• Not a priority subject (Science subject not being regarded or treated as more 
important.) 
o Not tested 
o Not seen as important 
o Other things take away from science block (library, second steps, events) 
o District pressure 
o Administrations call 
o Most important subject get most time 
• Lack of preparation (A state of action or process in which a person or science 
materials are not ready.) 
o Lack of preparation 
• No Barriers (No obstacles that keep a person from teaching science in the 
classroom.) 
o No Barriers 
o None  
Teachers like about teaching science 
• Engaging (Science instruction occupies, attracts, or involves someone's interest or 
attention.) 
o Engaging 
o Excited about science 
• Applicable (Science instruction is relevant to student’s life.) 
o Applicable to own life 
o Connect learning 
o Kids apply what they know 
o Universal subject 
• Discovering new ideas (Science instruction involves finding answers and 
becoming aware of new ideas.) 
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o Discovering and learning new things 
o Kids are learning 
o Figuring things out 
o Ahh-haa moments 
• Kids enjoy science instruction (Kids find pleasure in science instruction.) 
o Kids get excited 
o Kids like it 
o Kids love it 
• Teacher enjoys the subject (Teachers find pleasure in science instruction.) 
o No change, always liked it, 26 years teaching 
o Fresh and new 
o Break from other subjects 
o Watch science shows 
• Student Centered (Method of teaching that shifts the focus of instruction from the 
teacher to the student.) 
o Interactive 
o Active 
o Hands on 
o Student centered 
o Experimental  
o Not learning from a book 
• Real World (Science instruction relates to the world and ties into real 
experiences.) 
o Tie in own background and experience 
o Related to everyday life 
• Accessible to all kids (Science instruction can reach all students.) 
o no barriers to learning 
o Accessible to all kids 
• Collaborative (science learning involves two or more parties working together.) 
o Kids support each other 
o Find answers together 
Teachers dislike about teaching science 
• Nothing 
o Nothing (No single thing is not liked about science instruction.) 
• Assessing students (Evaluating or estimating the nature, ability, or quality of a 
student's science knowledge.) 
o Assessing students 
o Obtaining data on students 
• Materials (Science materials include items which aid in science instruction 
including, books, tools, and items needed for hands on activities and 
experiments.) 
o Material prep 
o Too many materials to store 
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• Unfamiliar concepts (Science topics which teachers are not familiar with or do not 
understand.) 
o Unfamiliar concepts 
o Unclear of NGSS standards 
• Not enough time (Lack of enough instructional time in the daily instructional 
schedule for science.) 
o Not having enough time to teach it 
o Time of day in schedule-end of day 
o District puts less emphasis on science 
• Repetitive content (Science content containing repetition when unnecessary.) 
o Repetitive content for Ks 
Teacher value for science education 
• Yes (Expressed agreement with daily science instruction being important.) 
o Absolutely 
o Definitely 
• Importance has changed (Daily science instruction importance is different than it 
was in past years.) 
o In the past thought it was bonus subject 
o Changed from last year 
• Science is Real World (Daily science instruction is important because it relates to 
the world and ties into real experiences.) 
o Concepts build on each other 
o Connect to relate to world 
• Need to teach everyday (Daily science instruction is important to occur every 
day.) 
o Kids need all subjects, not just what they are tested on 
o Wish could teach more 
o Becoming a gap in learning 
• Does not have to be daily (It is not important for science instruction to occur 
daily.) 
o Do not force it, should be natural 
o Realistically not possible everyday 
• Job exposure (Daily science instruction is important because it exposes kids to 
STEM careers.) 
o Job exposure 
What science education means 
• Exploration (Science education is a thorough analysis of a subject or theme.) 
o Hands on exploration 
o Exploration 
• Discovery of the world (Science education involves finding answers and 
becoming aware of new ideas in our world.) 
o Learn how the world works 
o Investigate world around them 
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o Investigating 
• Applicable (Science education is relevant to student’s life.) 
o Relates to real life 
o Application to future 
• Real World (Science education relates to the world and ties into real experiences.) 
o Students experiencing world around them, Real world 
• New way of thinking (Science education are ideas and topics kids are 
experiencing for the first time.) 
o Different topics for students 
o Experience new material 
• How things work (Science education is finding out how things operate or 
function.) 
o How things work 
• I do not know (Does not have knowledge or information concerning science 
education.) 
o I do not know 
• Teaching science (Science education is showing or explaining science.) 
o Teaching science standards 
o Instructing on science concepts 
• Opportunity for students to learn science skills (Science education is the 
possibility to learn science skills.) 
o Student opportunity to explore 
• Important (Science education has great significance or value.) 
o Important 
o Overlooked  
Administrators value for science education 
• Yes (Expressed agreement with administration valuing daily science education.) 
o Yes 
o Definitely 
• No (Expressed disagreement with administration valuing daily science education.) 
o Gets pushed off because of other things that need to get done, Other things 
are more important 
o Not evident 
o Still put science and social studies in same category 
• I do not know (Does not have knowledge or information concerning 
administration valuing daily science education.) 
o I do not know 
• Somewhat (Administration moderately values science education.) 
o 5 or 6 out of 10 
o Probably  
• Value test scores (Administration values subjects that are tested and the outcomes 
of the tests.) 
o Not tested 
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o Teaching to test 
• More this year (Administration values science education to a greater degree this 
year.) 
o Bigger push this year, in past was not pushed 
o Getting better this year, improving, used to be second thought 
• Lateral Learning importance (Administration realized importance in science 
education in all grade levels and how they affect each other.) 
o Cannot teach it all in 4th grade 
• It changes (Administration’s value in science education is not consistent.) 
o Depends on what important at the time 
Administrator Supports for science education 
• Hired a STEM coach (Administration supports science education by hiring 
(Administration supports science education by a STEM specialist.) 
o Hired a STEM coach 
o Financial 
o Classroom instruction instead of special area 
• Embedded science in daily schedule (Administration supports science education 
by adding a science block to each grade level’s daily schedule.) 
o Given time in schedule for science 
• Hold teachers accountable (Administration supports science education by 
requiring and expecting teachers to teach science.) 
o Accountability  
• Supports Amplify program (Administration supports science education by giving 
assistance for science education.) 
o Getting program 
o Provided amplify program 
• Prioritized Science (Administration supports science education by regarding or 
treating it as more important.) 
o Conversations about teaching science, none in the past 
o Emphasized 
o Require teachers to teach science 
o Supported Clubs 
o Walkthrough checklist 
• No support (Administration does not show support for science education.) 
o Not evident 
Students value science education 
• Kids enjoy learning science (Students find pleasure in science education.) 
o Kids love it 
o Kids enjoy it 
o Want to keep learning 
• Excited about daily science in classroom (Students are enthusiastic and eager 
towards science education.) 
o Cheers when start 
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o Ask about when not do not do it 
o Do not see science as a special area anymore 
• Interested in learning new concepts (Students show an interest in learning new 
concepts in science.) 
o Excited when discovering 
o Face light up when figuring out 
• Willing to try new things (Students are ready, eager, or prepared to try new things 
in science.) 
o More willing to try and figure things out 
o New to them 
• Make connections (Students link science ideas to their life or other subjects.) 
o Make connections to real life 
o Connect vocabulary/concepts to other subjects 
• Engaged in learning (Students participate and become involved in science 
learning.) 
o Engaged in science fair 
▪ Last year did not understand the process, vocabulary 
o Asking relatable extension questions 
o Engaged 
• Discuss with peers (Students talk about science ideas with peers.) 
o Get to talk to peers, Discussion 
• Enjoy Co-teaching (Students find pleasure when the STEM specialist teachers 
alongside their classroom teacher.) 
o Love co-teaching 
o Sad when stem specialist could not come 
o Wish stem coach came more 
• Motivated by science careers (Students show interest or enthusiasm in STEM 
careers.) 
o Open eyes to science and engineering careers 
o Ask about jobs 
• Excited about using materials (Students are enthusiastic and eager to use science 
materials.) 
o Excited to read science books 
o Excited about experiments, hands on 
Teacher’s confidence in teaching science 
• Yes (Teacher expressed agreement for having confidence to teach science.) 
o Yes  
o Taught only science in past  
o 9 out of 10 
• Somewhat (Teacher expressed moderate agreement for having confidence to 
teach science.) 
o Sometimes  
o Not 100%, 70% confident 
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• Not confident in all parts (Teacher is not confident in all parts in teaching 
science.) 
o Not confident in new assessment 
o Not for certain subjects-physical science 
o Better in some topics, depends on the topic 
• No (Expressed disagreement for having confidence to teach science.) 
o Unfamiliar concepts 
o Not exactly 
• Confidence changed/Growing, more confident than in the past (Teacher’s 
confidence is expanding and is greater than it was in past years.) 
o Learning a lot 
o Getting there 
o More confident than past 
What caused confidence change in teachers 
• STEM coach helped confidence level (STEM specialist has helped increase 
teacher confidence.) 
o Definitely with stem coach help 
o Stem coach helped confidence level 
• Amplify has helped with confidence (Amplify program has helped increase 
teacher confidence.) 
o Lost without program 
o program helps 
o Material is laid out well to teach 
• Consistency has helped confidence (Teaching science consistently has helped 
increase teacher confidence.) 
o Consistency 
o Science became a routine  
• Time spent learning has helped (More time to understand science instruction has 
helped increase teacher confidence.) 
o Spending time understanding what to teach than looking for material 
o Can go deeper into subject 
• Gained a clear understanding (Gaining a clear understanding has helped increase 
teacher confidence.) 
o Always valued, did not know how to get there before 
o Last year-Unclear of standards 
o Last year-Unclear of expectations of students 
o Now understand for to meet high expectations 
Teacher role in science education 
• Provide and Facilitate science instruction (The teacher’s role in science education 
is to provide and facilitate science instruction.) 
o Structure learning environment for students 
o Facilitate science instruction, learning 
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• Did not understand responsibility in past (Teachers did not have a clear 
understanding on their role in science education.) 
o Relied on STEM lab teacher in the past 
o Unclear role in the past 
• Be prepared to teach science (The teacher’s role in science education is to be 
prepared to teach science.) 
o Give materials, materials ready 
o Prepared to teach 
o Know the information 
• All teachers are responsible (It is every teacher's responsibility to teach science to 
their class.) 
o Every teacher in some capacity 
o Grades below 4th get same collaboration 
o 100% teacher responsibility 
• Verify student science learning (The teacher’s role in science education is to 
ensure students are learning and understanding science concepts.) 
o Teacher’s kids’ scores/education 
o Differentiate 
o Make sure students meet requirements 
• Conducive learning environment (The teacher’s role in science education is to 
create a learning environment conducive for science instruction.) 
o Promote participation 
o learning environment 
STEM Specialist role in science education 
• Help, support, work with teachers (The STEM specialist’s role in science 
education is to help and support teachers with science instruction 
o Helping with effectiveness 
o Help teachers feel prepared 
• Support student learning (The STEM specialist’s role in science education is to 
support student science learning.) 
o Helping with learning environment for students 
o Support students 
• Co-teaching science with teachers (The STEM specialist’s role in science 
education is to teach science alongside the classroom teacher.) 
• Accountability (The STEM specialist’s role in science education is to require and 
expect teachers to teach science.) 
• Clarification for teachers (The STEM specialist’s role in science education is to 
provide clarification to the teachers.) 
o Clarifies activities 
o Explain curriculum 
o Help teacher understanding 
o Answer questions 
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• Add new perspective and knowledge base (The STEM specialist’s role in science 
education is to provide a new perspective and knowledge base.) 
o Adding a new perception 
o Provide knowledge base 
• Worked beyond role (The STEM specialist’s role in science education is to work 
beyond the expectations.) 
o Worked beyond role 
• Assist with pacing guides and lessons planning (The STEM specialist’s role in 
science education is to assist teachers with science pacing guides and lesson 
plans.) 
o Pacing 
o Lesson plans 
• Promote science education throughout the school (The STEM specialist’s role in 
science education is to promote science education throughout the school.) 
o Keeping science alive and alert 
o Other science-based things-science fair, sustainability 
Administrators role in science education 
• Emphasize science importance (Administration’s role in science education is to 
emphasize science content importance for the school.) 
o Emphasis 
o Support science 
• Accountability (Administration’s role in science education is to require and 
expect teachers to teach science.) 
o Accountability 
o Holding teachers accountable 
• I do not know (Does not have knowledge or information concerning 
administration’s role in science education.) 
o I do not know 
• Provide STEM specialist (Administration’s role in science education is to provide 
teachers time to work with a STEM specialist.) 
o Make stem specialist available 
o Give stem specialist time to work 
• Start of responsibility (Administration’s role in science education is to assume the 
start of responsibility.) 
o Responsibility should start here 
• Should encourage more (Administration’s role in science education is to 
encourage their teachers to teach science more.) 
o Should push it more 
o Still put science and social studies in same category  
• Provide a science block in grade level schedules (Administration’s role in science 
education is to provide a block of time for science in each grade level schedule.) 
o Give teachers a block of science time 
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• Support science education (Administration’s role in science education is to give 
assistance.) 
o Support teachers 
o Support science 
o Support in front of parents 
o Supportive of program 
• Everyone (Everyone should take a role in science education.) 
• Everyone should teach it 
• Everyone plays a role 
 
Supports for science education 
• Amplify Program 
o Ensures standards-based instruction (The Amplify program is a valuable 
support for teaching science because it ensures standards-based 
instruction.) 
o Helpful for teachers (The Amplify program is a valuable support for 
teaching science because it is helpful for teachers.) 
▪ Helpful  
o Increase teacher confidence and motivation (The Amplify program is a 
valuable support for teaching science because it increases teacher’s 
confidence and motivation.) 
▪ Motivated teacher 
▪ Lost without program 
o Kids enjoy it (The Amplify program is a valuable support for teaching 
science because kids enjoy the program.) 
▪ Kids love it 
o Good program (The Amplify program is a valuable support for teaching 
science because it is a good program.) 
▪ Legit program 
▪ Love program 
o Teachers enjoy it (The Amplify program is a valuable support for teaching 
science because teachers enjoy the program.) 
▪ Teachers enjoy it 
o Materials (The Amplify program is a valuable support for teaching science 
because it comes with materials.) 
▪ materials ready 
▪ Great materials 
o Ready and Easy to use (The Amplify program is a valuable support for 
teaching science because it is ready and easy to use.) 
▪ Easy to follow 
▪ Activities planned 
▪ Laid out to assist teachers 
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o Helpful for students (The Amplify program is a valuable support for 
teaching science because it helps students.) 
▪ Helps kids understand 
o Daunting (The Amplify program seems difficult to deal with in 
anticipation.) 
▪ Daunting 
• STEM Coach 
o Science content Integration (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for 
teaching science because she helps with science content integration.) 
▪ Integrating science 
o Hard worker (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for teaching 
science because she is a hard worker.) 
▪ Show hard work 
▪ STEM coach changed it, made it happen 
o Science knowledge base and perspective (The STEM specialist is a 
valuable support for teaching science because she provides science 
knowledge base and perspective.) 
▪ Provide teachers with knowledge 
▪ Expertise in the room 
o Supports and helps teachers (The STEM specialist is a valuable support 
for teaching science because she supports and helps teachers.) 
▪ Support and guide teachers through standards 
o Accountability (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for teaching 
science because she holds teachers accountable.) 
▪ Accountability 
o Science leader (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for teaching 
science because she is a science leader.) 
▪ passion, desire, leadership, strength 
▪ Science lead in house 
▪ Cheerleader for science 
o Co teaching (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for teaching 
science because she co-teaches science with the classroom teacher.) 
▪ Co-teaching strategies 
o Essential to changes (The STEM specialist is needed to create positive 
impacts on science education. 
▪ Gives full credit to coach 
▪ Should get 100% credit for science importance now in building 
o Made teaching science easy for teachers (The STEM specialist is a 
valuable support for teaching science because she made teaching science 
easy for teachers.) 
▪ Made curriculum easy to understand, comprehend, initiate 
▪ Organize curriculum and materials 
▪ Sift through material and curriculum 
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o Weekly team planning (The STEM specialist is a valuable support for 
teaching science because she plans with teachers weekly.) 
▪ Next week material 
▪ Intentional planning with teachers 
o Helped teachers feel confident (The STEM specialist is a valuable support 
for teaching science because she helped teachers feel confident.) 
▪ Helped teacher confidence 
o Helped with science pacing for the school (The STEM specialist is a 
valuable support for teaching science because she helped with science 
pacing for the school.) 
▪ Pacing 
▪ Keep on pace 
• Knowledge base (Having a science knowledge base is a valuable support for 
teaching science.) 
o Knowledge base 
• Accountability (Having accountability for science is a valuable support for 
teaching science.) 
o Accountability  
o District expectations 
• Time opportunities for science (Having time for science instruction is a valuable 
support for teaching science.) 
o Time for science in the schedule 
• Resources/Space (Having science resources and space are valuable supports for 
teaching science.) 
o Resources 
• Paraeducator assistant (A paraeducator assistant is a valuable support for teaching 
science.) 
o Paraeducator assistant 
Overall Impact 
• Science Subject (The STEM Specialist co-teaching model has had an overall 
impact on science subject.) 
o Emphasis and presence for science schoolwide (The STEM Specialist co-
teaching model has had an overall impact on science subject by 
establishing an emphasis and presence for science schoolwide.) 
▪ Emphasis on daily science instruction 
▪ Brought attention to science 
▪ School-wide initiative 
▪ Became a thing this year 
o Consistent time for daily science instruction (The STEM Specialist co-
teaching model has had an overall impact on science subject by ensuring a 
consistent time for daily science instruction.) 
▪ All classrooms teach science now 
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o Evidence for science teaching (The STEM Specialist co-teaching model 
has had an overall impact on science subject as seen in the evidence for 
science teaching around the building.) 
▪ Evidence of science teaching -experiments, materials 
o Respect for science (The STEM Specialist co-teaching model has had an 
overall impact on science subject by establishing a respect for science 
building wide.) 
o Expectation to teach daily science (The STEM Specialist co-teaching 
model has had an overall impact on science subject by establishing an 
expectation to teach daily science.) 
▪ Expectation to teach science 
▪ Did not teach science, now we do 
o Impacted overall instruction (The STEM Specialist co-teaching model has 
positively impacted overall instruction in the building.) 
▪ Impacted overall instruction, not just science 
• Teachers (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has had an overall impact on 
teachers.) 
o Vertical support and structure (The STEM specialist co-teaching model 
has had an overall impact on teachers by establishing vertical support and 
structures.) 
▪ Took a lot off teacher’s plates, Made it less overwhelming, less 
stressful 
o Enjoyed co-teaching (Teachers enjoyed the STEM specialist co-teaching 
model.) 
▪ Like having a co-teacher to teach with 
o Accountability (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has had an 
overall impact on teachers by providing accountability for science 
instruction.) 
▪ Made teachers teach science 
o Improved teacher confidence and comfort (The STEM specialist co-
teaching model has had an overall impact on teachers by improving 
teacher confidence and comfort.) 
▪ More confident 
▪ Last year teachers had no background 
▪ Felt successful 
▪ Building wide comfort 
o Attention given to science instruction (The STEM specialist co-teaching 
model has had an overall impact on teachers giving attention to science 
instruction.) 
▪ Talking about science 
▪ Planning time devoted to science 
▪ Science grades 
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o Motivated to teach science (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has 
had an overall impact on the teacher's motivation to teach science.) 
▪ Motivated teachers to teach science 
▪ Inspired 
• Students (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has had an overall impact on 
students.) 
o Prepared for continued science learning (The STEM specialist co-teaching 
model has had an overall impact on student’s preparedness for science 
instruction in future grade levels.) 
▪ Kids are more prepared to each grade level 
o New perspective for science (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has 
had an overall impact on the student's perspective for science.) 
▪ New perspective with co-teaching 
▪ More perspectives 
o Realized science importance (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has 
made students realize science’s importance.) 
▪ Realize science is important 
▪ See science in everyday life 
o Gaining New scientific skills (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has 
had an overall impact on student’s ability to gain new scientific skills.) 
o Daily science instruction (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has had 
an overall impact on student’s daily science instruction.) 
▪ Daily science for kids 
o Exposure to STEM careers and real-world skills (The STEM specialist co-
teaching model has had an overall impact on student’s exposure to STEM 
careers and real-world skills.) 
▪ Exposure to STEM careers 
▪ Open eyes to science and engineering careers 
▪ Grown in problem solving skills 
o Gained confidence in science skills (The STEM specialist co-teaching 
model has had an overall impact on student’s confidence in science skills.) 
▪ More confidence 
o Entitled kids (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has entitled 
students.) 
▪ Kids find something they like, find themselves through science 
o Enjoying science (The STEM specialist co-teaching model has had an 
overall impact on student’s enjoyment for science.) 
▪ Kids are loving science 
 
COVID-19 Impacts 
• Did not mention COVID-19 or teaching science online (Teacher or administrator 
did not mention COVID-19 or teaching science online.) 
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• Time for science (Teacher or administrator mentioned COVID-19 impacted the 
amount of time spent on science instruction.) 
• Positive (Teacher or administrator mentioned positive impact of COVID-19 on 
science education.) 
• Barriers (Teacher or administrator mentioned negative impact of COVID-19 on 
science education.) 
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